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Abstract
This thesis investigates the suitability of state-of-the-art protocols for large-scale and longterm environmental event monitoring using wireless sensor networks based on the application
scenario of early forest fire detection. By suitable combination of energy-efficient protocol
mechanisms a novel communication protocol, referred to as cross-layer message-merging protocol (XLMMP), is developed. Qualitative and quantitative protocol analyses are carried out to
confirm that XLMMP is particularly suitable for this application area. The quantitative analysis is mainly based on finite-source retrial queues with multiple unreliable servers. While this
queueing model is widely applicable in various research areas even beyond communication
networks, this thesis is the first to determine the distribution of the response time in this model.
The model evaluation is mainly carried out using Markovian analysis and the method of phases.
The obtained quantitative results show that XLMMP is a feasible basis to design scalable wireless sensor networks that (1) may comprise hundreds of thousands of tiny sensor nodes with
reduced node complexity, (2) are suitable to monitor an area of tens of square kilometers, (3)
achieve a lifetime of several years. The deduced quantifiable relationships between key network parameters—e.g., node size, node density, size of the monitored area, aspired lifetime,
and the maximum end-to-end communication delay—enable application-specific optimization
of the protocol.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
If you have the right attitude, interesting problems will find you.
— Eric S. Raymond
Modern sensor and communication technology is subject to ongoing miniaturization. For wireless sensor networks (WSNs)∗ , this development steadily enlarges the areas of imaginable applications. Since the requirements imposed on WSNs are highly application-specific, the use
of generic solutions is often rendered infeasible. Hence, for many application areas, a plethora
of open research questions still needs to be solved to enable the design and implementation of
actually practical solutions.

1.1

WSN-Based Environmental Event Monitoring

One of many possible application areas of WSNs is environmental monitoring, which includes,
e.g., forest fire or flood detection, volcano or habitat monitoring, precision agriculture, or pollution studies as specific applications (cf. [3, Sec. 2.2], [221]). The main advantage of using
WSNs for environmental monitoring is the increased spatial resolution in comparison to classical monitoring approaches that rely on significantly fewer but more complex and more costly
sensors, which usually demand additional infrastructure for power supply and communication.
Particular challenges of this application area arise from the relatively large area to be monitored, the usually large number of sensor nodes needed due to their limited sensing range, the
nodes’ environmental compatibility, and the relatively long operation time aspired.
For example, based on the application of early forest fire detection, this thesis shows that
it is advisable to think further the vision of deploying WSNs with hundreds of thousands of
sensor nodes to monitor areas of tens of square kilometers. The large number of sensor nodes
has several implications:
• The price of each sensor node needs to be as low as possible.
• For a low environmental impact, each sensor node needs to be as small as possible.
• The price and size constraints render the use of powerful technology (e.g., long-range
radio transceivers, fast processing units, or high-capacity batteries) infeasible.
∗

A list of all abbreviations used in this thesis is provided in Appendix Section A.1.
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• Deterministic deployment is infeasible. Instead, the sensor nodes need to be deployed
randomly, e.g., by dropping or spraying them from aerial vehicles. Immediately after
random deployment, the position of each sensor node is hence unknown. Some localization method is needed to make the sensor nodes location-aware. The location of the
sensed event can then be determined and communicated to the network operator.
• Regular maintenance of the sensor nodes is infeasible. This includes manual recharging∗
or replacing the batteries. Hence, despite the small size of the sensor nodes, a lifetime in
the order of years should be aspired. To achieve this goal, the WSN needs to be designed
such that it operates in a highly energy-efficient manner.
• For reducing the sensor nodes’ energy consumption, their radio transceivers need to be
switched to sleep mode as often as possible, because these are usually responsible for
the sensor nodes’ main power drain (see, e.g., [3, Sec. 3.7] and the references therein).
• The limited radio range and large size of the monitored area necessitates multi-hop communication of sensor data from the source sensor node to a destination node. Consequently, each sensor node does not only serve as a data source but also as a data router.
This additional duty results in additional power consumption.
A prominent destination node of data messages communicated by a WSN is the sink node.
The sink node usually is more powerful than the tiny sensor nodes and serves as a gateway
between the WSN and a more capable external communication infrastructure, which takes care
of sending sensor data from the WSN to the network operator and network management data
in the opposite direction.
An important property of WSNs that are applied for safety-critical applications like forest
fire detection is the time needed to communicate a detected event—i.e., fire—from the detecting source node to the sink. In this thesis, this time is referred to as detection-to-notification
delay. For example, the size of a forest fire may—depending on the environmental conditions† —spread very quickly. Therefore, early intervention of fire fighters is of utmost importance. Hence, the detection-to-notification delay should lie in the order of less than only a few
minutes (cf. Section 3.3). Clearly, there is a trade-off between this delay and the durations of
the active and sleep periods that are adhered to by the nodes’ transceivers and determine the
nodes’ lifetime. That is, the higher the probability that the transceivers are sleeping, the longer
messages need to traverse the WSN.
The challenge addressed by this thesis is hence to find a scalable and energy-efficient communication protocol that is suitable for long-term environmental event monitoring. In particular, the protocol must be able to meet lifetime requirements on the one hand and detection-tonotification delay requirements on the other hand. Since an optimal protocol cannot be found,
the design of an improved protocol is projected and the novel protocol’s performance requires
evaluation to proof its theoretical feasibility. Furthermore, the evaluation approach should be
generic enough to allow for application-specific optimization of main WSN and protocol parameters.

∗
†

As discussed in Section 4.2.8, also the use of power harvesting methods seems impracticable in the investigated
forest fire scenario.
Including, e.g., fuel type, fuel moisture, wind speed, and air temperature.

1.2 Solution Approach
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Solution Approach

Several solutions for environmental monitoring in general (see Section 2.2) and solutions for
WSN-based early forest fire detection in particular (see Section 2.1) have been proposed in
related work. However, an investigation of these solutions reveals that real deployments so far
comprise only up to hundreds of nodes, while this thesis exemplarily shows for the forest fire
scenario that it seems advisable to foresee networks of hundreds of thousands of nodes. Proposed WSN-based solutions that explicitly address forest fire monitoring lack explicit lifetime
estimations that consider the constraints following from network size, node size and detectionto-notification delay requirements. After reviewing solutions that seem feasible for large-scale
and long-term environmental monitoring—in particular approaches that are based on crosslayer communication protocols that are based on receiver-based routing (cf. Section 2.2)—
this thesis comes to the conclusion that there are still unexploited optimization opportunities
to design a novel WSN protocol that is especially suitable for long-term environmental event
monitoring where report-worthy events (e.g., an upcoming forest fire indicated by an exceeded
temperature threshold) occur rarely.
This thesis hence designs a novel communication protocol, which is especially optimized
for WSN-based monitoring of rare events in large-scale environmental areas. In the following,
the protocol is referred to as cross-layer message-merging protocol (XLMMP). XLMMP is
designed to comprise the following main properties, whose combination establishes the novelty
of XLMMP:
Cross-layering. A cross-layer approach is chosen to increase the application-awareness of
different protocol services (e.g., routing and medium access). Despite imminent disadvantages including decreased modularity, robustness, reusability, stability, and maintainability (cf.
[166, 198]), cross-layer approaches bear a large potential to achieve significantly higher energy
efficiency in comparison to layered protocol stacks (cf. [3, Ch. 10] and the references therein).
Message-merging. The protocol fosters in-network data message aggregation by allowing
for application data-aware routing decisions. The resulting decrease of the number of messages
further increases the protocols energy efficiency.
ID-less, unsynchronized, and self-localizing. In contrast to most protocols previously proposed in related work for environmental monitoring and WSN-based early forest fire detection,
XLMMP does not rely on external services that provide unique node IDs or addresses, time
synchronization, and node localization due to the following reasons:
• For unique node IDs and addresses, dedicated hardware (ID chips) or address negotiation
protocols would be needed. In XLMMP, node IDs are completely avoided in order to
reduce hardware requirements, energy consumption, and communication overhead. It
should be noted that the lack of node IDs also naturally follows the paradigm shift from
node-centric to data-centric networking (cf. [143, Ch. 12], [82, Ch. 11], [3, Sec. 7.2]).
• Regular time synchronization would require external time sources (e.g., the satellitebased Global Positioning System (GPS) or terrestrial beacon nodes) or dedicated time
synchronization protocols that need relatively frequent communication. Similar to node
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IDs, XLMMP avoids the need for time synchronization to reduce the corresponding hardware, energy, and/or communication overhead, in particular since it would usually need
to be maintained even during long event-less periods to be useful.
• Node localization is often assumed to be achieved by the help of some satellite-based
global navigation system (e.g., GPS), a dedicated localization protocol, or deterministic
deployment. The drawback of these approaches is again an increased hardware, energy,
and/or communication overhead. In contrast to node IDs and time synchronization, however, node localization is indispensable for achieving event localization. Hence, XLMMP
provides node localization by itself with no hardware and only moderate additional communication and computation overhead.
Unclustered. In contrast to common ambitions to promote clustering in WSNs, this thesis
refrains from following this trend. The decision is based on the following main reasons:
• In case of static cluster heads, these usually need to be provided with more powerful
hardware. The resulting node heterogeneity, however, complicates deployment and introduces single points of failures.
• If the cluster heads are chosen dynamically, communication overhead is introduced for
cluster head election, cluster formation, and cluster maintenance. This permanent overhead seems disproportional in comparison to the traffic caused by rare application events.
Receiver-based routing. To achieve high energy efficiency, the sensor nodes are subject to
active/sleep cycles with significantly dominating sleep periods. To still keep the event-todetection delay low, to foster message merging, to facilitate scalability and robustness, and to
enable energy-aware routing, XLMMP applies receiver-based routing (cf. [6, 139, 198, 320],
[3, p. 225]). Here, a sender node is not aware of its neighbor nodes that may serve as suitable
next hops to forward the data message towards the sink. Instead, a sender broadcasts the message to its neighborhood by exploiting the broadcast character of wireless communication. The
message-receiving neighbors then negotiate which of them signs responsible to forward the
message further. If no next hop can be found immediately, the sender retries to find a suitable
neighbor by resending the message.

The quantitative evaluation of XLMMP carried out in this thesis aims at investigating the
influence of the WSN’s and environmental parameters on the detection-to-notification delay.
For deriving realistic parameters, the investigation focuses on a practical forest fire scenario.
Still, it should be noted that this thesis does not yet strive for a perfect representation of the
investigated WSN and XLMMP in form of detailed and large-scale simulations or testbed implementations. Instead, its main goals are to grasp the behavioral properties, principles, and
dependencies of the underlying protocol mechanisms and to analyze the results’ sensitivity on
changes of the system parameters. In future work, the derived insights can then be used to
focus on the most decisive factors when building more detailed and refined models.
A further advantage of this approach is that the proposed queueing models and the corresponding evaluation approaches are, to a large extend, application-independent and can be
applied in a much broader context—even beyond the research area of communication networks.

1.2 Solution Approach
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The evaluation of the WSN is based on a model which is split into two main parts: the
single-hop model and the multi-hop model. The single-hop model aims at reflecting the time
needed by a message to traverse one hop of its multi-hop path to the sink node. The model
in particular copes with the retrial behavior of the message-sending node and the active/sleep
periods of the potential next-hop nodes. Also, the model reflects the limited number of distinct event messages, owing to the merging of similar messages. This is achieved by adopting
the modeling formalism of retrial queues. More specifically, a finite-source retrial queue with
homogeneous, unreliable servers is applied to deduce the single-hop response time and further
performance measures. In contrast to related work on numerical evaluation of finite-source
retrial queues with unreliable servers (see Section 2.4), this thesis not only derives mean performance measures (using numerical Markovian analysis provided by the tools MOSEL-2 and
SPNP)∗ but also the distribution of the waiting and response times using the Method of Phases
(cf. [169, Part II]). Additionally, an approximation is proposed that allows to increase the scalability of the evaluation method in case of large state spaces. The approximation’s derivation
relies on symbolic regression (cf. [263]) provided by the tool Eureqa. The proposed single-hop
modeling and evaluation process is verified† by comparing the results to outcomes of related
work and of a suitable discrete-event simulation (DES) which developed in this thesis and is
implemented using CPN Tools.
For the evaluation of the protocol’s multi-hop detection-to-notification delay, the sensor
nodes’ hop count‡ distribution is investigated by developing an multi-agent simulation model.
This model is implemented using the MASON toolkit. The combination of the single-hop response time distribution with the hop count distribution is implemented in form of a numerical
approach based on a Monte Carlo experiment and allows to calculate the aspired detection-tonotification delay distribution. Based on this result, the thesis in particular is able to answer the
following interrelated questions:
• For a given set of system parameters, which upper bound of the detection-to-notification
delay is met by a given fraction of events?
• For a given set of system parameters, what is the fraction of events that meet a given
upper bound of the detection-to-notification delay?
The obtained quantitative results show that XLMMP works well under given assumptions and
allow to identify the model parameters for which key WSN performance measures show high
sensitivity.

∗
†

‡

The most important software and analysis tools applied are described in more detail within the thesis (in particular
in Sections 5.3.4, 5.4.3.1, and 5.5.2).
Here, verification refers to the process of getting confidence in the statement “the models and their evaluation
are implemented correctly”. For more details on the interpretation of the terms verification and validation used
in the scope of this thesis, see Section 6.2.
Throughout this thesis, the term hop count refers to the distance of a node to the closest sink, measured in the
number of required communication hops.
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1.3

Main Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows:
1. The thesis combines the research fields of environmental monitoring (with a focus on
the application of forest fire detection), wireless sensor networks, and retrial queues.
State-of-the-art forest fire detection methods are classified by differing human-based and
technical methods, while the latter are further classified according to their location with
respect to the forest (cf. Section 3.3). For WSN-based forest fire detection, the thesis
identifies the lack of tangible lifetime estimations as a major open research issue (cf.
Section 2.1). The thesis proposes a classification of cross-layer WSN protocols that
apply receiver-based routing. The classification considers the type of packet (data or
control) that is initially transmitted by a sender node and captures whether the protocols
execute receiver initiative determination and/or a receiver contention mechanism (cf.
Sections 2.2 and B.1). A basic classification of the literature on retrial queueing models
is proposed based on the number of servers, their reliability, and the number of sources
(cf. Section 2.4). Previous works that use retrial queues to model WSNs are shown to
lack investigation of the detection-to-notification delay distribution (cf. Section 2.3).
2. This thesis designs a novel communication protocol, referred to as cross-layer messagemerging protocol (XLMMP). The protocol’s behavior (cf. Section 4.1) and message
format (cf. Section 4.3.6) is tailored towards the timely and energy-efficient communication of events within large-scale WSNs applied for long-term environmental event
monitoring. It is shown how the desired functionality, including node localization and
data aggregation, can be achieved without relying on node synchronization, unique node
addresses, and dedicated localization hardware.
3. To proof the feasibility of XLMMP by quantitative evaluation, a variety of evaluation
models is specified. To a large extent, the proposed models are application-independent
and can be applied in a much broader context. This particularly holds for the mathematical models that are based on retrial queues. For evaluation, all models are implemented—
if available, based on suitable software tools. Different evaluation process variants are
compared, in particular according to their scalability with respect to the size of the underlying state space. The proposed models and their addressed aspects can be briefly
summarized as follows:
• A hop count simulation model is developed to simulate, investigate, and visualize
the random deployment of sensor nodes, the coverage and connectivity achieved,
the formation of hop count rings around the sinks, and the distribution of the nodes’
hop count to the sinks (cf., e.g., Sections 4.3.2.2, 5.7.1, 5.8.2, 5.30, and Figs. 4.14
and 4.18).
• A retrial queueing model is obtained to investigate single-hop mean steady-state
performance measures by applying Markovian analysis to the underlying threedimensional irreducible continuous-time Markov chain (cf. Sections 5.2 and 5.3).
• Additionally, a three-dimensional reducible continuous-time Markov chain variant
is constructed that allows to derive the distribution of the waiting time of retrying
jobs which is shown to be phase-type distributed under the given assumptions (cf.
Sections 5.4 and B.2).

1.3 Main Contributions
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• An approximate model of the retrying jobs’ waiting time distribution is developed
to increase the numerical evaluation’s scalability in case of large state spaces.
• A single-hop DES model based on colored Petri nets is built to verify the correctness of the numerical single-hop models’ implementation and to serve as input for
developing the approximate model in parameter ranges where numerical analysis
fails due to state-space explosion (cf. Sections 5.3.4, 5.4.3.2, 5.5.2 and B.7).
• A multi-hop model is built and evaluated using a Monte Carlo experiment. It allows to find the multi-hop detection-to-notification delay distribution based on the
single-hop results and the hop count distribution (cf. Section 5.7).
4.

XLMMP

is qualitatively evaluated (cf. Section 4.4.1) based on design principles stated
in related work (cf. [143, Sec. 3.3]) and by comparing its behavior to the related protocol
XLP (cf. [6, 198, 320] or [3, Sec. 10.3])∗ .

5. The thesis proposes and discusses several approaches to estimate the nodes’ position
within their hop count ring. These approaches can be used to improve the accuracy
and performance of hop count-based localization and routing methods, respectively (cf.
Sections 4.3.2.5 and 4.3.2.6).
6. The thesis proposes a hex grid-based approach that provides short addresses for ranges
of locations within the monitored area. This keeps the message size small, helps to
identify spatial correlation between data packets, and fosters the merging of messages.
Transformations between the hop count, physical, and grid locations are provided (cf.
Sections 4.3.5 and B.4).
7. The thesis fosters the practical applicability of the proposed protocol and the applied
evaluation methods by attaching importance to deriving and working with realistic environmental, WSN, and protocol parameters. For example, this is reflected by the following measures:
• The protocol’s design and evaluation is embedded in a realistic forest scenario
which is based on the Neuburg Forest located near Passau, Germany, (cf. Sections 4.2.2 and following).
• The power consumption of typical state-of-the-art radio transceiver hardware is
collected from related work and used for the derivation of lifetime estimations (cf.
Section 4.2.8).
• State-of-the-art data storage technologies are briefly investigated to estimate realistic volumetric storage densities (cf. Section B.3).

∗

Note that [6] proposes the cross-layer module (XLM). According to [320], the publication [6] is a “preliminary
version” of [320], which proposes the cross-layer protocol (XLP). Since the basic mechanisms of XLM and XLP
coincide, publications [6] and [320] are jointly discussed in this thesis. Publications [198] and [3, Sec. 10.3] are
examples of secondary literature that discuss XLM and XLP, respectively.
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1.4

1 Introduction

Thesis Structure

Related work on forest fire detection with WSNs, WSN protocols, and finite-source retrial
queues is discussed in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, the scenario of early forest fire detection is investigated as a typical example
of environmental event monitoring. Application-specific background is provided and requirements for early forest fire detection methods are discussed on the basis of state-of-the art solutions. The chapter also helps to embed the rather theoretical contributions of later chapters
into an accessible application scenario. This further motivates the theoretical contributions by
showing their practical relevance and provides a basis for narrowing the range of investigated
system parameters to relevant scales.
Based on the forest fire scenario, Chapter 4 first introduces the basic behavior of XLMMP.
It then presents essential assumptions and basic design decisions the protocol is based on,
before discussing more technical details and carrying out a qualitative evaluation of XLMMP.
Chapter 5 focuses on the quantitative evaluation of the proposed protocol. The single-hop
model is treated in Sections 5.2 to 5.6. The multi-hop is presented in Section 5.7. The quantitative results are discussed in Section 5.8 and allow to infer suggestions regarding protocol
parameterization and model refinements.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis by providing a summary and directions for future
work including a sketch of further research steps towards a testbed implementation of the proposed forest fire-detecting WSN and a brief discussion of the thesis’s impact on the research
landscape.
The thesis is complemented by two appendices. Appendix A summarizes the abbreviations,
mathematical notation, and parameters used in this thesis. Finally, bulky illustrations, lengthy
derivations, auxiliary calculations, and secondary discussions are provided in Appendix B.
A technical report summarizing the experience with software tools gathered while working
on this thesis and providing technical details on the model implementations is projected. The
interested reader is referred to http://wuechner.eu/thesis/ for details. Future research
and developments related to this thesis are also planned to be made available at this Web address.
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Chapter 2

Related Work
If I have seen further it is by standing on ye sholders of Giants.
— Isaac Newton
The most relevant related publications with respect to this thesis’s main contributions are summarized in this chapter. The thesis is concerned with the long-term environmental monitoring
and event communication using WSNs. In particular, the application area of early forest fire
detection is considered. For evaluating the proposed WSN protocol, stochastic models based
on finite-source retrial queues are developed and applied. The relationship of these topics is
illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
As a rough indicator of the attention each topic received by the research community, the
approximate number of GoogleTM Scholar∗ hits is provided in Fig. 2.1 for each topic.
For the four topics highlighted by a star symbol in Fig. 2.1, related work is discussed in
detail in Sections 2.1 to 2.4. The presentation roughly follows the order in which the topics are
tackled in Chapters 3 to 5 (from left to right in Fig. 2.1).
tal
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Quantitative Modeling of
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Forest Fire Detection WSNs using Retrial Queues

Figure 2.1: Relationship of research topics broached in this thesis.
∗

http://scholar.google.de/ (last accessed: 27 May 2013). Hit numbers given as of 11 April 2013. Search
terms used (from left to right): “environmental monitoring”; “forest fire detection”; “forest fire detection” “wireless sensor networks”; “environmental monitoring” “wireless sensor networks”; “wireless sensor networks”;
“retrial queues” “wireless sensor networks”; “retrial queues”. Note that not all hits refer to publications that
actually focus primarily on the respective topic. That is, publications that just mention the respective topics are
also included.
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Table 2.1: Sensor types suitable for WSN-based forest fire detection

2.1

Sensor Type

Example References

Temperature
Relative humidity
Smoke particles
Optical radiation (visible or IR)
Barometric pressure
Carbon dioxide
Carbon monoxide
Methyl chloride
Wind speed
Passive microwave

[25, 37, 81, 156, 158, 184, 216, 284]
[25, 37, 81, 158, 184]
[37, 81, 158, 184, 284]
[37, 158, 184, 284]
[25, 37, 81]
[158, 184]
[158]
[158]
[158]
[158]

Forest-Fire Detection with WSNs

The detection of forest fires is an application example that is mentioned frequently in literature
on WSNs (e.g., in [4], [360, p. 297], [143, p. 3], [305], [318, p. 17], [52], [3, p. 21]). In the
following, concrete proposals in this direction are surveyed by focusing on WSNs with immobile sensor nodes. Alternative forest fire detection methods are briefly discussed in Chapter 3,
which is dedicated to motivating and introducing the application scenario of forest fires and
early forest fire detection.
A significant number∗ of publications explicitly tackles the topic of wild- and forest fire
detection and monitoring using WSNs. Surveys of this research are provided in [31, Sec. 3]
(up to year 2008), [24, Sec. 2], [26, Sec. 3.2.1], and [25, Sec. 2] (all up to year 2010). More
recent publications include [37, 38, 69, 70, 134, 157, 176, 186, 216, 284, 306].
In [17, 37, 38, 55, 69, 70, 81, 115, 156, 184, 216, 284], the basic applicability of WSNs for
forest fire detection is shown by outdoor experiments with a relatively small number of nodes† .
Most commonly, the detection is based on temperature and humidity sensors. A list of more
sensor types used or suggested for forest fire detection and monitoring is provided in Table 2.1.
The sensor nodes had direct contact to flames in [17, 81, 216]. These works indicate that a
trade-off is needed between investing effort to insulate the nodes (cf. [17]) and considering
them as dispensable (cf. [216]). The former approach increases the nodes’ size, production
complexity, and cost while decreasing the nodes’ sensitivity and consequently its sensing range.
Hence, it likely increases the required node density. When following the latter approach, the
nodes need to be cheap, environment-friendly or even compostable/biodegradable, and easily
(re-)deployable. In any case, due to the relatively small sensing range and resulting large
number of nodes required, the practicability of approaches based on high-end sensors that are
laboriously installed manually in tree crowns (as proposed in, e.g., [184]), stands to reason.
Some publications, including [24, 25, 37, 119, 186, 213, 356], also tackle networking aspects, i.e., the formation of a network topology and the communication of sensor readings
or detected forest fire events to the operator. None of these publications, however, give ex∗
†

At least 50 publications in English between 2003 and April 2013.
Up to 44 nodes in [156].
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plicit lifetime estimations considering the trade-off between node size, communication delay, and energy efficiency. In particular, most solutions assume—often implicitly—that all
nodes have unique IDs, are time-synchronized, and their location is known to themselves
and/or the operator. However, the hardware and energy requirements for achieving these properties are usually not discussed in these works. A significant portion of publications (e.g.,
[37, 55, 186, 187, 285, 356, 357]) use, or suggest to use, a combination of the IEEE 802.15.4
(cf. [127]) and ZigBee (cf. [364]) protocol standards, stressing their energy efficiency. In
[213], flat and clustered communication topologies are briefly compared in the context of forest fire-detecting WSNs. The authors conclude that clustering should be preferred because in
flat topologies, nodes closer to the sink deplete their energy more quickly. Several publications on fire-detecting WSNs (e.g., [24, 25, 119, 134, 186, 306, 353, 356, 357]) also prefer a
clustered topology.
In contrast to related work, this thesis avoids the IEEE 802.15.4 standard mainly due to the
following two reasons.
• IEEE 802.15.4 relies on node addresses. Each device has a globally unique 64 bit address. Depending on the topology, a shorter, locally unique 16 bit address may be negotiated for each device. As discussed in Section 4.2.15, using such addresses would
add significant overhead in terms of message length and address maintenance∗ in the
scenario discussed by this thesis. Instead, this thesis follows the paradigm shift from
node-centric (i.e., address-based) to data-centric networking (cf. [143, Ch. 12], [82,
Ch. 11], [3, Sec. 7.2]) by fully avoiding the need for node IDs or addresses.
• IEEE 802.15.4 aims at duty cycles down to approximately 1% (see [130, p. 205], [360,
p. 68], [318, p. 127f], [3, p. 114]), i.e., the nodes’ transceivers are assumed to be active
more than 1% of time. As discussed in Section 4.2.8, this thesis aims at duty cycles in
the order of 0.04%.
The approach chosen by this thesis also avoids the use of clustering in the investigated application scenario in particular due to the following reasons. Because of their additional duties,
cluster heads require more energy than non-head nodes (cf. [318, p. 251]). If the cluster heads
are chosen statically, they need to be provided with significantly more power and probably
also additional processing, radio, and memory resources. This introduces node heterogeneity,
complicates deployment, and increases the chance of single points of failures. In particular, it
should be easier to replace depleted nodes that are located close to a usually deterministically
placed sink than re-deploying cluster head nodes at random locations within the monitored
area. If, on the other hand, the cluster heads are chosen dynamically, the overhead of cluster
head election, cluster formation, and cluster maintenance is considered disproportional to the
low rate of events that need to be reported in the investigated application scenario.
In summary, this thesis investigates—in contrast to related work on WSN-based early forest fire detection—protocol approaches that are applicable for large-scale networks where the
nodes are not provided with unique IDs, no effort is invested for keeping the network time
synchronized or clustered, and node localization is achieved by the protocol itself. Here, the
∗

For example, the negotiation of locally unique addresses and the resolution of address conflicts, the hardware
and energy costs for providing and using globally unique addresses, and the computation needed by sensors to
maintain lists of addresses, like routing tables.
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lifetime of the network, the size and cost of the nodes, and the achieved communication delay
are considered as the major design parameters in the application scenario of early forest fire
detection.

2.2

WSN Communication Protocols for Environmental Event
Monitoring

The literature on wireless sensor networks is extensive, diverse, and rich. Up to today∗ , the
two early surveys by Ian F. Akyildiz et al., [4] and [5], received more than 10100 and 10180
citations† , respectively. There are several scholarly books (including [3, 82, 143, 147, 203, 237,
293, 318, 354, 360]) and PhD theses (e.g., [108, 125, 226, 328, 340, 348]) that focus on WSNs.
Further surveys on WSNs in general include [9, 35, 97, 142, 233, 309, 324, 350]. A significant
number of surveys address specific aspects of WSNs, e.g., applications (e.g., [8, 18, 26, 31, 85,
221]), multimedia (e.g., [272]), transport protocols (e.g., [323]), addressing (e.g., [316, 349]),
routing and clustering (e.g., [1, 7, 84, 112, 352]), medium access control (MAC) protocols
(e.g., [30, 73, 78, 124]), time/clock synchronization (e.g., [168, 239, 282, 296]), in-network
processing (e.g., [162, 358]), connectivity (e.g., [363]), coverage (e.g., [212, 322, 363]), sensor
selection (e.g., [251]), localization‡ (e.g., [15, 32, 48, 62, 71, 85, 110, 178, 225, 287, 325]),
lifetime (e.g., [75]), energy sources (e.g., [250, 289, 294]), security (e.g., [60, 118, 190, 211,
273, 287, 321, 351]), fault tolerance (e.g., [208]), congestion control (e.g., [136]), debugging
(e.g., [266]), real deployments (e.g., [52]), node mobility (e.g., [15, 78]), operating systems
(e.g., [79]), or self-organization (e.g., [83]). In particular, the authors of [221] survey WSN
solutions proposed for the application of environmental monitoring. They emphasize that real
deployments so far consist of tens to hundreds of nodes. To achieve the required network lifetime, the involved communication protocol architecture needs to be optimized with respect to
energy efficiency. Recent research, including [3, Ch. 10] and the references therein, concludes
that cross-layer designs of application-aware communication protocols—despite usually also
having disadvantages, like decreased modularity, robustness, reusability, stability, and maintainability (cf. [166, 198])—are able to achieve a significantly higher energy efficiency than
layered approaches. Based on this insight, several cross-layer communication protocols have
been proposed for WSNs in the last years. Prominent ones are collected, surveyed, and classified in, e.g., [198], [166, Sec. 4.2], [96], and [199].
Receiver-based routing (cf. [6, 139, 198, 320], [3, p. 225]) is such a cross-layer approach. It
combines (at least) the MAC and network layer of the classical seven-layer ISO/OSI (cf. [304,
p. 28]) or five-layer Internet (cf. [165, p. 48]) protocol stacks. Receiver-based routing is also
called receiver-oriented routing/forwarding (cf. [90]), opportunistic routing/forwarding (cf.
[29, 42, 148, 149, 150, 260, 328, 329, 347, 362]), passive routing (cf. [283]), (MAC-layer)
anycast routing/forwarding (cf. [63, 89, 148, 149, 150, 151, 163, 183, 223, 328, 329, 347], [3,
p. 225]), or anypath routing (cf. [260]). Note that there are (mostly author-specific) differences
in interpreting the terminology. while all papers roughly follow the same idea, the properties of
the actually used mechanisms vary. In contrast to classical protocols that are tailored towards
wired communication, receiver-based routing exploits the broadcast character of the wireless
∗
†
‡

April 2013.
According to GoogleTM Scholar (http://scholar.google.de/, last accessed: 27 May 2013).
Node localization is discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.12, where also different techniques proposed in
related work are discussed with respect to their suitability in this thesis’s application scenario.
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air interface. Its strength is that a sender does not need to be aware of the recipient before
initiating the connection. Instead, it broadcasts the message (or first control packet of the
handshake) to all of its neighbors. The neighbors then negotiate who will act as recipient. This
negotiation is often achieved in two steps. First, each neighbor decides whether it is able to
suitably contribute to the communication at all. This binary decision is usually denoted as
(receiver) initiative determination or assessment (cf. [6, 90, 198, 320]). Often, the decision
is mainly based on the receiver’s location∗ , but it may also include further threshold metrics,
like the neighbor’s remaining energy, message buffer and traffic status, or signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the received packet (cf. [6, 198, 320]). In a second step, all neighbors that consider
themselves as suitable receiver candidates perform a receiver contention mechanism† (cf. [6,
90, 139, 198, 283, 320, 347, 365, 366], [3, p. 225]), which is usually implemented in form of a
back-off mechanism. That is, the receiver candidates respond after some delay whose duration
is calculated by each receiver candidate based on its local situation (like location, energy status,
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), or utilization). The neighbor that responds first is then chosen as
recipient. The approach deals well with unstable network topologies, which change frequently
due to, e.g., the nodes’ active/sleep periods (cf. [149]) and variable radio conditions (cf. [362]).
In Tables B.1 to B.3 of Appendix Section B.1, an extensive overview of previously proposed receiver contention-based, anycast, and/or opportunistic routing protocols is provided.
A more compact representation is provided by Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Related work on protocols based on receiver-based routing (• =yes, ◦ =no;

RID=receiver initiative determination, RCM=receiver contention mechanism)
References

Receivers Perform
RID

RCM
•

2001

DATA

3

◦

2003

CONTROL

1

•

•

[365, 366]

2003

CONTROL or DATA

1 or 3

◦

•

[63]

2004

not discussed

?

◦

◦

[283]

2004

CONTROL

1

◦

•

2005

DATA

3

•

•

2006–2010

CONTROL

1

•

•

2006

CONTROL with optional
application data

1 or 2

•

•

[89]

2007

CONTROL with aggregation
support information

2

•

•

[183]

2007

CONTROL

1

•

•

[27, 28, 29]

2008–2010

DATA (CONTROL as variant)

3 (1)

◦

•

[148, 149, 150, 151]

[163]

‡

Class

[44]

[6, 198, 320], [3, Sec. 10.3]‡

†

Initial
Sender Packet

[206]

[42]

∗

Year

2008–2011

CONTROL

1

•

◦

[223]

2008

CONTROL

1

•

◦

[260]

2009

DATA

3

•

•

[139]

2010

CONTROL

1

◦

•

[347]

2010

CONTROL

1

•

•

[328, 329]

2011

CONTROL

1

•

◦

[90]

2012

CONTROL

1

•

•

That is, the neighbor only acts as receiver if it is closer to the destination than the sender. This decision can be
based on geographical or topological location of the nodes.
More seldom, receiver contention is also referred to as relay self-selection (cf. [29]).
Note that [6] proposes the cross-layer module (XLM). According to [320], publication [6] is a “preliminary
version” of [320], which proposes the cross-layer protocol (XLP). Since the basic mechanisms of XLM and
XLP coincide, [6] and [320] are jointly discussed in this thesis. Publications [198] and [3, Sec. 10.3] constitute
secondary literature that discusses XLM and XLP, respectively.
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This thesis partitions the listed protocols into three classes:
1. Class-1 protocols where the sender initially sends a control packet that is not foreseen to
contain application layer data (e.g., [44]; [63]; [283]; [6, 198, 320], [3, Sec. 10.3]; [183];
[148, 149, 150, 151]; [223]; [139]; [347]; [328, 329]; [90]).
2. Class-2 protocols where the sender initially sends a control packet that may be enriched
with some application layer data (e.g., [163]; [89]).
3. Class-3 protocols where the sender initially may send a data packet that comprises all
relevant application layer data (e.g., [206]; [365, 366]; [42]; [27, 28, 29]; [260]).
Class-1 and Class-2 protocols determine the next-hop node before sending the data packet.
The data packet is then sent to the selected next-hop node in a unicast manner, expecting that
the radio conditions do not change significantly and the selected node is still reachable. For
this unicasting, the selected receiver needs to be uniquely identifiable—either by providing
(locally) unique addresses or by knowing its location with sufficiently fine granularity, i.e.,
such that two nodes do not share the same location. The control packets (usually denoted as
request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS) packets) employed by these protocols are also
used to tackle the hidden-node problem (cf. [3, p. 81]).
When using a Class-3 protocol, the receiver is selected after the data packet has been
sent. Hence, only receiver candidates that actually received the data packet correctly will offer
themselves as next hop. Additionally, Class-3 protocols in principle allow the set of receiver
candidates to additionally consider the full application layer data when calculating their individual back-off delay. Hence, receiver candidates that already hold similar packets can advertise themselves (by keeping their back-off delay short), since they are able to merge the packets
by aggregating correlated data. The decrease in the number of data packets that results from
this aggregation can lead to a significant reduction in traffic and energy consumption. This
advantage, however, is not exploited by most Class-3 protocols. The given Class-3 protocols
show the following properties.
• The authors of [206] focus on developing custom tools and models for evaluating highdensity, energy-conscious sensor networks. The address-free multi-hop protocol used in
the evaluations is described roughly only. Although the full application data is available
to the set of potential receivers, the receiver contention is only based on the receivers’
distance to the sink. In particular, aggregation of packets is not foreseen. Moreover, the
evaluation focuses on the sensor network’s energy efficiency. The end-to-end delay is
not discussed.
• In [365, 366], the receiver contention-based geographic random forwarding (GeRaF)
is proposed. While the authors also foresee the use of using data packets only, their
main discussion is focused on an RTS/CTS-based (Class-1) approach, which—as discussed above—needs some means for uniquely addressing the selected next hop in the
data packet. Including application layer data when calculating the back-off delay is not
foreseen. Instead, the selection of the next hop is solely based on its geographic location
in relation to the sender and the destination node, whose location always needs to be
included in the packets. The authors additionally suggest to use dual-radio transceivers
to prevent packet collisions by sending additional busy tones. This, however comes with
significant energy and hardware costs.
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• The ExOR protocol proposed in [42] is tailored towards maximizing the throughput.
While the receivers content for being the next hop, their preferred order is specified in a
priority list sent by the source node together with the data. This priority list is constructed
by the source node based on the involved links’ delivery probability. Hence, all nodes
need to be uniquely identifiable and aware of the complete set of inter-node loss rates.
Communicating this link state information to all nodes and keeping it up to date comes
with significant overhead. Additionally, the number of potential receivers needs to be
limited to keep the length of the priority list and the costs for agreement communication
low. Moreover, packets are sent in batches and the receiver contention mechanism is only
used for 90% of a batch’s packets. The remaining 10% are sent using traditional routing.
Hence, the full functionality of traditional routing (including unique addresses, routing
tables, etc.) needs to be provided in addition to the ExOR functionality. Furthermore,
[42] does not consider data packet aggregation.
• In the protocol proposed in [27, 28, 29], all receivers start to answer simultaneously after
the sender broadcasted the data to its neighbors. The answer consists of an individual
signaling burst that encodes the rank (most significant bit first) of the corresponding
neighbor. The neighbor that sends the first unique bit is determined as receiver. The rank
of the neighbors is determined based on the nodes’ location or distance progress only.
Aggregation of data packets is not foreseen.
• The approach chosen by [260] is quite similar to ExOR (cf. [42]). Again, the sender
sends a priority list of uniquely identifiable receivers within the data packet. In contrast
to [42], the focus of [260] is set on energy-efficient data gathering instead of throughput
improvement. In [260], however, all potential receivers are expected to acknowledge all
data packets. The sender again needs to be aware of its uniquely identifiable neighbors
and the transmission costs associated to them. Data packet aggregation is not considered.
In this thesis, to design the novel energy-efficient WSN communication protocol XLMMP
suitable for long-term and timely environmental monitoring, a single-radio cross-layer approach is chosen, where the employed receiver-based routing applies initiative determination
and receiver contention (comparable to [44]; [42]; [6, 198, 320] and [3, Sec. 10.3]; [163]; [89];
[183]; [260]; [347]; [90]). Similar to all of these works, the neighbors’ location plays a major
role in determining the receiver initiative or receiver contention back-off delay in XLMMP.
However, in contrast most of these works, XLMMP uses topological locations∗ instead of geographical locations. This avoids the situation where messages are routed into dead ends,
where a sender cannot find a neighbor which is geographically closer to the sink. Topological
locations are also used by [42, 163, 260]. More precisely, [42] and [260] use an expected transmission count metric which includes the number of hops to the sink and the expected number
of retransmissions. This, however, requires all nodes to be aware of the inter-node loss rates
of the network which requires frequent flooding of link state information updates. Therefore,
similar to [163], only hop count information is used by XLMMP. In contrast to [163], however, XLMMP does not rely on transmission power control, node IDs, and RTS/CTS control
packets. Moreover, XLMMP uses the receiver contention’s back-off delay to favor nodes with
mergeable data, more remaining energy, and less buffer utilization. Further information can be
∗

That is, XLMMP uses the nodes’ position in the WSN’s communication topology which is reflected in the nodes’
hop count value.
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included, for example, more fine-grained information on the receiver’s location, if available,
and event priorities or event dimensions.
Similar to the Class-3 protocols, the sender in XLMMP immediately sends a data packet
to provide the necessary data to the neighbors before receiver contention is carried out. While
this approach is susceptible to the hidden-node problem, it is shown in Section 4.3.6 that the
size of the data packet used in this thesis is very small (less than 70 bit). Hence, a colliding
data packet does not result in significantly more overhead than a colliding control packet. On
the contrary, due to the reduction of overhead by avoiding these control packets, the proposed
protocol utilizes the wireless channel less and the packet collision probability can hence be
expected to decrease. By immediately sending the data packet, the overall delay decreases in
comparison to the RTS/CTS-based Class-1 and Class-2 protocols.∗
Finally, destination addresses or locations are used explicitly in, e.g., [6, 198, 283, 320, 365,
366] and [3, Sec. 10.3]. In the application scenario tackled by this thesis, however, application
data is always addressed to any sink node. Hence, additional overhead can be avoided by
refraining to add destination addresses or locations to the data message headers of XLMMP.

2.3

Quantitative Modeling of WSNs Using Retrial Queues

Due to the unreliability of the wireless channel and due to the uncoordinated duty cycles of
the nodes in combination with the receiver contention-based communication protocol, a sender
likely fails to forward a packet immediately. Instead, a sender usually needs to conduct several
retrials before a next-hop node is found. Moreover, a sender is not immediately aware of an
awakening next-hop node. Retrial queues hence appear to be a self-evident formalism for
modeling this mechanism. However, there is only a small number of publications that actually
apply retrial queues for the modeling of WSNs. These are discussed in this section.
To the best knowledge of the author, [335] † is the first publication that explicitly mentions the possible application of retrial queues for modeling WSNs. The paper focuses on the
investigation of finite-source multi-server retrial queues with balking, impatience, and orbital
search. It, however, does not conduct an evaluation of WSNs by itself.
The workshop paper [336] appears to be the first publication that actually evaluates a
receiver contention-based WSN scenario by the help of the finite-source retrial queue modeling
formalism. The paper focuses on a single hop within the multi-hop WSN only. Moreover, only
mean performance measures are obtained using Markovian analysis provided by the MOSEL-2
tool‡ . It additionally considers the case where the orbit is unreliable (i.e., a node that holds
a data packet might switch to sleep mode) and a configurable probability that a node gets
informed if a next-hop node changes its state from busy to idle (orbital search).
The author of [76] presents an infinite-source priority retrial queueing model that comprises an ordinary (first-come-first-served) queue that is used by high-priority jobs, an orbit
that is used by low-priority jobs, and a single server with vacations. Using this model, mean
performance measures are derived. Referring to [336] , the author considers WSNs to be a
possible application which can be evaluated by the proposed model.
∗

†
‡

This can be shown by comparing the message sequence charts of the proposed XLMMP and, e.g., XLP (cf. [6,
198, 320], [3, Sec. 10.3]), which is a RTS/CTS-based Class-1 cross-layer receiver contention protocol. The
comparison is provided in Section 4.4.1.2.
References to publications (co-)authored by the author of this thesis are marked with .
More information on the MOSEL-2 tool is provided in Section 5.4.3.1.
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The authors of [51] adopt and partly merge the ideas presented in [336] and [76]. While
still considering a single-server priority retrial queue and focusing on mean performance measures (obtained using the MOSEL tool), a finite number of sources is assumed.
Without explicitly referring to the concept of retrial queues, Wang (cf. [328] and the companion paper [329]) recently proposes a generic framework for the modeling and evaluation
of a large class of WSN MAC and routing protocols. Wang also uses this framework to exemplarily investigate an anycast protocol variant. The inclusion of additional protocol variations, however, appears to involve significant effort, since it requires to respecify large parts
of the model. The single-hop models used by Wang are based on discrete-time Markov chains
(DTMCs). One drawback of the DTMC-based approach is the need for selecting a suitable
time unit. For this, a trade-off between model complexity and accuracy is needed. The smaller
the time unit is chosen, the more states are needed to model the same duration. In both works,
the aggregation of messages is not foreseen. This is reflected in two ways. First, an infinitesource model is applied, i.e., the arrival process of distinct messages is not dependent on the
number of messages already known to the node under investigation, as long as the node is not
full. Second, the investigated anycast protocol uses beacon messages to inform next-hop nodes
of a sender’s desire to forward data. These beacon message do not contain information that
supports aggregation. The considered retrials are node-centric, i.e., at each point in time, each
node maintains a single retrial process only. Hence, the overall rate of retrials generated by a
node is independent of the number of messages stored at the node. The retrials are reflected
by a phase-type (PH) service process. This requires to set an upper limit of retrials in order
to limit the size of the model’s state space. While the model’s scalability is not discussed in
detail, a maximum of three retrials is considered as typical in [328, p. 69]. The duty cycles
are considered together with other factors (like channel noise and packet collisions) in form of
a transmission success probability parameter. A two-dimensional Markov chain is then sufficient to describe the underlying stochastic process, where one dimension is used to model the
number of messages in the node and the second dimension models the state of the PH service
process. Calculating the transmission success probability, however, turns out to be complex (cf.
[328, Sec. 3.6.3]). In particular, it depends on steady-state results of the model, i.e., the model
needs to be evaluated iteratively until the results converge. The obtainable results include the
distribution of the single-hop delay. In contrast to [336] , [76], and [51], Wang additionally investigates the multi-hop end-to-end delay distribution of communicating the data between two
nodes of the network. For this, Wang assumes that each node maintains a probabilistic routing
table, i.e., the packets are forwarded to the neighbors according to the probabilities specified in
the routing table. In case of random deployment, Wang uses fine-grained location information
to identify the nodes. For the anycast protocol, the routing probabilities are calculated by considering each neighbor’s probability to be available when the sender transmits its request. The
end-to-end delay distribution from any source node to the sink is obtained in dependence of the
node’s distance from the sink via iterative convolution (cf. [328, Eq. (3.37)]) of the single-hop
delay distribution. The scalability of this approach is not discussed in detail. For a setup with
approximately five hops from source to sink, the calculation of the probability that a certain
end-to-end delay bound is met takes up to approximately 20 seconds for each combination of
parameter values and delay bound. Wang additionally distinguishes between end-to-end delay
and event detection delay, where the latter assumes that several messages need to be received
by the sink to allow the detection of the event.
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This thesis quantitatively evaluates the proposed protocol (XLMMP) in a large-scale application scenario, where 105 nodes communicate to multiple sinks via up to approximately
80 hops. Similar to [328], this thesis splits the investigation into a single-hop and a multi-hop
model. For the single-hop model, this thesis uses models based on finite-source retrial queues
with unreliable servers. In contrast to [336] , [76], and [51], this thesis considers not only the
mean performance measures but also the distribution of the mean response time. The derivation
of the distribution of the multi-hop end-to-end delay in the presence of additional mechanisms
(unreliable orbit and orbital search) discussed in [336] is considered as future work in this
thesis. Moreover, the models proposed in [76] and [51] are not applicable, since they focus on
single-server retrial queues. Further related work on finite-source retrial queues with unreliable
servers that is not tailored towards the WSN application scenario is discussed in Section 2.4. In
contrast to the DTMC-based single-hop model suggested in [328], this thesis uses a continuous
time parameter. Hence, the size of the state space is independent of the selected time unit. By
using the retrial queue approach, the size of the state space is also independent of the number
of retrials. In further contrast to [328], the retrials considered in this thesis are message-centric,
i.e., each message conducts its individual retrial process. The model presented in this thesis
explicitly models the duty cycles of the sensor nodes. Hence, an iterative process to obtain
transmission success probabilities, as followed by [328], is not needed. To obtain the distribution of the multi-hop end-to-end delay in face of the application scenario’s large scale, this
thesis, in contrast to [328], refrains from using iterative convolution for scalability reasons.
Instead, a numerical approach based on a Monte Carlo experiment is applied.

2.4

Retrial Queues

The single-hop model presented in this thesis is based on the modeling formalism of retrial
queues. In the last two decades, significant effort was invested by the research community
to investigate this class of queueing models—not only because of their non-triviality, but
also because of their broad applicability, e.g., for the evaluation of communication networks.
Overviews of literature on the theory of retrial queues and their practical application is provided in the books [23, 88], the bibliographies [20, 21, 22], and the surveys mentioned therein.
The literature on retrial queues can be classified in a large variety of dimensions. Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2: Rough classification of literature on retrial queues.
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illustrates the three dimensions that are considered as the most relevant in this thesis. As motivated in detail in Section 5.2, this thesis focuses on the discussion of finite-source retrial queues
with multiple, unreliable servers. There are several related papers that fall into this category,
including [45, 47, 99, 100, 101, 102, 246, 247, 300, 301] and [333, 336] . These papers focus
on different additional variants of the model, e.g., including heterogeneous servers with different server selection strategies, simultaneous breakdowns, unreliable orbit, or orbital search.
All these papers, however, only investigate mean performance measures.
The approach chosen in this thesis additionally aims at investigating the distribution of the
response time. For this, the distribution of the waiting time of orbit-visiting jobs is derived. The
chosen approach involves the Method of Phases (cf. [169, Part II]) and can be seen as a generalization of the approach applied in [88, Sec. 4.3], where the distribution of the waiting time
of a finite-source multi-server retrial queue is obtained under the assumption that the servers
are reliable. Furthermore, this thesis proposes a closed-form approximation of the waiting time
distribution, which can be calculated based solely on model parameters and mean performance
measures. In case of large state spaces, the approximation reduces the computational effort
significantly. To the best knowledge of the author, this approach has not been taken before.
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Chapter 3

Early Forest Fire Detection
[. . . ] climate is changing and [. . . ] these changes are in large part caused by
human activities.
— America’s Climate Choices [12, p. 1]
This thesis proposes and evaluates a WSN protocol that is tailored towards the long-term environmental monitoring of rare events. As an illustrative application example of such a WSN,
the scenario of early forest fire detection is selected. Early forest fire detection is considered
to be a suitable application scenario for the investigated class of WSNs since it requires longterm and wide-area surveillance, tiny nodes, and hence energy-efficient implementation, the
fire events to be monitored occur (hopefully) rarely, and the operators expect a timely detection
and reporting of those events. Forest fire detection also is of ongoing interest and is one of
several application examples of WSNs that is mentioned frequently in WSN-related literature.
However, as discussed in Section 2.1, large-scale and durable WSN-based implementations are
not yet available. Hence, this thesis also contributes to answering the question whether WSNs
are indeed suitable for carrying out forest fire detection. Based on the selected application scenario, practical and realistic parameters—e.g., size of covered area, sensor range, transmission
range, sensor size, energy storage capacity, mean number of hops—can be determined in later
chapters. The protocol’s evaluation focuses then on this parameter range.
The aim of this chapter is to provide basic background information on forest fires and an
overview on state-of-the-art detection methods.

3.1

Motivational Background

Forests are considered to be among the most important natural biospheres and resources (cf.
[134, 186]). They not only constitute an essential factor for regulating the global ecological balance (cf. [134]), but also represent the basis of existence of a large variety of floral and faunal
species (cf. [69, 306]). In general∗ , forest fires harbor the risk of high ecologic, economic, and
social damage. They do not only pose a direct and indirect† thread to the fauna and flora resid∗

†

In specific cases, the disturbance caused by forest fires may also feature positive aspects, for example, rejuvenation of the population, promoting species that have adopted to fires, and fostering biodiversity (cf.
[49, 113, 123, 196, 319]).
For example, a forest that is weakened by fire is also more susceptible to pests (cf. [123, 161]).
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ing in the forest, but also endanger fire fighters and humans living in the forest’s vicinity∗ , may
destroy properties, wood resources, recreational areas, and harvests, and may lead to decreased
water quality and tourism, increased erosion and floods, and significant monetary cost for fire
detection, fire fighting, salvage, and site rehabilitation (cf. [49, 113, 123, 186, 196, 216]).
Currently, wildfires are “most prominent in savannas, Mediterranean woodlands, and boreal
forests” [113, p. 21]. In 2010, the most affected European countries were Portugal, Spain,
France, Italy, and Greece (see [264, p. 8]). In 2010 and 2011, Germany experienced only† 780
and 888 forest fires, resulting in 522 ha and 214 ha of forest burned and an estimated economic
damage of 1.2 and 0.9 million Euro, according to [264, p. 38] and [265, p. 38–39], respectively.
However, the number and severity of forest fires as well as their regional distribution might
change significantly in future due to global warming. The authors of [12] state that “climate
change is occurring, is caused largely by human activities, and poses significant risks for—and
in many cases is already affecting—a broad range of human and natural systems. [. . . ] Most
of the warming over the last several decades can be attributed to human activities that release
carbon dioxide (CO2) and other heat-trapping greenhouse gases (GHGs) into the atmosphere”
[12, p. 3]. Forest fires are assumed to be correlated to global warming in two ways. First,
it is expected that the number and severity of forest fires increase with global warming (see,
e.g., [229], [120], [113], [49], [254], [339]). Vice versa, experts suppose that the emissions
caused by forest fires abet global warming (see, e.g., [49], [120], [113], [238], [269]). The selfreinforcing process resulting from this positive feedback loop indicates that countermeasures
against (unplanned) forest and wildfires are of increasing interest in future.
The European Commission collaborates with national authorities to reduce the impact of
forest fires by “launching yearly awareness-raising campaigns, using early fire detection tools,
carrying out forest fire prevention measures [. . . ], forecasting and assessing fire danger, and
last but not least, by developing further fire research activities” [264, p. 7]. But, “basic forest
fire prevention measures [. . . ], including awareness-raising campaigns and training of those
involved in the forest fire issue, are [. . . ] not always as effective as they could be, in particular
in Mediterranean high risk areas” [264, p. 7]. Thus, early fire detection methods remain an
important tool to curtail forest fires. Starting with Section 3.3, this thesis focuses on these.

3.2

Causes and Classes of Forest Fires

To be able to decide on suitability of detection methods, some basic understanding of forest fire
properties is needed. There are, in principle, three main factors that determine the occurrence
and evolution of forest fires: weather/climate, fuels, and ignitions (see, e.g., [50, 234]).
For selected European countries and year 2011, Fig. 3.1 illustrates the percentage‡ of the
main causes for forest fire ignitions. The data used for the figure is extracted from [265] and
classified into unknown causes, natural causes (includes lightning), and human-caused fires
initiated by arsonists or negligence§ . Unfortunately, the causes are unknown for the majority
∗
†
‡
§

Note that the decrease of air quality caused by severe fires may increase the mortality of weak humans—e.g.,
elderly, ill, unborn, and infants—in a relatively large area (cf. [123, 185]).
In comparison to, e.g., Portugal (2010: 22 026 fires (133 090 ha); 2011: 25 221 fires (73 813 ha)) and Spain (2010:
11 475 fires (54 770 ha); 2011: 16 028 fires (84 490 ha)), according to [264, 265].
With respect to the number (not size) of fires.
Includes accidental fires, e.g., caused by agricultural and forestry activities, hikers’ fire places, cigarettes, transport systems, power lines, etc.
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Country

Figure 3.1: Proportionate fire causes for selected European countries in 2011.

of fires. According to [265, p. 77], the lack of this knowledge is still hampering the detailed
comprehension of forest fires. Figure 3.1 shows that most fires for which the cause is known
are caused by negligence. In Europe, only a very small fraction of fires is attributed to natural
causes, like lightning.
There are basically three classes of forest fires (cf. [271, p. 3], [123, p. 400–403], [114],
[161, Sec. 1.1], [295, Sec. 2.1]): surface fires, crown fires, and ground fires. Most humancaused fires start as surface fires, where dry fine fuels∗ are usually ignited first. According to
[249, p. 29] and [72, p. 6], those fine fuels are also the primary reason for the fire’s spread.
Crown fires are less common than surface fires, since they usually require a severe surface
fire for ignition† and support (cf. [271, p. 4]). Without surface fire support, crown fires usually spread only given enough aridity, terrain slope, and wind (cf. [271, p. 4]). Crown fires,
however, are usually far more difficult to control than surface fires (cf. [271, p. 1]).
Ground fires‡ are usually invisible fires that smolder slowly below the surface, making them
hard to detect and control (cf. [295, Sec. 2.1], [256]). They may damage tree roots (cf. [295,
Sec. 2.1]) and re-ignite surface fires even after long periods§ . Like crown fires, they are usually
caused by an active surface fire (cf. [271, p. 3]).
From the point of view of the behavior of forest fires, it is hence advisable to sense the
environment close to the ground to achieve an early detection.

∗
†
‡
§

Like needles, moss, thin twigs (cf. [72, p. 5]).
Via so-called ladder fuels—like bushes, shrubs, dead branches, needle drape, and understory trees—that allow
the fire to cross the gap between ground level fuels and the canopy (see, e.g., [271, p. 6], [106, p. 7,10]).
For a clearer distinction from surface fires, ground fires are also referred to as subsurface fires or peat fires (cf.
[114, 123, 161]).
Months or even years in the presence of coal (cf. [295, Sec. 2.1.2]).
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Early Forest Fire Detection Methods

Human Observer

Technical Solutions

Mobile

Stationary

Long Range

(e.g., by foot, car, aerial vehicle)

(e.g., on fire tower)

(Satellite)

Geostationary

Low Earth Orbit

Short Range

Medium Range

(WSNs)

Mobile

Stationary

(Aerial Vehicle)

(Camera)

Figure 3.2: Classification of early forest fire detection methods.

3.3

Early Forest Fire Detection Methods

Manual
Data
Automatic
Data
Tackling these requirements, several early fire detection
have been
investigated
and
Manned methods
Unmanned
Evaluation
Evaluation
partly established in the past. This thesis suggests a classification of the most prominent methods following Figure 3.2. Starting with the traditional approach involving human observers,
these methods are discussed in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.

3.3.1

Basic Requirements

Usually, extinguishing forest fires would be easiest in their earliest stage when they are still
small. Hence, the main goal of early fire detection methods is detecting, by investing reasonable
effort, a starting fire and its location as early as possible.
To achieve this goal and to make the detection method attractive to land owners, the following properties are primarily significant:
• Spatial Resolution: This thesis treats two aspects of spatial resolution. The detection
resolution refers to the minimum fire size that is required (in the mean) for the observer∗
being able to detect the fire event. On the other hand, the term reporting resolution refers
to the accuracy of event location information provided to the operator.
• Delay: The time between the start of the fire and the notification of the operators (e.g.,
firefighters) is referred to as event-to-notification delay (Te2n ) in the following. This delay
should lie in the order of a few minutes† and can be split into the event-to-detection
delay (Te2d ; time between start of fire and detection of the fire by the first observer)
and the detection-to-notification delay (Td2n ; time needed to communicate the detected
event to the operator). While the latter delay mainly depends on the communication
infrastructure and protocols used, the event-to-detection delay is mainly determined by
the sensors’ location, spatial resolution, and sampling frequency. More precisely, the
∗

†

In the following, two roles are differentiated: the observer and the operator. The observer is the entity (human
or technical sensing device) that detects the event (or at least the relevant information that allows the operator
to decide whether an event happened) and reports it to the operator. The operator (e.g., the responsible fire
department or land owner) coordinates the monitoring and, in case of a fire event, initiates appropriate counter
measures.
According to [24], the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration of the United States Department of
Commerce suggests a maximum of 6 min.
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event-to-detection delay can be seen as being composed of an event-to-detectable delay
(Te2a ; the event grows and/or moves such that it can be detected by some observer) and
an detectable-to-detection delay (Ta2d ; a observer samples the environment and actually
detects the event).
• Cost: Trivial solutions∗ that meet the given spatial resolution and delay requirements are
rendered infeasible by additional constraints regarding the effort and monetary cost for
salaries, hardware, software, deployment, and long-term maintenance.
• Environmental Compatibility: Especially when hardware components are distributed
into nature, they should be as non-intrusive as possible—both from a visual and biological/biochemical point of view.
There are several immediate implications and interrelationships of these requirements. For
example, the spatial resolution highly depends on the observer type and the number of observers used. Likewise, for reducing the event-to-detection delay, each observer needs a high
sensitivity or a large number of sensors is needed. High sensitivity increases the chance of
false alarms. A large probability of false alarms again increases the cost, either for providing
additional alarm verification mechanisms or for initiating inappropriate fire fighting measures.
The more observers are required, the less expensive and environmentally intrusive a single
observer should be. For technical solutions, these two requirements can partly be mapped to
the observers’ size. Also, to keep the maintenance cost low, each observer should have a long
lifetime, especially when a large number of technical observers is involved. Since forest fire
detection methods promise the service of detecting forest fires, which is a safety-critical service considering the threads caused by undetected fires (cf. Section 3.1), their reliability—and
related properties, e.g., resilience and security— is also a very important aspect.

3.3.2

Human Observer

On many sites, fire detection still relies on human observers (see [291], [274, Sec. 3.1], [264],
[265], [290]). For example, according to [264], Cyprus, Poland, and Turkey operated 27, 646,
and 776 fire lookout stations, respectively, in 2010. Often, those are supported by further
mobile forces patrolling jeopardized zones.
The most promising human sense for early fire detection is the visible-range light detection
provided by the human eye† . It is able to identify fire and smoke from a distance of several
kilometers. Moreover, the sense can rather easily be enhanced by, e.g., binoculars (cf. [290,
Sec. 1]). Employing human observers, however, has several disadvantages, for example,
• high operating costs, because the area covered by a single person is limited (cf. [290,
Sec. 1]); hence, a large number of persons is needed;
• limited reliability, because event rarity reduces attention of observers; moreover, observers might be temporary unavailable (cf. [312, Sec. 1], [291, Sec. 1], [92, Sec. 7.2]);
∗
†

Like dense deployment of human observers equipped with fire extinguishers and mobile phones throughout the
forest for continuous monitoring and fast response.
Clearly, several human senses are suitable for detecting fire in principle. For example, smoke can be smelled,
temperature can be felt, and the crackle of burning wood can be heard. However, these senses have a rather short
range and human observers need to abide some minimum distance from the fire for safety and also the overall
number of human observers needs to be minimized for reducing costs.
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• limited quality of reported data since data collected by humans may be subjective (cf.
[274, Sec. 1]) and often is not sufficient for making fire fighting decisions (cf. [291,
Sec. 1]),
• without additional equipment, there is a lack of (digital) data; therefore, there are no automatic documentation (e.g., no video recording) for post-fire analysis (cf. [290, Sec. 1])
and no means for automatic detection;
• restriction to visible-range video makes it often hard to differentiate smoke from other
visible aerosols like mist, fog, clouds, or dust;
• line of sight needed; small fires and their smoke can easily be hidden by the trees’ canopy;
smoke may hide further fires;
• basic infrastructure needed to accommodate, supply, and substitute the human observer;
often, an elevated lookout post (e.g., fire tower) is needed to increase the line of sight
and communication infrastructure is provided for reporting incidents to the operator.
To tackle these disadvantages, human observers more and more get supported or replaced
by technical sensor solutions, like optical cameras. In the following, the thesis focuses on these
technical solutions.

3.3.3

Technical Solutions

In this thesis, technical fire detection methods are split into three main classes for further investigation: long-range detection (e.g., earth-orbiting satellites equipped with optical sensors),
medium-range detection (e.g., fire towers equipped with video cameras or manned/unmanned
aerial vehicles that patrol periled areas), and short-range detection (e.g., small, usually immobile wireless sensor nodes that may be equipped with several different sensors). These classes
are illustrated in Fig. 3.3 and briefly discussed in the following.
Satellite

Long Range
(mainly spaceborne)
Aerial Vehicle

Pole with Cameras

Fire Tower with Camera

Medium Range
(mainly air-/towerborne)

}

Short Range
(mainly groundborne)

Figure 3.3: Illustration of detection range classification.

In literature, the term remote sensing (cf. [295, Sec. 2.2]) is frequently used to refer to
sensing methods classified as medium and long range in this thesis.
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Long-Range Detection Using Satellites

Earth-orbiting satellites (cf. [87, 180]) used for remote sensing are usually located in either
geostationary (GEO, 35 800 km over ground) or low earth orbit (LEO, typically 300 to 1400 km
over ground).
Due to their synchronicity with the Earth’s surface, GEO satellites achieve—in principle—
full temporal coverage of the monitored area. However, due to the large area and large amount
of data they need to process, usually 15–30 min pass between the availability of two subsequent
recordings of the same area (see, e.g., [174], [252, p. 374]). Due to their large distance from
the Earth’s surface, they additionally suffer from reduced spatial resolution (currently approx.
1–4 km2 Earth surface per pixel in the best case; cf. [175], [174]). Note that already an area
of about 1 ha (i.e., 104 m2 ) needs to burn in order to identify a fire in a pixel of 1 km2 size (see
[175] or [245]).
Compared to GEO satellites, LEO satellites achieve significantly higher spatial resolutions
of 1 m and less per pixel (see [87]). However, LEO satellites have a limited temporal resolution.
For cycling the earth, they need about 100 min (see [87]). The number of visits per time interval
to the same area depends on various factors, including the number of satellites carrying the
relevant sensor instrument and the location of their orbits. Usually, the time between two visits
takes several hours.
For example, the Aqua and Terra LEO satellites, each carrying a moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS, [87]) instrument, often cited in the context of remote fire sensing (see, e.g., [120, 175, 245, 264, 269, 291]), together revisit the same area two to four times
per day (cf. [175]), i.e., roughly every six hours in the best case, and have a maximum spatial
resolution of 250 m per pixel (cf. [87, 264]). For MODIS, the authors of [205, Sec. 3] additionally describes an offset error of 2–3 km between the detected and actual location of the fire
due to imprecise spacecraft location, software tolerances, and operational errors.
These spatial and temporal resolutions are too coarse for early fire detection. Satellite-based
active-fire and burned-area monitoring is therefore mainly used for long-term and regional- to
global-scale fire documentation (cf. [113]). The obtained data can then be used, e.g., for building and improving fire prediction models (cf. [111, 232]). Moreover, satellite-based remote
sensing of active forest fires suffers from unfavorable weather conditions. For example, clouds
and smoke might block the satellites’ view, and sunlight—reflected by ground, clouds, and water bodies—may lead to false alarms (cf. [241, Sec. 1 & 5], [144], [245], [269, Sec. 1]). Also
industrial sites may lead to false alarms (cf. [241, Sec. 5], [144], [245]).
For additional and recent research on satellite-based forest fire detection, the interested
reader is also referred to [189, 231, 253, 326, 343] and the references therein.

3.3.3.2

Medium-Range Detection

This class can be subdivided into stationary and mobile medium-range detection methods. A
prominent example of stationary medium-range detection is a set of video cameras installed
on fire towers which often were used previously by human observers. A further innovative
(though less established) stationary method is based on the use of acoustic signals. A typical
example for mobile medium-range detection is the use of aerial vehicles. In the following, the
three examples are discussed in more detail.
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Camera-based detection. Cameras used for early forest fire detection typically operate in
the visible (cf., [290], [312]) and/or infrared (IR, e.g., [311], [291], [19]) range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Visible-range cameras mainly aim at sensing the fire’s flame (in particular
at night) and smoke (in particular at daytime). IR cameras usually detect the fire’s heat.
Generally, the cameras are installed such that they are provided with ample power and
communication resources. The recorded video data can then be transmitted reliably and quite
unrestrictedly to the operators. Often, the operators are able to remote control (pan, tilt, zoom)
the camera manually to assess suspicious areas in more detail (cf. [290, 291]). In any case, the
events need to be identified within the provided video data. Pattern recognition algorithms and
similar techniques got established that allow automatic identification of fire or smoke within
the video data and the research on improved algorithms is still ongoing (cf. [80, 98, 104, 291,
311, 312, 314]). Usually, the generated alert is subsequently verified by a human operator
before local fire fighters are actually invoked (cf. [267]).
Several implementations of camera-based techniques for early detection of forest fires are
commercially available and in operation, e.g., in form of FireWatch R ,∗ , Firehawk Forest
WatchTM,† , EVS Forest Watch R ,‡ , iForestFire R ,§ , CICLOPETM,¶ , AlarmEye R AE Forestk ,
and ForestVuTM,∗∗ . The interested reader is referred to [192, 193, 267], which provide a comparison of the FireWatch R and EVS Forest Watch R products.
Camera-based solutions share several disadvantages with the human observer. They also
need line of sight and fail to detect small fires that are hidden below the forest’s canopy. Line
of sight is also decreased by hilly terrain and disadvantageous weather conditions (cf. [286]).
Especially when they are restricted to visible-range video, they also frequently suffer from false
alarms caused by, e.g., dust, mist, fog, clouds. While IR-based solutions are less prone to false
alarms, they are significantly more expensive (cf. [291, 315]). The cameras also need basic
infrastructure for elevated installation, power supply, and communication. It also should be
noted that a single camera usually has a restricted angle of view. To observe the environment
to the full 360◦ around the camera’s location, the camera needs to be rotated, which takes six to
twelve minutes according to [267]. To increase the temporal resolution, the number of cameras
needs to be increased. This, on the other hand multiplies the costs.
Acoustic forest fire detection. Another stationary medium-range approach is taken in [257],
where a radio-acoustic sounding system (RASS) is proposed. The system aims at the detection
of crown and surface fires by measuring air temperature profiles with fine temporal and spatial
resolution. For this, the authors exploit the fact that the propagation of sound waves is highly
sensitive to air temperature and movement. The proposed system comprises sound sources
(i.e., speakers) installed in the forest and a radar center that is used to measure the speed of the
emitted sound just above the treetops. Analyzing the detected sound speeds allows to estimate
a thermal map of the monitored area. For each speaker, a coverage of up to approximately
http://www.fire-watch.de/ (last accessed: 18 March 2013)
http://www.firehawk.co.za/ (last accessed: 18 March 2013)
‡ http://www.evsolutions.biz/Products/ForestWatch (last accessed: 18 March 2013)
§ http://iforestfire.fesb.hr/ (last accessed: 18 March 2013)
¶ http://www.inov.pt/pages_e/monitoring/tele_florestal_e.php (last accessed: 18 March 2013)
k http://www.innosys-ind.com/product_detail/innosys-ind2/index.php?Product_SN=114436&
Company_SN=19641&Product_Site_Classify_SN=23299 (last accessed: 18 March 2013)
∗∗ http://www.firevu.co.uk/Forestvu.htm (last accessed: 18 March 2013)
∗

†
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30 km2 is foreseen. The main problem of this approach is that the audio signals emitted by the
sound sources are in the audible range of humans and animals.
Airborne forest fire detection. An example for mobile medium-range detection is the use
of aerial vehicles. Traditionally, these are manned and the crew members act as human observers that are usually particularly trained (cf. [228, p. 181 ff.]). During the last two decades,
equipping manned aerial vehicles additionally with technical sensors —like cameras that operate in the visual or IR range, or gas sensors—gets more common (cf. [13, 56, 107, 155, 218,
227, 236, 344]). More recently, also the development of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs; cf.
[331]) and their application for forest fire detection and monitoring makes significant progress
(cf. [11, 57, 155, 159, 191, 200, 201, 202, 242, 268]). The authors of [145] give a survey of
the large variety of airborne sensing techniques, which can also be used in other application
scenarios.
Due to the increased personnel and/or fuel cost when keeping aerial vehicles in action, they
are usually only deployed on-demand (for surveillance of an ongoing, already detected fire)
and during high-risk periods. Hence, in contrast to continuous monitoring solutions, aerial
vehicles fail to detect fires in assumedly non-critical periods (cf. [228, p. 188–189]).
Like long-range detection methods and immobile cameras, most airborne solutions are
mainly based on optical detection, and hence, need line of sight. Therefore, they are mainly
restricted to observe the environment from above the trees’ canopy and usually fail to detect
small fires.
In addition to optical detection methods, further medium-range sensors are applicable for
aerial vehicles in principle. Airborne gas detection, for instance, comes with its own, additional
research challenges. Some of these are discussed in [13, 159, 338]. For example, the detected
concentration of gas and smoke significantly depends on the vehicle’s speed (cf. [159]), but
lowering the speed increases the re-visit time.
3.3.3.3

Short-Range Detection

The great advantage of short-range detection methods lies in their ability to monitor the situation close to the ground where most of the fires start. Due to their closeness to the event,
they allow larger variety of sensor types, including non-optical sensors (cf. Table 2.1) that are
less susceptible to line-of-sight obstructions. The combination of different sensor types can
additional help to reduce the false-alarm probability (cf. [31]).
The majority of short-range methods is covered by solutions based on immobile WSNs.
These are considered as related work and discussed in more detail in Section 2.1.
Only few solutions for early forest fire detection have been proposed that are based on
WSNs with mobile nodes. For example, [256] proposes attaching wireless sensor nodes to
animals. The sensor nodes send information on environmental conditions (like temperature)
and their current location to a central computer. In addition to the temperature, the movement
of panicking animals can then serve as an indicator of the presence of fire. As a side effect,
the same WSN could be used for research on animal behavior. However, involving animals
has obvious disadvantages. For example, they need to be available or caught and equipped
with the sensors. The lifetime of the sensor nodes is not discussed in detail in [256]. While a
maximum lifetime of three years is stated for a sensor with a volume of approximately 10 cm3 ,
it remains unclear how this value is obtained and whether it considers the energy needed for
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localization (via GPS) and for the foreseen direct communication to satellites or the access
points (deployed every 3-4 km). Further, the animals’ mobility hampers the recharging of
the nodes. In [173], a GPS-less on-demand localization approach for mobile, animal-attached
nodes is proposed, which might be used to replace GPS in [256]. The authors of [33] discuss
the case of controlled node mobility in WSN for monitoring forest fire risk. They propose
a model of node mobility, which is based on a Bayesian network approach (cf. [137]) and
aims at optimizing the spatial coverage to match the dynamics of the fire risk. According
to the authors, the model can, in principle, also be used for the application of fire detection.
Unfortunately, basic questions like the achieved lifetime in the face of node mobility, GPSbased node localization, and communicating the required metadata to the central evaluation
entity of the optimization model remain unanswered in the paper.
In summary, the application of mobile sensor nodes bears a significant number of additional
open research questions. Therefore, this thesis focuses on the application of immobile WSNs.

3.4

Chapter Summary

This chapter illustrates the ongoing need for early forest fire detection methods. Basic requirements for effective solutions and their implications on main properties are summarized.
Available detection methods are classified and their shortcomings are briefly discussed. Since
all methods show specific shortcomings, a single optimal solution for early forest-fire detection is not available. But, a combination of methods might lead to significant advantages. To
assess the situation close to the ground, where most fires are initiated, short-range detection
methods—like WSN-based solutions—can be used. The following chapters contribute to answering the question how such a WSN-based solution can be implemented.
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Chapter 4

WSN Protocol Design
Success isn’t permanent, and failure isn’t fatal.
— Mike Ditka
As shown in Section 2.1, the application of WSNs to early forest fire detection still offers a
plethora of open research issues. Also in this thesis, not all of the constraints following from
the basic requirements (cf. Section 3.3.1)—like security and resilience requirements— can be
tackled sufficiently. Instead, the thesis focuses on the problem area arising from the trade-off
between node density, node size, network lifetime, and detection-to-notification delay. Section 2.1 indicates that this trade-off is not adequately taken into account by available solution
proposals for WSN-based early forest fire detection. To meet these requirements, a novel communication protocol for WSNs is proposed in the current chapter. The proposed protocol is
named cross-layer message-merging protocol (XLMMP) and explicitly tailored towards the
energy-efficient and timely reporting of rare events in large monitored areas.
XLMMP is first described in brief in Section 4.1 to anticipate the main mechanisms. In
Section 4.2, essential scenario-specific assumptions, estimations, and basic design decisions
are provided that led to this protocol design. Based on these, Section 4.3 discusses further
details of the protocol, including, e.g., the protocol’s resilience in the face of message loss and
node failure, details on the hop count-based routing and localization, and the message format.
Section 4.4 concludes this chapter.

4.1

Brief Protocol Overview

This thesis chooses a customized cross-layer approach instead of a universal multi-layer protocol stack. On the one hand, this cross-layer design provides means for extensive optimization
tailored towards the addressed application. On the other hand, however, many different aspects
of the communication protocol require elaboration.
As illustrated in Fig. 4.1, the WSN consists of two types of nodes: a large number∗ of
immobile wireless sensor nodes (in the following referred to as “sensor nodes” or just “nodes”
as long as there is no ambiguity) that are randomly deployed† in the monitored area and a
small number of reliable, immobile sink nodes (just called “sinks” in the following). The sinks
∗
†

In the order of 1·105 , as discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.3.
The stochastic distribution underlying the random node locations significantly depends on the deployment
method chosen. More details are provided in Section 4.2.4.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of monitored area, wireless sensor nodes, sinks, and their transmission
ranges.

are deployed deterministically and serve as gateway between the WSN and a reliable network
architecture (e.g., the Internet) for communication with the reliable controller (e.g., the fire
fighter department).
In the following, this thesis assumes that the sinks are not energy constrained, for example,
by being connected to power lines or equipped with sufficiently dimensioned rechargeable
batteries and solar panels, and always available. For using the sinks as anchors in a hop countbased localization method, (at least∗ ) three sinks are assumed to be deployed close to the edge
of the monitored area and their geographical position is known. Due to the relatively small
number of required sink nodes, the effort for fulfilling these assumptions seems acceptable.
Additionally, the sinks have a short unique ID to be used within the WSN. From now on, the
three sinks are denoted by Sink 0, Sink 1, and Sink 2.
Similar to the sinks, the controller has virtually (i.e., in comparison to the sensor nodes)
unlimited resources, i.e., sufficient processing power, memory, and reliability, as well as negligible response time. Hence, the bottleneck of the architecture and the focus of this thesis is
the communication between the sinks and the sensor nodes. Therefore, the sink and controller
entities are usually subsumed under the term “sink” in the following. That is, if the thesis
∗

For conducting trilateration, which is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.4.1, at least three sinks are needed,
which are positioned in different locations. For preserving conciseness, the reminder of this thesis is based on
the assumption that there are exactly three sinks. The extension of XLMMP to work with more than three sinks
is rather straightforward.
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Table 4.1: Overview of message types used by XLMMP.
Sink
Message

Event
Message

Next Hop Found
Message

SMSG

EVM

NHF

Purpose

network
management

event reporting

stopping receiver
contention locally

Source

sinks

sensor node

sensor node

Destination

all sensor nodes

any sink

neighbor nodes

Main Content

commands
(cf. Sec. 4.3.6.2)

event and location
information

event and location
information

Abbreviation

states that information is provided by a sink or a decision is made by a sink, this might actually
be done by the controller automatically using some technical device/algorithm or with human
interaction.
Due to the sensor nodes’ limited transmission range∗ and the large size of the monitored
area† , all messages are sent in a multi-hop fashion.
The sensor nodes utilize one or several sensors to monitor their environment. Based on
the sensor readings and threshold information provided by the sinks, the nodes decide whether
a sensor reading corresponds to a report-worthy event, and consequently, whether an event
message (EVM) needs to be sent to the sink. The EVMs’ purpose is to communicate the
detected events to any sink.
For message routing and for localization of sensor nodes and events, all nodes need to be
aware of their distance to each of the three sinks measured in the number of communication
hops. This can be achieved by hop count updates implemented by counters contained in sink
messages (SMSGs) that are broadcast by the sinks and incremented by each next-hop sensor
node. The SMSGs also serve as interest notifications and end-to-end acknowledgments (ACKs)
as described in Section 4.3.6.2 in more detail. Hence, the SMSGs are mainly used for network
management and control.
Next hop found messages (NHFs) are introduced to enable sensor nodes to inform their
neighbors‡ that another neighbor already agreed to serve as next hop. Hence, the neighbors
may discard their copy of the EVM. This process is described in more detail later in this section.
The three messages types are summarized in Table 4.1 and their format is discussed in more
detail in Section 4.3.6.
Apart from their hop distances to the sinks and their current local situation (comprising
sensor readings, stored EVMs, and battery level), the sensor nodes are indistinguishable, in

∗
†
‡

In the order of 100 m, as discussed in Section 4.2.6.
In the order of 70 km2 ; see Section 4.2.2.
A node’s neighborhood comprises all its neighbors, i.e., all nodes that are located within its transmission range.
In this thesis, symmetrical connectivity is assumed. Hence, neighborships are considered to be mutual.
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Figure 4.2: Detail of Fig. 4.1: Sensor nodes and their transmission ranges.

particular due to the lack of unique IDs∗ .
It is assumed, for now, that all sensor nodes are aware of their hop distance to each sink and
the nodes calculated their position based on this information. Moreover, each node is supplied
with a list of reporting thresholds that was provided before deployment and possibly updated
by SMSGs.
Figure 4.2 shows a detail of Fig. 4.1. It illustrates an example node placement and aids as
reference during the description of XLMMP’s behavior provided in the following. The shown
sensor nodes are labeled with an identifier and the number of hops to the next sink.
All sensing nodes compare their sensor readings (e.g., a temperature) to their list of thresholds in order to decide whether the sensor readings correspond to report-worthy events (e.g.,
temperature exceeds 60 ◦C). If an event needs to be reported (as in the case of node C), the
sensor node becomes the source node of a new EVM. The EVM contains the source node’s
hop-distance (8) to the closest sink, an identification of the sensed event and its location† , and
redundant bits (e.g., parity bit or checksum) for transmission error detection. Since EVMs are
always directed to any sink, no destination address needs to be added explicitly.
Then, the source node (C) activates its transceiver and tries to get medium access using
a contention-based method that can be seen as a variant of Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA, see [65], [3, p. 80] without RTS/CTS‡ as discussed in
∗

†

‡

The decision to refrain from providing a unique ID to each sensor node is motivated in Section 4.2.15. Throughout this thesis, whenever identifiers are provided for sensor nodes in figures, they are only used for referencing
the nodes during the figures’ discussion. They are unknown to the WSN.
The location of an event is determined by the location of the sensor nodes that sense the event. The localization
of the sensor nodes is described in more detail in Sections 4.2.12 and 4.3.4.1. The compact addressing of location
ranges is discussed in Section 4.3.5.
Request To Send / Clear To Send.
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Section 4.2.11). For this, the source node (C) listens to the wireless channel and checks whether
it is free or busy. If the wireless channel is free, the source node (C) immediately transmits the
EVM. If the channel is busy, the source node (C) continues listening to the channel.∗ When
the wireless channel gets free, the source node (C) waits for an additional random delay and
re-checks the wireless channel. The additional delay avoids synchronized transmission and
resulting collisions with further previously waiting nodes in the neighborhood. The process is
repeated until the wireless channel is free after the random delay and the message can be sent.
All transmissions mentioned in the following adhere to this basic random-access method.
After sending the EVM, the source node (C) listens to the wireless channel and waits for
an ACK by some neighboring node that is closer to any sink. Due to the broadcast character of
the wireless air interface, all neighbors of the source node (C) are able, in principle, to receive
the EVM. However, nodes are able to put their transceivers to sleep mode for saving energy.
Therefore, only a small subset (if any) of neighbors are actually able to pick the EVM up. In
the scenario of Fig. 4.2, neighbors A, B, D, and G are able to receive the EVM correctly.
All message-receiving neighbors with the same or higher hop-count than the source node
(like node A) ignore the EVM. All other message-receiving neighbors (nodes B, D, and G) store
the message locally and negotiate which of them should be the next hop and sign responsible for
relaying the message further toward the sink. The negotiation is done via receiver contention,
i.e., upon receiving the message correctly, each neighbor calculates an individual back-off delay
based on the message’s content and the node’s local situation and waits for its expiration in
listening mode.
As soon as its back-off delay expires, the receiver with the shortest back-off delay (say,
node D) retransmits the EVM first, with its own, decreased hop count (7). From now on, this
neighbor (node D) is responsible for forwarding the EVM further toward the sink. Note that a
sink will always respond without delay. All other neighbors that overhear the updated message
(from node D) can then stop their receiver contention process for this message by canceling the
back-off timer and discarding the EVM (like node B).
The source node (C) likely also receives the updated message (from D) and interprets it as
ACK. On reception, it sends out an NHF such that all of its neighbors (like node G which is
not in the transmission range of node D) can also stop their receiver contention process for this
EVM. Moreover, all non-responsible nodes, including the source node (C), can then discard
the original EVM.
Assuming that there are no transmission errors and negligible delays caused by medium
access and processing, Fig. 4.3 illustrates the sequence of messages transmitted in the scenario
of Fig. 4.2 between nodes G, C, D, and E. In the figure, the boxes referring to EVMs and NHFs
are complemented by the sending node’s hop count to the next sink.
In the face of the described behavior of XLMMP, each node maintains two pools† of EVMs.
In the incoming-EVM pool (inPool), it stores the yet unacknowledged EVMs for which the individual back-off timers are running and receiver contention is still carried out. In the outgoingEVM pool (outPool), it stores the EVMs for which it signed responsible for relaying. Both
pools have finite capacity. The current utilization of the outPool is considered in the calculation of the back-off delay. When the inPool is full, the node does not accept further incoming
EVMs unless these can be merged with already stored ones.
∗
†

It continues listening to probably overhear EVMs that can be merged with its own EVM. The concept of message
merging is described in more detail later in this section.
The term queue is avoided here to prevent first-come-first-served connotations.
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Figure 4.3: Message sequence chart

Figure 4.4 shows an activity diagram of XLMMP’s behavior with respect to the handling of
received EVMs and NHFs and the generation of these messages at a tagged node. The diagram
already comprises protocol characteristics that are presented in more detail in the upcoming
sections. It does not include the handling of SMSGs which are treated in Section 4.3.6.2.
The unique and novel strength of XLMMP is that the receivers can take into account the
event data included in the incoming EVM already while doing receiver contention. In particular, it allows a receiver to prefer responsibility for EVMs that can be merged with EVMs that
are stored in its outPool. The property could also be exploited to provide faster forwarding to
important events by calculating the back-off delay based on event priorities.
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Figure 4.4: Activity diagram for the generation and handling of EVMs and NHFs.
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Basic Scenario-Specific Assumptions, Estimations, and Design
Decisions

The design of XLMMP is based on a set of essential assumptions, estimations, and design
decisions. These are motivated in this section on the basis of the forest fire application scenario
presented in Chapter 3. In particular, rough but reasonable estimates for main system and
environmental parameters are derived. In Chapter 5, the proposed protocol’s performance is
also investigated for variations of these parameters by quantitative evaluation.

4.2.1

Sensing Range

According to the discussions presented in Section 3.2, most forest fires start at the ground.
Hence, the sensor nodes should be placed at ground level to achieve early detection of fires
before these reach the treetops. This also significantly simplifies deployment. However, it is
then very likely that the field of view of each sensor is severely obstructed by obstacles like
trees, undergrowth, foliage, or the terrain itself. Hence, the sensing range of a single sensor
node is quite limited. The sensing range is highly dependent on the actual sensor type used and
on the environmental conditions. A detailed analysis of such physical/chemical relationships
lies outside the focus of this thesis. Instead, it is assumed in the following that a report-worthy
fire can be detected early enough if it starts less than dS = 20 m away from the next sensor node.
With dS given, the size of the area AS = ds2 π̊ ≈ 1257 m2 which is “sensed” by a sensor node
can be calculated.∗

4.2.2

Area of Interest

Sizes of forests vary significantly and relying on the mean forest size per owner (approximately 2.3 ha=0.023 km2 in Bavaria† ) seems infeasible. Instead, this thesis chooses a compact,
medium-sized part of the “Neuburg Forest”, located at the south-west of the city of Passau,
as an illustrative reference. The forest is depicted in Fig. 4.5 and covers an area of approximately AF = 70 km2 . From the figure, the maximum linear distance between two sensor nodes
(12.5 km) and the maximum optimal length of the communication path between two sensor
nodes (13.0 km) can be derived. Based on these measures, the monitored area’s maximum
diameter can be estimated‡ as dp(max) ≈ 13 km.

4.2.3

Number of Nodes and Node Density

Based on the area covered per node and area of interest, the overall number of nodes needed
can be estimated. Assuming optimal deployment of nodes, i.e., without overlapping sensor
(opt)
70 km2
ranges, at least NS
= AAFS ≈ 1257
≈ 56000 nodes are needed to achieve full coverage. This
m2
(opt)

results in a node density of N d
∗
†
‡

(opt)

=

NS
AF

≈ 800 km−2 .

Throughout this thesis, π̊ refers to the mathematical constant pi (3.14159. . . ), since the symbol π is used for
steady-state probabilities in later sections.
According to statistics of the “Bayerischer Waldbesitzerverband e.V.” available at http://www.
bayer-waldbesitzerverband.de/waldstat.html (last accessed: 10 May 2012).
For comparison, note that in a perfect square of size 70 km2 the diagonal’s length is approximately 11.7 km and
the minimum diameter for this size is 9.4 km and achieved by a disc-shaped area.
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Figure 4.5: Example forest area for illustration (underlying map c OpenStreetMap contributors,
CC-BY-SA§ ).

But, since the two-dimensional monitored area cannot be fully covered by circular sensing
ranges without overlap, due to non-deterministic deployment (cf. Section 4.2.4), and since
redundant deployment is intended to increase reliability, the number of nodes NS needs to be
chosen significantly higher. A more detailed analysis of this problem is out of the focus of this
thesis. The interested reader is referred to [212, 322, 363] and [143, Sec. 13.2.2].
In the following, an overall network size in the order of NS = 100 000 sensor nodes is
chosen to cover the area of size AF = 70 km2 , resulting in a mean node density of N d = ANFS ≈
1400 km−2 .

4.2.4

Random Deployment

Due to the large number of nodes needed, manual deterministic deployment is infeasible. Instead, nodes are typically scattered randomly over the area, e.g., by dropping the sensors from
an airplane (as mentioned in, e.g., [8, 74, 86]) or using autonomous UAVs as proposed in [66].
The deployment method has significant influence on the sensor node distribution. Note,
however, that XLMMP allows to regularly determine the current coverage (cf. Section 4.3.4.3).
§

http://www.openstreetmap.org/, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/ (last accessed: 14 May 2012)
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Hence, redeployment actions can be taken to bring out additional nodes in uncovered areas.
In the following, it is assumed that the nodes are uniformly distributed in the forest with
node density N d .

4.2.5

Node Size

Due to the high node density, each node needs to be as small as possible. This makes the sensor
network less invasive (cf. [8]), often less expensive (cf. [140]), and simplifies deployment (cf.
[140]).
The authors of [140] foresee Smart Dust consisting of sensor nodes having a volume of a
mere cubic millimeter each. In 2002, the concept of a 16 mm3 Smart Dust node implementation
has been demonstrated in [330]. The Centre for Speckled Computing∗ aims at developing
SpeckNet, a wireless ad-hoc sensor network with thousands of tiny nodes (called specks; with
a volume of approximately one cubic millimeter each) that can be sprayed or scattered on
surfaces or persons (cf. [125]). Further research (e.g., [2]) even predicts nanosensors with sizes
down to 10–100 µm3 . It stands to reason how fast these visions will become reality (cf. [8]),
but the reduction of size will surely broaden the application area of WSNs.
Since lifetime plays an important role in WSNs, the major part of a node’s maximum
volume likely is used by the battery (cf. [2, 140], see also Section 4.2.8).
This thesis strives for a node size in the order of approximately 2 cm3 (plus antenna† ). In
case of a cube-shaped node, this corresponds to an edge length of approximately 1.26 cm.

4.2.6

Transmission Range

Current WSN implementations achieve maximum transmission ranges of up to several hundred
meters (see, e.g., [3, p. 39],[340, p. 29]). This range heavily depends on the transceiver and
antenna design as well as environmental conditions (see, e.g., [138] for near-ground measurements in a forest environment). A thorough discussion of these topics lies beyond the scope of
this thesis and refraining from going into physical details of wireless channels (as discussed in
[143, Ch. 4], [3, Ch. 4], [340, Ch. 3]), the transmission range is roughly estimated to be in the
order of dT = 100 m.
In the investigated forest scenario, it is rather unlikely to achieve higher transmission ranges
due to the high path loss coefficients expected (approximately in the order of 4 to 6, cf. [143,
p. 93, 108], [3, p. 53]) since the nodes’ antennas are rather small, located close to the ground,
are likely to be covered by foliage and obstructed by undergrowth, etc.

4.2.7

Number of Neighbors and Connectivity

The number of neighbors of a sensor node is the number of sensors that are located within its
transmission range and hence estimated‡ by N N ≈ AT N d ≈ 44, where AT = π̊dT2 ≈ 31 400 m2
is the size of the area covered by the transmission range dT = 100 m of a single node and
N d ≈ 1400 km−2 is the node density.

∗
†
‡

http://www.specknet.org (last accessed: 10 Jan. 2012).
The length of an antenna is depending on the radio frequency. For 2.4 GHz radio frequency, the length of an
appropriate antenna would be approximately 3 cm (cf. [307, p. 60]).
Ignoring border effects caused by the bounded monitored area.
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For achieving connectivity of all nodes to the sink and vice-versa, there must not be an
isolated node, which is a node that has no neighbors. According to [40, Eq. (7)], the probability
pi that a tagged node is isolated given that the nodes are uniformly distributed can be calculated
approximately∗ via
2

pi ≈ e−N d π̊dT ≈ 7.92·10−20 .
Given NS = 100 000 nodes, the probability that at least one of them is isolated can be approximated† by
1 − (1 − pi )NS ≈ 7.92·10−15 ,
that is, the probability that the network comprises at least one isolated node is approximately
zero.
However, the non-existence of isolated nodes is only a necessary but insufficient condition
for the network’s connectivity, as also realized in [40, Sec. 5]. For example, consider two nodes
that are in mutual transmission range but disconnected from the remainder of the network. In
this network, no node is isolated, but the network is still disconnected.
Note, however, that literature on connectivity in wireless networks of uniformly distributed
nodes (e.g., [154, 217, 302, 303]) shows that given an average number of at least approximately five to ten neighbors, network connectivity is given with high probability. Since in the
investigated scenario the expected number of neighbors is N N ≈ 44 > 10, connectivity can be
assumed‡ .

4.2.8

Lifetime

Since the wireless sensor nodes are scattered in a large area with high density, replacing or
recharging them is a tedious (if not infeasible) task. Therefore their lifetime should be relatively
high, i.e., in the order of years. This thesis investigates the feasibility of WSN designs with a
lifetime of at least three years and preferably beyond.
The main factor that limits the nodes’ lifetime is the restricted amount of energy available to
the nodes. There are three main approaches for supplying sensor nodes with electrical power.
First, there are energy harvesting techniques (see [250, Sec. 3.5], [294]) that allow the node
to scavenge the environment. Second, small-scale power sources can be applied (see [250,
Sec. 3.3]), which include electrochemical batteries, ultracapacitors, micro-scale fuel cells and
heat engines, radioactive power sources, etc. Third, nodes could be supplied by electromagnetic, wired, acoustic, or optical power distribution (cf. [250, Sec. 3.4]).
While some of these techniques may further increase the applicability of small-scale wireless sensor nodes in various environments, this thesis focuses on primary (i.e., non-rechargeable) batteries as the only power source, since they are more established and according to [289,
Sec. 9.2] they are cheap, “require little to no environmental calibration, do not influence the
placement of sensor nodes [...], do not place exotic packaging requirements on sensor nodes,
do not depend on environmental variables, have predictable behavior, and require less energy
conversion overhead”.
∗
†
‡

Again, ignoring border effects.
Like [40], by assuming independence of two different nodes’ pi .
This assumption is implicitly validated by the MASON simulation results presented in Sections 4.3.2, 4.3.4.1,
5.7.1, and 5.8. In all simulation runs, each sensor node achieved a finite hop count to each sink.
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In particular, note that typical energy harvesting techniques are infeasible in the investigated
application scenario. For example, photovoltaics and wind energy probably fails since the
nodes are small and likely covered by foliage. There are no significant temperature differences
in the forest that could be exploited.∗ Neither are the nodes attached to frequently moving
entities. Hence, obtaining sufficient energy from node acceleration or vibration is also unlikely.
The volumetric energy density of primary battery technologies currently lie in the order
of approximately 4000 J cm−3 for zinc–air batteries and 3000 J cm−3 for lithium batteries (see
[250, Tab. 3.1]). Since the lifetime of zinc–air batteries is limited to approximately half a
year (see [250, Fig. 3.1]), lithium batteries should be preferred. Assuming that about 80 % of
the aspired node size of 2 cm3 is used by the battery, the battery’s volume is approximately
1.6 cm3 . Consequently, assuming a volumetric energy density of 3000 J cm−3 , approximately
E (max) ≈ 4800 J are available to the sensor node during its lifetime. Note that more recent
and future developments in the area of battery technology can be exploited to further increase
the WSNs lifetime, reduce the price per node, reduce the nodes’ size, or increase the nodes’
biodegradability.
It can be shown that usually the power consumption of a sensor node is dominated by the
transceiver (see, e.g., [3, Sec. 3.7]). Without going into more detail, this thesis assumes that
approximately half of the available energy (i.e., Etrans ≈ 2400 J) can be used by the (partly sleeping) transceiver before the node’s battery is depleted. That is, in the same time, approximately
2400 J are available to the processor, memory, and sensors.
Typically, a transceiver has four main modes (cf. [3, Fig. 3.2]): transmission (TX), reception (RX), idle listening, and sleeping. The former three modes usually consume approximately the same power Pactive and are referred to as active modes in the following. In general,
the sleeping mode requires significantly less power (Psleep ) than an active mode. For several
typical low-power state-of-the-art transceivers, the power consumption of each mode is provided in Table 4.2.† The table reveals that transceivers consume power roughly in the order of
Pactive ≈ 50 mW in active mode and Psleep ≈ 5 µW in sleep mode. The upcoming discussions are
based on these values.
In the following, psleep denotes the probability that a transceiver is in sleep mode. The mean
power consumption of a transceiver‡ is then given by
Ptrans ≈ psleep Psleep + (1 − psleep )Pactive

= psleep Psleep − Pactive + Pactive .

∗

†

‡

While temperature differences exist in the case of a fire event, it is unlikely that all nodes needed to communicate
the event are exposed to these temperatures. Moreover, for network maintenance, nodes should also be able to
communicate without the presence of an actual event.
The utilized references are provided in the table. If a transceiver offers several transmission powers, the maximum power is considered. Likewise, the maximum reception and idle powers are considered. All of the listed
transceivers accept a supply voltage of 3.0 V, which is used to calculate the corresponding power based on the
current that is usually provided in the documentation. The power consumption in idle listening mode is usually
not provided explicitly. However, following [3, Fig. 3.2], it seems fair to assume that it is identical to the RX
mode’s power consumption.
A closer inspection of the influence of the power consumed due to the switching between modes is postponed to
future work.
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Table 4.2: Power consumption of typical low-power transceivers

Power
Transceiver

TX (mW)

RX/Idle (mW)

Sleep (mW)

Source

TR1000
TDA5250
CC1000
CC2420
MPR300CB
XE1205
CC1101
CC1020
nRF2401
MC13191

36
35.7
80.1
52.2
36
99
45
59.7
30
102

13.5
28.5
28.8
56.4
5.4
56
44.1
59.7
66
111

15·10−3
27·10−3
3·10−3
0.06·10−3
3·10−3
0.6·10−3
0.6·10−3
0.6·10−3
1.2·10−3
3·10−3

[3, Tab. 4.1]
[3, Tab. 4.1]
[3, Tab. 4.1]
[3, Tab. 4.1]
[292, Tab. II]
[292, Tab. II]
[292, Tab. II]
[292, Tab. II]
[292, Tab. II]
[292, Tab. II]

mean

57.57

46.94

5.41·10−3

1.00
50 mW

psleep

0.98
0.96

20 mW

0.94

Pactive

0.92

10 mW

0.90

0.1
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Figure 4.6: Influence of Ptrans (x-axis) and Pactive (curves) on psleep (y-axis), for Psleep = 5 µW.

For Psleep = 5 µW, this relationship between Ptrans , Pactive , and Psleep is shown graphically in
Fig. 4.6. A node’s expected lifetime Tlife can then be given by
Tlife ≈

Etrans
Etrans

.
≈
Ptrans
psleep Psleep − Pactive + Pactive

Also note that
Ptrans ≈

Etrans
,
Tlife

and
psleep ≈

Pactive − ETtrans
Pactive − Ptrans
life
≈
.
Pactive − Psleep Pactive − Psleep

(4.1)
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To enable a node with Etrans ≈ 2400 J to achieve a lifetime of at least three years (i.e.,
Tlife ≈ 95·106 s), its transceiver (with Pactive ≈ 50 mW) needs to sleep at least with a probability
50 mW−

2400 J
6

95·10 s
of psleep ≈ 50 mW−5
µW ≈ 0.9996 , i.e., more than approximately 99.96% of the time. Hence,
the node may be active up to approximately 3.5 h per year.
Remember that Etrans is determined by the technology of the power source (e.g., type and
size of a primary battery). The value of Pactive is determined by the chosen transceiver technology. Hence, future development in both fields might decrease the necessary psleep , increase the
achievable lifetime Tlife , or may allow to decrease the nodes’ size.
The influence of psleep on the system performance (in particular on the detection-to-notification delay) is one of the main foci in Chapter 5.

4.2.9

Detection-to-Notification Delay

Following the discussions in Sections 3.3 and 4.2.1, this thesis aims at a maximum detectionto-notification delay in the order of 5 min. Note that the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration of the United States Department of Commerce suggests a maximum of 6 min
(cf. [24]) and most state-of-the-art long- and medium-range detection methods discussed in
Sections 3.3.3.1 and 3.3.3.2 also fail to perform significantly better. Nonetheless, it should be
noted that this value is only used as a rough point of reference. The combination of model and
evaluation method proposed in this thesis can be applied to estimate which system parameters
can be modified to achieve significantly lower detection-to-notification delays.
Additionally, this thesis deems fine-granular information on the absolute time of detection
to be dispensable. That is, when an operator gets the notification of a detected event, it is sufficient to know that the notification was generated, with high probability, within the maximum
detection-to-notification delay (i.e., within the last 5 min). From the application perspective,
providing the detection time in higher resolution does not give significant additional value. In
particular, note that the event-to-detection delay already varies significantly, since it depends,
e.g., on the distance between the event’s starting point and the closest sensor and on the fire’s
speed of spread. Therefore, the proposed design refrains from including the absolute event detection time in the event message. This approach not only reduces the messages’ size, but also
saves the sensors from keeping their timers synchronized to some global reference. Avoiding
this synchronization effort results in significant advantages that are discussed in Section 4.2.16
in more detail.

4.2.10

Message Transmission and Propagation Delay Estimation

As discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.14, a data rate of 100 kbps is assumed. In Section 4.3.6, the maximum lengths of the communication messages is derived as 86 bit. Hence,
the expected maximum transmission delay (without collisions and retransmissions) is Ttran ≈
860 µs.
According to [67, Eq. (3.30)], the velocity of radio waves in forested areas can be given
by vforest = vair εr−0.5 ≈ 2.9·108 m s−1 , where vair ≈ 3.0·108 m s−1 is the speed of light in air (see
[160, p. 343]) and εr ≈ 1.06 is the permittivity of a medium-dense forest (see [67, Tab. 2]).
Given the transmission range dT = 100 m, the maximum propagation delay between two nodes
is approximately Tprop ≈ 0.34 µs. Hence, in comparison to the expected maximum transmission
delay Ttran ≈ 860 µs, the propagation delay can be neglected.
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Lack of RTS/CTS Mechanisms

Similar to the IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee standard (cf. [127]) no RTS/CTS mechanism (cf. [3,
p. 82], [143, p. 118]) is foreseen in XLMMP. Due to the very short data messages in XLMMP,
the overhead of additional RTS and CTS packets is considered too high. The advantage of
repeating a collided RTS message instead of a data message is negligible in the investigated
scenario.

4.2.12

Node Localization

In many WSN scenarios, including the investigated one, it is necessary to derive the position
of the sensor nodes within the monitored area. This process is called localization∗ . In this
thesis, node locations are required for deducing the location of the sensed events as described
in Section 4.3.5. Moreover, the information is needed for location-based routing discussed in
Section 4.3.2.
Localization methods for WSNs have received significant research interest lately. Literature surveys are provided by, e.g., [15, 32, 48, 62, 110, 146, 178, 225, 287, 325]. There
are basically five different techniques to obtain localization information on each sensor node:
deterministic deployment, relying on global navigation satellite systems, methods based on
environmental monitoring, range-based methods, and range-free methods. Additionally, there
are hybrid approaches combining different methods. These techniques are briefly discussed in
this section to select one that suits the discussed application scenario. The realization of the
selected technique within XLMMP is described in Section 4.3.4.1.
When deploying nodes deterministically, their location can be programmed into the node
before or during deployment (cf. [36]). However, deterministic deployment is rather impractical in the given scenario, as already discussed in Section 4.2.4.
The major drawbacks of solutions based on global navigation satellite systems like GPS†
are the price (in relation to the overall node price), power consumption, and size of the additional hardware needed for each node (cf. [36, 224]). Moreover, satellite-based localization
is infeasible in indoor, underground, underwater, and other concealed environments (cf. [143,
p. 207]). In particular, the authors of [361] show that GPS performance is significantly degraded by forest canopies.
Localization methods based on environmental monitoring are also referred to as scene analysis (cf. [122]). Nodes monitor certain phenomena of their surroundings, e.g., by recording
video data (see [248, Ch. 8]), and use this data to deduce their location. The method requires
suitable sensors and a-priory knowledge of the environment which is not given in most cases.
Most range-based methods have, similar to GPS, increased hardware requirements to measure angles or distances between sending and receiving nodes (cf. [36]). They can be based
on measurements of the angle of arrival (AOA), time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), interferometry, use received signal strength (RSS) measurements, or combine a
subset of these measures to assess the location by tri-/multi-angulation or tri-/multi-lateration
(cf. [230]). In particular, AOA would require rotating antennas or antenna arrays (cf. [248,
Ch. 8], [258]), TOA requires exact time synchronization of the nodes, TDOA usually requires
communication using two different technologies (like ultrasound and RF; see [235]), and interferometry requires either two transceivers per node or nanosecond-precise timing, precise
∗
†

Some authors prefer the term positioning instead.
Global Positioning System.
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phase control at the transmitter, and precise phase detection at the receiver (cf. [224, 299]).
RSS-based methods (surveyed in [71]) only require hardware that is capable of measuring the
RSS. This usually requires some support by the transceiver and a further channel of the analogto-digital converter (ADC). Since in XLMMP an ADC is also needed for converting the analog
sensor data and battery level, the additional hardware effort is relatively small. Moreover, the
RSS needs to be measured anyway for using the foreseen CSMA method. Still, using the RSS
for fine-grained localization comes with further challenges. According to [71], these include
interference and measurement errors due to multi-path effects, shadowing, transmitter and receiver variability, diversity of antenna orientation, and atmospheric conditions. All these issues
are relevant in the forest scenario.
Range-free localization methods usually do not need any specific hardware. Instead of doing physical range measurements, they rely on connectivity information only. Examples of such
methods include DV-Hop [219], LAEP [327], MDS-MAP [278, 279], CPE [77], APIT [117],
Amorphous [214, 215], centroid-based methods [54, 59], directional beacon-based methods
[171, 172], RAW [327], DHL [342], PDM [179], CrMCs [346], and SLA [16]. However, not
all of these methods render feasible in the investigated scenario.
For example, methods based on centroids and directional beacons∗ as well as, for example, APIT and SLA, require direct signaling from beacons to sensor nodes. When the same
frequency is used for this signaling and for data communication, it has to be ensured that the
signals do not interfere with ongoing communications within the WSN. If different frequencies are used, each node needs an additional receiver which again requires additional hardware.
Moreover, relatively strong signals or a relatively high beacon density is needed to cover the
monitored area.
Some methods (like MDS-MAP, CPE, SLA), require to collect global connectivity information and carry out the calculations at a central entity. This is not favorable due to the large
number of nodes and the resulting communication overhead. Moreover, these solutions usually
require unique node IDs† .
The localization method used by XLMMP mainly falls into the category of distributed,
multi-hop, range-free localization methods. These methods aim at enabling the nodes to estimate their distance to at least three beacon nodes by providing them with the number of
communication hops needed to reach each beacon and with an estimate of the mean distance
traveled by one hop‡ . The nodes are then able to calculate their approximate distance to each
beacon by multiplying the number of hops with the mean hop distance. Using tri- or multilateration based on the distances to the beacons and the known beacon locations, the nodes are
then able to calculate their own position.
In particular, XLMMP is similar to the DV-Hop protocol which does not rely on node IDs.
Further related protocols are RAW, Amorphous, and PDM. In principle, also DHL, CrMCs,
and LAEP fall into this category, but their algorithms require all nodes to determine their actual
number of neighbors (or even maintain a list of neighbors), which cannot be easily done without
∗

†
‡

Beacons (sometimes also referred to as anchors, locator nodes, seed nodes, or landmarks) are (usually few)
nodes that are aware of their position. This information is provided by other means, e.g., GPS or deterministic
deployment. Beacons provide location information to the other nodes in the WSN. In this thesis, the sinks take
the role of beacons.
Unfortunately, the requirement of node IDs is not a classification criterion in any available survey of localization
protocols.
In Section 4.3.4.1, XLMMP’s localization method is described in more detail. The mean hop distance is denoted
by d w (mean ring width) there.
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node IDs and due to the nodes’ unsynchronized active/sleep periods.
The main difference between RAW, DV-Hop, Amorphous, and PDM is their approach to
calculate the mean hop distance. RAW assumes that the mean hop distance is equal to the
transmission range, which overestimates the distance and only holds for very dense sensor networks. DV-Hop calculates the mean hop distance based on the number of hops and physical
distance actually measured between the sinks. This tends to result in higher errors when the
node density varies significantly within the sensor network, but is reported to perform better
than RAW. When using Amorphous, each sensor calculates the mean hop distance based on
the mean node density and transmission range using a closed-form equation (Eq. (5) of [215]).
An improvement to DV-Hop is achieved by additional smoothing done by the algorithm. The
smoothing, however, relies on information collected from all neighbors and hence cannot be
easily implemented without node IDs. PDM uses a truncated singular value decomposition
(SVD, [105, Sec. 2.5.3], [116, Sec. 11.10]) technique to calculate the node positions. While it
in principle uses the same information as DV-Hop, it reportedly achieves better results by retaining as much topological information as possible and by reducing the effect of measurement
noise. The downside is a slightly increased communication overhead and the relatively high
computational complexity of SVD.
An example for hybrid localization methods is the approach of [259], which uses the coarse
results of a range-free localization method (similar to DV-Hop) to initialize a more exact refinement that utilizes range-based methods between neighboring nodes. Another example is
RDV-bop proposed in [308], which estimates the distance between beacons and their one-hop
neighbors using RSS and DV-Hop for all other distances.
The localization method of XLMMP is designed similar to the DV-Hop protocol, which
does not require node IDs, works in a decentralized fashion, and does not require direct (i.e.,
single-hop) signal or packet exchange between the beacon(s) and sensor nodes. However, if,
for example, RSS measurements are additionally used to estimate the node’s position within
their ring∗ , it can be seen as a hybrid approach.
Finally, it should be noted that several extensions to DV-Hop have been proposed by various
researchers, e.g., [61, 177, 181, 182, 220, 281, 337, 345]. The extensions aim at improving
different aspects of DV-Hop’s performance. While a detailed investigation of their applicability
within the scope of XLMMP is not in the focus of this thesis, the extensions offer starting points
for future improvements.

4.2.13

Memory Constraints

Wireless sensor nodes are usually equipped with up to three types of memory (see [143, p. 21],
[82, p. 77], [167], [3, p. 2–5, 39]): (1) fast but volatile random access memory (RAM) to
store temporary data, (2) non-volatile memory, like read-only memory (ROM) or electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), for storing unchanging program code,
and (3) non-volatile flash memory that can be used to support the first two memory types at the
expense of speed and power.
In particular, the memory available for storing event messages (see Sections 4.3.6 and 5.2.2)
is of interest, i.e., the expected size of RAM and flash memory. Even in the case of RAM,
current developments (as of mid 2012) achieve a volumetric storage density (bit per volume) of
approximately 10 Mbit/mm3 (see Appendix Section B.3). It is shown in Section 5.2.2 that due
∗

This and alternative improvements are discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.2.5.
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to the small message size, 10 Mbit are utterly sufficient to store an adequate number of event
messages. Hence, the size of the memory hardware could even be decreased below 1 mm3 , and
from this point of view, message memory does not constitute a significant constraint.

4.2.14

Data Rates

Several state-of-the-art low-power and small-sized transceiver technologies are surveyed in
[359, Sec. 2] and [125, Sec. 2.2.3]. The surveys show that data rates in the order of 100 kbps
can be achieved with relatively small (approximately∗ 2.5 mm3 ), simple (using OOK or FSK
modulation† ), and power-saving (less than 50 mW) transceivers.
While the selection of the optimum transceiver with respect to, e.g., data rate, size, power
consumption, and baseband frequency (influencing path loss and antenna size) needs to be done
in future work, a data rate of 100 kbps is assumed in the following.

4.2.15

Lack of Unique IDs

XLMMP

is designed such that unique node IDs and addresses are not needed. This decision is
motivated in the following.
Unique IDs increase the heterogeneity of the nodes. This makes node development more
complex. The IDs could be chosen globally unique, unique within the WSN, or locally unique
within a neighborhood of nodes (cf. [143, Sec. 7.1.3]). In principle, providing nodes with
unique IDs can be done before or after deployment.
One of the latter option’s advantages is that nodes are able to negotiate their IDs adaptively.
This allows to keep the address space short even in the face of node failures and redeployments.
On the other hand, the nodes then need to execute suitable algorithms for ID (and/or address)
management.‡ Usually, these algorithms are distributed and comprise significant communication overhead. Hence, they are quite energy consuming.
IDs provided before deployment are usually hard-coded and hence globally unique. For
instance, an extra chip (like the DS2401 or DS2411 silicon serial number chips§ might be used
that hold a globally unique ID. However, to achieve global uniqueness, the IDs need to be quite
long¶ . Therefore, using the IDs in communication would significantly increase the message
size in the present scenario. Moreover, the chips themselves cause additional cost with respect
to price, energy consumption, and volume.
Alternatively, a customized ID range could be provided for a specific deployment site such
that the IDs are unique within the WSN only. In the application scenario of this thesis, at least
17 bit are needed to identify 100000 nodes. Such an ID would still constitute a good portion of
the message length. Furthermore, special care has to be taken when redeploying nodes. On the
one hand, the ID range is limited. On the other hand, IDs still in use should not be duplicated.
Hence, this approach is less adaptive, e.g., when the node density or size of the monitored area
should be increased significantly.

∗
†
‡
§
¶

When assuming a circuit thickness of approximately 100 µm; see Section B.3.
OOK: On-Off Keying; FSK: Frequency Shift Keying
Surveys of such methods are provided by, e.g., [143, Sec. 7.2–7.4], [316, 349].
The DS2401 (cf. [194]) is used by, e.g., for Mica2 (cf. [68]) and MicaZ (cf. [68, 262]) sensor nodes. The DS2411
(cf. [195]) is used by, e.g., Telos-B (cf. [209]), tmote sky (cf. [210]), and Scatterweb MSB430 (cf. [58]) nodes.
48 bit in case of DS2401 and DS2411.
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Finally, providing and sending IDs only makes sense if they are actually used at the receiver.
For this, they need to be mapped to more meaningful node attributes like node locations. The
maintenance of suitable mapping tables at the nodes or at the sinks would involve further
communication overhead.
Therefore, it is investigated in this thesis how the desired functionality can be achieved
without unique node IDs and addresses.

4.2.16

Hardware Clock and Lack of Time Synchronization

Sensor nodes are usually provided with crystal oscillators that provide pulses with a specific
frequency. These pulses can be used for basic timing tasks, e.g., to provide clock signals for
the node’s processor and the baseband frequency to the transceiver.
In principle, the clock signals can be used to maintain a node-local time. Moreover, if the
node is informed of the global time once, the node is able to map its local time to the global
time which then can be added to messages (e.g., to report exact occurrence times of events) and
for synchronized interaction between nodes (e.g., using synchronized duty cycles or medium
access methods like time division multiple access (TDMA)).
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Figure 4.7: Estimation of clock error (y-axis, logarithmic) in dependence of drift rate (curves) and
time since last synchronization (x-axis).

Unfortunately however, the crystal oscillators are subject to frequency drift caused by manufacturing imprecision, aging, node acceleration, and environmental conditions∗ (cf. [143,
Sec. 8.1.2], [261]). Hence, when the system is built such that each node needs to know the
global time up to some specific precision, the nodes’ clocks need to be resynchronized frequently. The required resynchronization frequency is determined by the quality of the oscillators and by the required precision (see [143, p. 204]). Following [143, p. 204], Fig. 4.7 gives a
rough estimation of the expected clock error (y-axis, logarithmic) after time t (x-axis) for different values of the oscillator drift rates† (curves). For example, the iSense CM30x wireless nodes
feature a high-accuracy real-time clock with a drift rate of only 6 ppm (cf. [64, p. 4]). If a clock
∗
†

Like temperature, electric and magnetic fields, particle radiation, pressure, and humidity, while the effects of the
latter two can be significantly reduced by proper packaging (cf. [261]).
Drift rates are usually specified in parts per million (ppm), which is a dimensionless unit. It describes the
difference from a million oscillations of the actual number of oscillations achieved by the oscillator during the
time nominally needed for a million oscillations (cf. [143, p. 204]). For typical, inexpensive crystals used in
wireless sensor nodes, the drift rates lie in the order of 1–100 ppm (cf. [143, p. 204], [261]).
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accuracy of 1 ms needs to be maintained∗ , the nodes still need to be resynchronized approximately every 170 s. If nodes are aware of their own clock drift, situation improves since they
can correct their clock accordingly. But since the drift is not constant, frequent synchronization
is still required.
Nodes can be synchronized via external time sources or via time synchronization protocols
(cf. [143, p. 207]). External time sources usually require additional hardware. For example,
nodes could be synchronized using GPS. This is considered infeasible as already discussed in
Section 4.2.12. Also the use of available long-range radio time signals† would require additional hardware and energy. Alternatively, dedicated time signals could be provided by the
WSN’s operator via the sinks and/or additional time beacon nodes. However, this shares the
same drawbacks (interference with ongoing communication or additional hardware) discussed
in Section 4.2.12 for localization signals. Moreover, any time a sensor node expects a time
signal, it needs to switch to reception mode.
An alternative to external time sources is the application of time synchronization protocols.
Examples of these protocols are surveyed in, e.g., [168, 239, 244, 282, 296], [143, Sec. 8.2–
8.4], and [3, Sec. 11.4–11.10]. However, most protocols seem to rely on unique node IDs.‡
Moreover, and even worse, all synchronization protocols share the same main disadvantage.
During each synchronization, all nodes have to at least receive one synchronization message.
This implies that in each neighborhood at least one node needs to send a message. In the
present application scenario, due to the limited transmission range and large area to be monitored, this would require more than AAFT ≈ 2300 messages for each time synchronization. The
synchronization protocols hence induce a significant communication overhead, in particular in
WSNs tailored towards the long-term detection of rare events.
Therefore, this thesis investigates whether synchronization is dispensable. As a result, no
event times are included in the event messages§ , no TOA ranging can be used for localization,
TDMA cannot be used as medium access protocol, and the active/sleep periods of the nodes
are unsynchronized.

4.2.17

Summary and Scope for Development

Based on the discussions in Sections 4.2.1 to 4.2.16, partially rather high demands and severe
restrictions are posed on the WSN protocol. The main challenges are provoked by the lack of
node IDs and time synchronization. Both are attributed to keeping the overhead low in the face
of the aspired large lifetime despite the nodes’ hardware constraints.
Fortunately, the application scenario also offers several opportunities that simplify the protocol design. For example:
• While the duplication of messages should be avoided to save energy and bandwidth, it
can be tolerated from an application point of view.
• The sequence of messages is not viable. Hence, out-of-order messages do not pose a
thread.
∗
†
‡

§

This duration roughly reflects the time needed to transmit a message. See Section 4.2.10 for details.
Like WWV in the United States or DCF77 in Germany.
Unfortunately, the requirement of IDs is not a protocol property which is checked explicitly in the given surveys.
A more detailed investigation and identification of synchronization protocols that might work even without node
IDs is postponed to future work.
As discussed in Section 4.2.9, this is not critical in the investigated application scenario.
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• Due to the small message size, no segmentation is necessary.
• There is only a single application. Hence, no multiplexing of application data (as provided by the transport layer in the Internet) is needed.
• The WSN is located at the edge of the Internet and it is optimized for carrying out its
main application-specific task. Offering communication services to other applications is
not foreseen. Hence, no support of Internet protocols (like TCP or IP) is necessary.
• No strict end-to-end reliability of single messages is needed. As long as report-worthy
(i.e., to some degree persistent) events are reported reliably to any sink, the loss of single
EVMs is (and needs to be) acceptable.
Finally, note that XLMMP relies on a few further basic mechanisms a node needs to provide
that are not discussed in full detail in this thesis. These include the following.
• Since XLMMP is designed to be energy-aware, a possibility to measure the remaining
energy level of the battery needs to be provided. An approximation of the energy level
can be obtained by measuring the battery’s voltage and providing this analog information
to the processor via an additional ADC channel.
• A random number source is needed, for example for the random back-off during medium
access. For this, sensor noise may be processed by a randomness extractor.
• The employed transceiver is expected to provide basic physical-layer services (like de/modulation and channel coding).

4.3

Protocol Details

In this section, details of XLMMP are discussed.

4.3.1

Special-Case Protocol Behavior

A variety of situations can occur where the basic behavior of XLMMP, as described in Section 4.1, is challenged. A selection of these situations and their remedies are described in the
following. The identification of further situations is one of several important tasks for future
work discussed in Section 4.4.
4.3.1.1

No Next Hop Available

A sending node assumes that there is no next hop available if it does not receive an EVM with
lower hop count before the maximum back-off delay∗ is reached. There are several situations
that make this impression to the sending node. These include the following.
• Situation 1: The EVM collides on the wireless channel.
• Situation 2: There is no operational next-hop node (i.e., the sending node’s hop counter
is outdated).
∗

The maximum back-off delay is introduced in Section 4.3.3.
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• Situation 3: There are operational next-hop nodes, but all of them are currently sleeping.
• Situation 4: There are operational and active next-hop nodes, but their inPool is full.
• Situation 5: There is at least one active next-hop node that received the EVM and sent
an ACK (i.e., updated EVM), but no ACK reached the sending node due to collision on
the wireless channel or asymmetric connectivity∗ .
Since the sending node is not able to differ between these situations, it treats them equivalently as follows. When the maximum back-off delay is reached, the sending node resends
the EVM until the number of retrials reaches an upper limit, which is yet to be determined.
Then, the sending node increases its own hop count by one and restarts the retrial process.
This allows more neighbors to be involved in the receiver contention. When the maximum hop
count is reached, the sending node assumes to be isolated, discards all EVM in its inPool and
outPool, periodically listens to the wireless channel, and refrains from generating new EVMs
until it is able to overhear messages from other, potentially redeployed, nodes.
Situation 5 likely generates EVM duplicates, which can be reunified when meeting on their
way toward the sink (or ultimately at the sink). However, duplicates should still be avoided in
order to reduce energy consumption.
4.3.1.2

Failure of Responsible Node and Loss of EVMs

EVMs may get lost, for example, because a node that is responsible for one or several EVMs
(kept in its outPool) fails due to battery depletion or other hardware failures. However, as
discussed in Section 4.2.17, the loss of single EVMs an be tolerated up to some degree as long
as report-worthy, non-transient events are reported reliably to the sinks. Still, even if the loss
is partly acceptable, it might significantly increase the event reporting delay and the energy
consumption due to futile previous communication effort.
To increase the event reporting reliability, each source node repeats its EVM until the event
disappears or the sinks revoke their interest in the event by updating the event reporting thresholds accordingly using SMSGs. These threshold updates can hence be interpreted as end-toend ACKs. Selecting the frequency of EVM repetition at source nodes allows to trade-off the
WSNs energy efficiency against its end-to-end reliability. The investigation of suitable repetition frequencies is postponed to Chapter 5.
4.3.1.3

NHF not Received

If a node that is in receiver contention mode does not receive the NHF message of the source
node in time, it might relay the EVM, even if another node relayed the EVM earlier. This
also results in a duplication of the EVM. Similar to Section 4.3.1.1, an early merging of the
duplicates is desirable.

∗

Currently, the protocol allows nodes to directly accept EVMs sent from nodes with arbitrarily higher hop count
to minimize the number of hops required by each EVM. Alternatively, to avoid asymmetric connectivity, only
EVMs whose SENDER_HC is greater by exactly one than the receiver’s hop count could be considered for
reception. The investigation which of both approaches actually performs better is postponed to future work.
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Hop Count-Based Routing

Before presenting the calculation of the back-off delay in Section 4.3.3, the behavior of the
hop count-based routing is investigated in more detail. While doing so, is can be shown that
relying solely on the hop count as information on the position within the WSN’s communication topology leads to an effect that may significantly increase the energy consumption and
end-to-end delay.
4.3.2.1

Location-Based Routing Methods

There are two types of node locations: virtual location of the nodes within the WSN’s communication topology and physical location of the nodes within the monitored area. In literature, virtual locations are sometimes also referred to as logical (cf. [280]) or relative (cf.
[36, 121, 258]) locations. Physical locations are also called absolute (see [121, 258, 259]),
geographic (see [36, 280]), global (see [258, 259]), or true (see [240]) locations. Knowing the
nodes’ physical position often is vital to deduce the location of the sensed phenomenon (see
[259]).
XLMMP exploits the correlation between virtual and physical locations in two ways. On
the one hand, the correlation allows to estimate the nodes’ physical location based on their
virtual location. This physical localization is described in more detail in Section 4.3.4.1. On
the other hand, the sensor data of physically neighboring nodes tends to be highly correlated in
many application scenarios of WSNs, including the early forest fire detection. Hence, if physically neighboring nodes also have similar virtual locations in the communication topology,
their messages can be merged more easily. This is exploited in Section 4.3.7.
Both types of locations can be used for direction-based routing (also known as positionbased routing, location-based routing, or location-aware routing; cf. [82, 103]). Directionbased routing that is based on physical node locations is commonly known as geographic
routing (cf. [240]). Geographic routing algorithms, in particular its greedy forwarding variants,
suffer from dead ends, since not every sensor node might have a neighbor that is physically
closer to the destination than the node itself. Other variants of geographic routing algorithms
are not loop-free (cf. [103, 240]). Since in contrast to physical locations, virtual locations are
based on connectivity information, they do not share these problems (cf. [240]) and hence are
preferred in this thesis.
4.3.2.2

Hop Count Update

After random deployment, the sensor nodes are unaware of their position within the monitored
area and also within the WSN’s topology. For the hop count-based routing and localization, all
sensor nodes need to get informed of their distance to the three sinks, measured in the number of
(0) (1) (2)
communication hops to the sinks. For this, each node maintains a vector dh = hdh , dh , dh i
of the three distance estimates. The vector can be seen as a node’s coordinate∗ in the hop count(upper)
(upper)
(upper)
based coordinate system. It is initially† chosen as dh = hNh
, Nh
, Nh
i, where
∗

†

In this thesis, angle brackets are always referring to coordinates. If the type of the coordinate (e.g., hop countbased (h), physical (p), or grid (g)) cannot be recognized by its (e.g., numerical) elements, the clarifying subscript
is added to the right-hand side bracket, e.g., h0, 0, 0ih .
(upper)
(upper)
(upper)
The nodes’ dh can also be reset to hNh
, Nh
, Nh
i by using specific SMSGs. See Section 4.3.6.2 for
details.
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(upper)

Nh
is an upper bound of the maximum number of communication hops between nodes
and sinks and is estimated in Section 4.3.6.1.
The hop count information is included in hop count update SMSGs, which are broadcast
by the sinks. The following detailed discussion exemplarily focuses on a single sink, say
Sink 1. Sink 1 initiates the hop count update by sending a corresponding SMSG with hop
(1)
(1)
count dh = 0. All awake direct neighbors of the sink receive this SMSG, increase dh by
(1)
one, store dh = 1 in their local hop count vector dh , and repeat the SMSG with increased
hop count. All recipients of the updated SMSG compare the SMSG’s hop count to their own,
locally stored one. When their own hop count is greater than the received one, they store and
resend the received hop count increased by one. Otherwise, i.e., if a node receives a hop count
update SMSG containing a hop count that is greater than or equal to its own, it ignores the
SMSG.
If a node wants to send a hop count update SMSG but the wireless channel is busy, it
changes to sleeping mode and retries after a random time. This additional delay decreases the
node’s time spent in energy-hungry receiving mode and increases the chance that previously
sleeping nodes are now awake and can be informed of their hop count. Still, due to the defensive duty cycle, the sink might have to initiate the hop count update several times before all
nodes are aware of their hop count. On the other hand, hop counts are included in all messages
(EVMs, NHFs, and SMSGs) traversing the WSN. Hence, all of these messages can be used by
the nodes to update their hop count.

Figure 4.8:

MASON simulation shows sensor nodes forming rings with same hop count.
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Figure 4.8 illustrates MASON∗ simulation results for random uniform node deployment.
The figure has a resolution of 837 × 837 pixels, each pixel referring to 10 m in reality. Hence, a
square area of approximately 70 km2 is simulated. The NS = 100 000 shown colored dots have
a diameter of 4 pixels and illustrate the nodes’ sensing ranges with radius dS = 20 m. Hence,
the figure also allows to exemplarily assess the coverage achieved with a node density of N d ≈
1400 km−2 . The transmission range of all sensor nodes is dT = 100 m. For the investigation,
the focus is on a single sink, which is located close to the lower left corner of the figure. The
colors of the nodes’ sensing ranges reflect their hop distance to the sink after convergence of
the hop count update. The colors are reused every ten hops.
It can be seen that sensor nodes with the same hop distance to the sink form rings around
the sink. In the following, Ring 0 denotes the sink itself, Ring 1 denotes the area comprising
the neighbors of the sink, Ring 2 is the area containing the nodes with a hop count of two,
and so forth. Provided sufficient node density and/or transmission range, the width of each
ring is approximately equal to the transmission range dT and the ring borders can be approximated by concentric circles around the sink. Note that the width of the rings actually is always
smaller than the (idealized) transmission range† , especially for smaller node densities. This
error accumulates and needs to be taken into account when estimating the maximum number
of hops in the WSN and when relying on localization based on hop counts, as considered in
Sections 4.3.6.1 and 4.3.4.1, respectively.
4.3.2.3

Number of Next-Hop Neighbors of an Arbitrary Node

Numerical evaluation of the proposed protocol’s performance done in Chapter 5 identifies the
number of a node’s next-hop neighbors as an important system parameter. This number is
estimated in the following for a randomly chosen node, called the tagged node.
Legend:
Sink
Ring Border
Node & Transmission Range
Inner-Ring Area
Same-Ring Area
Outer-Ring Area

Figure 4.9: Influence of node location within its ring on the overlap of its transmission range with
adjacent rings.
∗

†

The multi-agent simulation toolkit MASON is a discrete-event simulation library for the Java programming
language. MASON and its documentation is available at http://cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/mason/
(last accessed: 21 Jan. 2013). This thesis applies Version 15 of the toolkit. It is used to simulate and visualize the
random deployment of sensor nodes in a two-dimensional area, the coverage and connectivity achieved by the
sensor nodes and sinks (assuming a simple connectivity model where two nodes are able to communicate when
they are less than transmission range dT apart), and the formation of hop-count rings using SMSGs.
A more detailed discussion is provided in Section 4.3.2.4.
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Neighbors of a tagged node fall into three classes: (1) outer-ring neighbors (i.e., previoushop nodes for EVMs), which are exactly one hop count farther away from the sink than the
tagged node, (2) same-ring neighbors, which have the same hop count as the tagged node, and
(3) inner-ring neighbors (i.e., next-hop nodes for EVMs), which are exactly one hop closer to
the sink than the tagged node. As shown in Fig. 4.9, the tagged node’s location within its ring
significantly affects how much of its transmission range overlaps with inner-ring, same-ring,
and outer-ring areas.
Legend:

Ar

Ar

dr

+

dT
Ar

-

Ring Border

-

dr

+

dr

-

dr

+

Node &
Transmission Range

dT

Outer-Ring Area
Same-Ring Area
Inner-Ring Area

to Sink

Figure 4.10: Estimating the overlap of transmission range with adjacent rings.

To estimate the mean area sizes of these overlaps, the tagged node’s transmission range is
assumed being much smaller than the radius of the ring it is located in. This especially holds
true for rings that are less close to the sink and significantly simplifies the estimation because
the borders between rings can then be approximated by straight lines within the transmission
range of the tagged node, as illustrated in Fig. 4.10. This approximation avoids calculating
tedious surface integrals when deriving the means.∗ When the tagged node’s distance to the
next inner ring is equal to dr− (with 0 ≤ dr− ≤ dT ), the ring borders divide the transmission
range area AT into the outer-ring segment of height dr− , the inner-ring segment of height dr+ =
dT − dr− , and the same-ring area of height dT in between.
The size Ar+ of the outer-ring segment can be calculated via the formula
 
q
d+
2
Ar+ = dT arccos r
− dr+ dT2 − dr2+ ,
(4.2)
dT
well-known from mathematical geometry. For additional simplification, dr+ of a randomly
selected node is assumed to be uniformly distributed between 0 m and dT . For dT = 100 m and
0 m ≤ dr+ ≤ dT , the mean outer-ring segment size Ar+ is then given by†
1
Ar+ =
dT

∗
†

ZdT

2
Ar+ ddr+ = dT2 ≈ 6667 m2 .
3

(4.3)

0m

A closer investigation of the accuracy of this approximation is omitted at this point. It should be reconsidered
when including more realistic radio propagation models into the protocol’s investigation.
The derivation is shown in more detail in Appendix Section B.11.
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Due to symmetry, the mean inner-ring segment size is also given by Ar− = Ar+ ≈ 6667 m2 , and
consequently, the mean same-ring area can be calculated via Ar = AT −Ar+ −Ar− ≈ 31 400 m2 −
2 · 6667 m2 ≈ 18 083 m2 .
Given the node density N d ≈ 1400 km−2 , the mean number of inner-ring neighbors of a
randomly selected sensor node can therefore be approximated as
N r− = Ar− · N d ≈ 9 ,

(4.4)

and equivalently, its mean number of outer-ring neighbors is approximately
N r+ = Ar+ · N d ≈ 9 .
At this point, a more rigorous validation of the approximate result given in Eq. (4.4) could
be performed. Here, the term validation refers to the process of getting confidence in the statement that the derived approximation of N r− is suitable, i.e., the approximate result N r− ≈ 9 is
sufficiently close to the number of inner-ring neighbors that can be expected in a real-world implementation and deployment of the aspired WSN. However, this validation is not in the focus
of this thesis, since the approximate result of N r− serves as a rough point of reference only. The
evaluation methods proposed in Chapter 5 are developed such that they are feasible for a wide
range∗ of N r− and the influence of changes of N r− on the WSNs performance is investigated
in Section 5.8.8. An initial step towards proper validation could be carried out by deriving the
distribution of the number of inner-ring neighbors from the multi-agent simulation model developed for this thesis and used, e.g., in Section 4.3.2.2. For more details on the interpretation
of the terms verification and validation used in the scope of this thesis, see Section 6.2.
4.3.2.4

Number of Next-Hop Neighbors of an EVM-Relaying Node

In Section 4.3.2.3, it is assumed that dr+ of a (randomly selected) sensor node is uniformly
distributed between 0 m and dT . However, without modification of the proposed hop countbased protocol, this assumption is too optimistic for nodes that are actually responsible for
relaying EVMs in the WSN, because messages tend to be routed via nodes located at the outer
edges of the hop count rings. Unfortunately, these nodes have a significantly reduced number
of inner-ring neighbors.
Figure 4.11 provides a schematic illustration of this effect by showing the behavior of
two protocol variants in the upper and lower half of the figure, respectively. For simplified
illustration, the investigation in reduced to a scenario where the active sensor nodes that potentially contribute to the communication are assumed to be randomly† located on a straight line
between the EVM’s source node and the EVM-receiving sink. Identically for both protocol
variants shown in the figure, this straight line of active sensor nodes is represented by a horizontal line with dots, where the dots represent the active sensor nodes. Inactive sensor nodes
∗

†

For example, for being able to calculate the second moment of the waiting time using the method of phases and
default parameters defined as RealSet in Table 5.2, N r− may take values between 1 and approximately 2500. The
limit decreases significantly for increasing other model parameters (in particular Nc introduced in Section 5.2.2).
The limit can again be increased by applying the approximation proposed in this thesis (see Section 5.5) or using
DES. The parameterization and scalability of the different evaluation methods proposed and applied in this thesis
are discussed in much more detail in Chapter 5. In particular, Section 5.6.1 provides a summarizing comparison
of the different methods.
Uniformly distributed and identical for both protocol variants discussed in Figure 4.11.

Protocol Variant 2:
Farthest Next-Hop Node
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Figure 4.11: Schematic illustration of EVM accumulation at the rings’ edges.

that might be located off the straight line are not shown for reducing graphical complexity. For
reference, the shown active nodes are labeled (from 01 to 46). Those labels are provided in
the middle of the figure for all nodes actually participating in communication. The sink is the
rightmost node with highlighted label 46. The source node, which initially holds the EVM that
needs to be communicated to the sink, is highlighted with label 07. Sensor nodes that actually
participate in forwarding the EVM are additionally highlighted by triangles, their transmission
ranges are shown∗ , and their distance† to the outer (i.e., left) edge of their ring is given in
the middle of the figure. The triangles additionally contain the participating nodes’ number of
next-hop, i.e., inner-ring neighbors.
For example, there are four nodes in Ring 5 with labels 27–30. The transmission range of
the leftmost node in Ring 5 (Node 27)‡ reaches almost to Node 22 to its left. This location
marks the outer edge of Ring 6.
The discussion starts with focusing on the lower half of Fig. 4.11 labeled with “Protocol
Variant 1: Random Next-Hop Node”. This protocol variant is identical to the behavior described in Section 4.1, where any inner-ring neighbor of an EVM-sending node might serve as
(equally probable) next hop, regardless of its location within its ring.
First, Node 07 of Ring 10 transmits the EVM to its neighborhood. Four of its neighbors
(Nodes 08–11) are members of the next inner ring (Ring 9) and conduct receiver contention.
Any of these inner-ring nodes may serve as next hop. Here, Node 10 is randomly selected,
i.e., it responds first. It can be seen that the distance of Node 10 to the outer edge of Ring 9
(0.36dT ) decreases significantly when compared to the distance of Node 07 to the outer edge
of Ring 10 (0.75dT ). Since Node 10 is closer to its ring’s outer edge, its inner-ring neighbors
∗
†
‡

The transmission ranges are dashed for participating nodes located in odd-numbered rings.
Measured in fractions of the transmission range dT .
The (dashed) transmission range of Node 27 is shown in the lower half of the figure.
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in Ring 8 are fewer (only two) and also located close to their ring’s outer edge. This trend is
followed in each hop. Consequently, after a few hops, all EVM forwarding nodes tend to be
the ones closest to their rings’ outer edge. These nodes likely have only one next-hop neighbor
which is again the one closest to its ring’s outer edge.
XLMMP already has a countermeasure for tackling these situations, as explained in Section 4.3.1.1. Consider an EVM-holding node that sits at the outer edge of its hop count ring and
does not find an active inner-ring neighbor. This node retries transmission several times and
eventually increases its own hop count. Consequently, it changes its topological location from
the outer edge of Ring i to the inner edge of Ring i + 1. All of its previous same-ring neighbors
are now inner-ring neighbors, would respond to its EVM transmission, and are likely having
more success in forwarding the message further towards the sink.
However, the countermeasure’s significant disadvantage in this scenario is the increased
delay and energy consumption for forwarding the message across the ring, since the EVMholding node first conducts several retrials, and after increasing the node’s hop count, at least
two successful communications are needed to pass the ring. Moreover, by increasing the hop
count of the EVM-holding node, the width of the next-outer ring is increased. Hence, it is made
harder for subsequent messages to cross the next-outer ring.
4.3.2.5

Protocol Improvement

The performance can be improved when nodes are made aware of their location within their
ring. This is exemplarily shown in the upper half of Fig. 4.11, which is labeled with “Protocol
Variant 2: Farthest Next-Hop Node”. Here, those inner-ring neighbors are preferred that have
the farthest distance from their ring’s outer edge. Following this rule, message-routing nodes
stay more distant to their ring’s outer edge and the number of their inner-ring neighbors stays
higher. Note that depending on the nodes’ arrangement, the distance from the participating
nodes to their outer edge might even increase. This can be observed in the figure for the
transitions from Rings 8 to 7, 5 to 4, and 4 to 3.
However, to follow this protocol variant, the nodes need to know their location within the
ring, which is not yet the case when applying the proposed protocol, but can be achieved by
one or by a combination of several of the mechanisms explained in the following.
Decreasing the transmission range for SMSG transmissions. When the hop count update
SMSGs are sent with reduced transmission range (e.g., half of the transmission range dT of
EVMs), the granularity of hop counts can be increased. Consequently, the overlap of an EVMsending nodes’ transition range with at least one inner ring increases as well.
This is illustrated in Figs. 4.12(a) and (b), which show example MASON simulation results
for SMSG transmission ranges of dT and 0.5dT , respectively. In both figures, a sensor node
which is close to its ring’s outer edge is tagged and the larger circle shows its EVM transmission
range dT . It can be seen that in Fig. 4.12a, which describes the original approach with the same
transmission range for all messages, the tagged node has only a very limited number (one or
two) of gray inner-ring neighbors in its transmission range. In Fig. 4.12b, the tagged node has
an increased number (three or four) of inner-ring neighbors plus a further neighbor whose hop
count is two less than the tagged node’s. If the latter node receives the EVM, it should try to
answer first, since one communication hop can be saved.
There are two main drawbacks of using this approach to obtain more information on the
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(a) Transmission Range for SMSGs is dT .

(b) Transmission Range for SMSGs is 0.5dT .

Figure 4.12: MASON simulation results with different transmission ranges for hop count update
SMSGs (8× zoom into the center of the overall WSN area shown in Fig. 4.8).

nodes’ location. First, the nodes need to support at least two different transmission powers
which requires support by its hardware and contradicts the minimal hardware design principle
chosen in this thesis. Second, the time until a hop count update process converges increases
significantly. While a more detailed investigation is postponed to future work, first MASON
simulations suggest that the convergence time is doubled when the transmission range of hop
count update SMSGs is halved. Moreover, EVMs and NHFs can no longer be used easily for
hop count updates, since their transmission ranges do not fit.
Estimating distance to sending node using RSS measurements. Provided the necessary
hardware, a receiving node could determine the RSS of the EVM. Based on the RSS, the
receiving node can estimate its distance to the sending node and this information could be
used as an indicator for the receiving node’s distance to the outer-edge of its ring. That is, the
lower the received EVM’s RRS, the sooner the receiving node responds to the message since
it assumes that is farther away from the sending node and consequently from the outer edge
of its ring. However, even if the RSS was a good measure for distances between sender and
receiver (see discussion in Section 4.2.12), the distance might be misleading. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.13. Node 1 transmits the EVM and Node 2 receives it with a higher RSS than Node 3.
Due to the lower RSS, Node 3 responds first but in the given scenario, Node 2 would have been
the better choice, since Node 2 is farther from its ring’s outer edge.
Keeping the rings narrow by limiting the number of hop count updates allowed per node.
While observing the simulated hop count update visualized using MASON, it can be noticed
that during the ring forming process the rings grow in width. This insight suggests that an
alternative method for keeping the rings narrower can be implemented by limiting the number
(max)
of local hop count updates per sensor node. In the following, let Nhcu
denote the maximum
number of hop count improvements that are allowed per sensor node.
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Legend
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Figure 4.13: Failure of using the distance between sender and receiver for estimating the distance
to the ring border.
(max)
As a first evaluation of this effect, the influence of Nhcu
on the rings’ form and width is
investigated by MASON simulation. The simulation is carried out for eleven different values
(max)
of Nhcu
between 1 through 50. All other simulation parameters are chosen equivalently to the
(max)
ones used for Fig. 4.8 in Section 4.3.2.2.∗ Note that for Nhcu
> 50 no further changes of the
hop count rings are discovered by the simulation. Exemplary graphical simulation results are
(max)
shown in Figs. 4.14 to 4.17 for Nhcu
= 1, 10, 30, and 50. The (a)-labeled sub-figures show the
full simulated area. The (hardly visible) sink is again located close to the lower left of the area.
The (b)-labeled sub-figures show the center of the simulated area in more detail.
In the (b)-labeled sub-figures, one node is highlighted by two circles. In the following, this
node is referred to as Center Node. The smaller, dashed circle represents the Center Node’s
sensing range. The larger circle corresponds to its transmission range. The Center Node’s
simulated distance from the sink is 5.22 km.
In addition to the Center Node, a second node is investigated exemplarily in more detail
in the following. This node is denoted as Farthest Node. It is the upper- and rightmost node
within the simulated area. It has the farthest distance (11.12 km) to the sink.
(max)
For all investigated Nhcu
, the hop counts perceived by these two nodes are given in
Table 4.3. In the following, Figs. 4.14 to 4.17 and Table 4.3 are discussed in more detail.
(max)
Figure 4.14(a) illustrates that for Nhcu
= 1 (i.e., each node is allowed to update its hop count
†
only once) no observable rings are formed. Still, the whole simulated area is covered by colored nodes. This indicates that the network is connected and each node achieved the single hop
count update. Also the more detailed Fig. 4.14(b) shows that no readily identifiable rings have
formed in the vicinity of the Center Node.
(max)
For Nhcu
= 1, the numerical MASON simulation results summarized in Table 4.3 show
that the hop count perceived by the Center Node is 115. Knowing the Center Node’s distance
5.22 km
from the sink, the mean ring width can be estimated by 115−0.5
≈ 45.6 m ≈ 0.456dT . The
mean ring width estimated by using the hop count 232 perceived by the Farthest Node can be
calculated equivalently as approximately 0.480dT . For both nodes, the estimated mean ring
widths are also collected in Table 4.3.
∗
†

In particular, a square area of approximately 70 km2 is simulated with NS = 100 000 uniformly distributed sensor
nodes having a transmission range of dT = 100 m each.
The only ring that can be hardly imagined is the small Ring 1 which already formed in the sink’s neighborhood
at the bottom left.
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(max)
Table 4.3: Mean ring widths for different Nhcu

(max)
Nhcu

1
2
3
5
7
10
15
20
30
40
50
∞

Farthest Node

Center Node

Hop Count

Mean Ring Width∗

Hop Count

Mean Ring Width∗

232
231
224
222
219
213
194
181
151
129
122
122

0.480
0.482
0.497
0.502
0.509
0.523
0.575
0.616
0.739
0.865
0.915
0.915

115
113
112
107
105
95
79
64
58
58
58
58

0.456
0.464
0.468
0.490
0.500
0.553
0.665
0.822
0.908
0.908
0.908
0.908

(a) Whole simulated area.

Figure 4.14:

Fig.
4.14

4.15

4.16
4.17

(b) 8× zoom into the center of the simulated
area.
(max)
MASON simulation results for Nhcu
= 1.

(max)
For Nhcu
= 10, the graphical MASON simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.15. In
Fig. 4.15(a), the first approximately 15 rings are now clearly visible. In the remainder of
the simulation area, the rings are still very diffuse, but in contrast to Fig. 4.14(a), they seem
to emerge. Figure 4.15(b) again does not hint at significant ring formation in the center of
simulated area.

∗

Given in fractions of transmission range dT .
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(a) Whole simulated area.

Figure 4.15:

(a) Whole simulated area.

Figure 4.16:

(b) 8× zoom into the center of the simulated
area.
(max)
= 10.
MASON simulation results for Nhcu

(b) 8× zoom into the center of the simulated
area.
(max)
MASON simulation results for Nhcu
= 30.

As shown in Table 4.3, the hop counts of the Farthest and the Center Node decreased to
(max)
213 and 95, respectively, due to the increase of Nhcu
. The corresponding estimations of the
mean ring width consequently increased to 0.523dT and 0.553dT , respectively.
(max)
Figure 4.16 illustrates the resulting rings for Nhcu
= 30. It can be seen in Fig. 4.16(a) that
distinct rings reach the center of the simulated area. This is confirmed by Fig. 4.16(b).
The hop counts perceived by the Farthest and the Center Node further decrease to 151 and
58, leading to a mean ring width estimate of approximately 0.739dT and 0.908dT , respectively.
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(a) Whole simulated area.

Figure 4.17:

(b) 8× zoom into the center of the simulated
area.
(max)
= 50.
MASON simulation results for Nhcu

(max)
In can be seen from Table 4.3 that a further increase of Nhcu
beyond 30 does not lead to
a further decrease of the Center Node’s hop count below 58. Consequently, the Center Node
(max)
reaches is minimum hop count for some Nhcu
between 21 and 30. This indicates that for the
(max)
same Nhcu
Rings 1 to 58 reach their maximal width of approximately 0.908dT each in the
mean. On the other hand, it can be seen in Fig. 4.17(a) that the formation for rings that are
farther away from the sink is not completed.
(max)
According to Table 4.3, the Farthest Node reaches its minimal hop count for some Nhcu
(max)
between 41 and 50. For this Nhcu
and beyond, all rings in the simulated area reach their
maximal width as shown in Figure 4.17. Based on the Farthest Node’s hop count, the mean
ring width can be estimated as 0.915dT , which is close to the value 0.908dT observed by the
Center Node.

In summary, the exemplary simulation result provided in Figs 4.14 to 4.17 and Table 4.3
allow to draw the following preliminary conclusions which, however, should be affirmed by
more detailed and more reliable analyses postponed to future work.
(max)
Reducing the maximum number Nhcu
of hop count updates per node allows to reduce the
(max)
width of the rings. Hence, by limiting Nhcu , a finer granularity of hop count rings can be
achieved.
(max)
However, the influence of Nhcu
on the ring width strongly depends on the ring’s distance
to the sink, since rings close to the sink converge much faster than rings far from the sink.
(max)
Consequently, when applying this approach to decrease the rings’ width, Nhcu
should be set
in dependence of the nodes’ preliminarily perceived hop count to achieve balanced ring widths
and forms for any distance from the sink.
For finding such a dependency, the MASON model introduced in this thesis can be used
to obtain the number of updates needed by a significant number of random nodes (located in
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different rings) to achieve their final hop count. Applying, e.g., symbolic regression∗ on this
dataset then allows to derive an approximate equation that enables calculation of the mean
number of updates needed by the nodes that are members of a specific ring. The nodes could
then use this equation and their current hop count estimate to deduce the number of updates
they probably need to achieve the exact hop count. Limiting their own number of updates
to the estimate minus a predefined reduction parameter would probably lead to narrow and
balanced rings. However, the explicit derivation of the function and the reduction parameter as
well as the investigation of the influences of node density, transmission range, and shape of the
simulated area are postponed to future work.
Recording the ratio of messages received from inner-ring and outer-ring neighbors. As
shown in Fig. 4.9, the node’s location within its ring influences the overlap of its transmission
range with adjacent rings and hence the number of outer-ring neighbors and the number of
inner-ring neighbors. Vice versa, if a node was able to estimate the ratio between outer- and
inner-ring neighbors, it could estimate its position in the ring.
Counting the number of neighbors is not a trivial task in the proposed WSN, since nodes
lack unique IDs and the duty cycles are unsynchronized. However, a node could rather easily
keep track of the number of messages (EVMs, NHFs, and SMSGs) it receives with higher and
lower hop count and take the ratio of both numbers as an indicator for its location within its
ring.
4.3.2.6

Discussion

The solutions presented in Section 4.3.2.5 show different ways how a node may get more finegrained location information. This information can be used to prefer, as next hops, nodes with
seemingly more inner-ring neighbors to nodes with less inner-ring neighbors.
The main advantage of the latter two methods is that they do not require additional hardware (as long as their moderate additional CPU cycles and memory usage can be considered
negligible).
A more detailed, quantitative evaluation and comparison of the solutions’ efficiency is not
in the focus of this thesis and postponed to future work. This also holds for investigating the
added value when combining two or more solutions.
The remainder of this thesis assumes that a suitable solution is identified and implemented.
The sensor nodes are hence able to estimate their location within their ring and adapt their
back-off delay accordingly. Assuming that nodes farther from their ring’s outer edge are consequently able to attract EVMs to such extend that assuming uniform distribution of EVMrelaying nodes within a ring is fair, the estimations carried out in Section 4.3.2.3 also hold
sufficiently for EVM-relaying nodes.

4.3.3

Back-Off Delay Calculation

Remember that a node joins the receiver contention for an incoming EVM only if it received the
message correctly, its own hop count towards the next sink is less than the senders hop count
specified in the EVM, and there is space in the inPool or the incoming EVM can be merged

∗

For example, by using the Eureqa tool which is also applied more extensively in Section 5.5.2.
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with inPool EVMs. In this case, it puts the EVM into its inPool and starts the corresponding
back-off timer. Otherwise, the EVM is ignored.
Let Tb denote the back-off delay, with 0 < Tb < Tb(max) . The higher the node chooses its
individual Tb on reception of an EVM, the more reluctant it is to become the responsible relay
node.
The maximum back-off delay Tb(max) is a system parameter that is defined at design time,
but in principle could also be updated by SMSGs. According to Section 4.2.9, the aspired
maximum detection-to-notification delay is 5 min, and according to Section 4.3.6.1, there are
up to approximately 145 hops needed. Consequently, a communication hop should be passed
min
in a maximum of 5145
≈ 2 s. Hence, this value would be an upper bound of Tb(max) . A lower
bound of Tb(max) mainly depends on the granularity aspired for the back-off delays calculated
by the nodes participating in receiver contention. Moreover, the back-off delays should not be
dominated by the time needed to transmit the ACK∗ . Postponing a more detailed analysis of
the optimum maximum back-off delay Tb(max) to future work, this thesis roughly assumes that
providing a maximum back-off delay of at least 100 ms should be foreseen.
For calculating its individual back-off delay Tb , a node can involve its knowledge on its
own situation and information drawn from the EVM. For example, the more remaining energy
a node has, the shorter it should choose Tb . And if a node is able to merge the received EVM
with another EVM waiting in its outPool, it should also choose a short Tb . On the other hand,
if the nodes’ outPool is quite full, it should refrain from attracting further unmergeable EVMs
by increasing the back-off delay to avoid congestion.
A possible calculation of a node’s back-off delay Tb could be realized by
Tb = fb · Tb(max) ,
where fb is called the back-off delay function taking values between zero and one. The function
(max)
fb depends on the node’s remaining energy† Er ≤ E (max) , on the current number Nout < Nout
of EVMs in the node’s outPool, on the EVMs mergeability‡ reflected by indicator Imm given
by

1 if incoming EVM can be merged with queueing EVM,
Imm =
0 otherwise,
and on the node’s estimated normalized location drnorm
within its ring, where 0 ≤ drnorm
≤ 1 is
−
−
norm
norm
dimensionless and dr− = 0 and dr− = 1 refer to the cases when the node is located at the
inner and outer edge of its ring, respectively.
Defining fb to be the convex combination§
fb = Cb,Er ·

Er
(max)
E

+Cb,Nq ·

Nq
(max)
Nq

+Cb,Imm · (1 − Imm ) +Cb,drnorm
· drnorm
,
−
−

the constants Cb,Er , Cb,Nout , Cb,Imm , and Cb,drnorm
can be used to control the influence of the remain−
ing energy, outPool level, EVM mergeability, and location within the ring on fb , respectively.
∗
†
‡
§

70 bit
That is, approximately 100
kbps ≈ 0.7 ms, according to Sections 4.2.9 and 4.3.6.
Here, the remaining usable energy Er and its (initial) maximum E (max) are normalized such that a node stops
working when Er = 0, even if physically some unusable energy remains.
EVM mergeability is discussed in Section 4.3.7.
That is, Cb,Er +Cb,Nq +Cb,Imm +Cb,d norm
= 1.
−
r
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As mentioned in Section 4.1, further information can be included in the calculation of the
back-off delay in principle, like reducing the delay for events that have higher priority or larger
spatial coverage. A more detailed investigation of these options is postponed to future work.

4.3.4

Network Management

In this section, several aspects of the WSN management are discussed. These include the
derivation on the nodes’ location based on the hop count, the update of reporting thresholds,
and coverage monitoring.
4.3.4.1

Hop Count-Based Localization

In the following, it is assumed that all sensor nodes obtained their distances to the sinks mea(0) (1) (2)
sured in the number of hops, i.e., their hop count coordinates dh = hdh , dh , dh i, using the
procedure described in Section 4.3.2.2. In the proposed protocol, these distances constitute the
nodes’ virtual location within the sensor network’s communication topology.
Additionally, the nodes’ physical locations within the monitored area need to be known to
deduce the location of the sensed events. In this thesis, a node’s physical location is defined
by its physical coordinate dp = hx p , y p i in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system,
where x p and y p are the abscissa and the ordinate, respectively. The physical location of Sink i
(i)
(i) (i)
(0 ≤ i ≤ 2) is denoted by dp = hx p , y p i. For the sake of conciseness but without loss of
generality, the physical coordinate system is chosen such that Sink 0 is located at the origin (i.e.,
(0)
(1)
(1)
(1)
dp = h0, 0ip ), Sink 1 is located on the positive ordinate (i.e., dp = h0, y p i, with y p > 0), and
(2)
(2) (2)
(2)
(2)
Sink 2 is located in the positive half-plane (i.e., dp = hx p , y p i, with x p > 0 and y p ∈ R).

Figure 4.18: MASON simulation of monitored area with distances 60, 40, and 75 hops to Sinks 0
(lower left), 1 (upper left), and 2 (lower right), respectively, highlighted.

Knowing a node’s hop count to a sink allows to reduce the node’s possible physical locations to a certain ring around this sink (as illustrated in Fig. 4.8). If the hop counts to three
sinks are combined, i.e., by performing hop count-based trilateration, the physical location of
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the node can be estimated up to a small field∗ , as shown in Fig. 4.18. All black nodes that are located in the field where the three highlighted rings overlap have the same hop count coordinate
dh = h60, 40, 75ih .
In the following, it is shown that each node is able to approximately calculate its own
physical distance to each sink and its physical location within the monitored area as long as
the sinks’ physical locations and the mean width of the hop count rings around each sink are
communicated to all nodes.
(i)
The mean width of the hop count rings around Sink i (0 ≤ i ≤ 2) is denoted by d w in the
(i)

following. For each Sink i, the corresponding mean ring width d w can be obtained as follows.
(i)
(i) (i)
Since the sinks are deterministically deployed, their physical coordinates dp = hx p , y p i are
known. Hence, each sink can easily be made aware of the physical coordinates of all sinks
and calculate the physical distances between them. After convergence of the hop count update,
each sink also knows the number of hops that are needed by SMSGs from the other sinks to
reach it. The external network can be used to share this information, and hence, all sinks are
(i)
able to calculate for each Sink i the mean ring width d w . Using SMSGs, the mean ring widths
as well as the physical sink locations can then be communicated to the sensor nodes.
(i)
Based on this information, each sensor is then able to calculate its physical distance ds to
(i)
each Sink i (0 ≤ i ≤ 2) as follows. A node with hop distance dh to Sink i is located somewhere
(i)
within Ring dh around Sink i. The physical distance of the node to Sink i can then be given
by


(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
(i) · d w ,
(4.5)
ds = dh − 1 d w + drnorm
−
(i)

(i)

where dh is the node’s hop count to Sink i, d w is the mean width of the rings around Sink i,
and drnorm
(i) (with 0 ≤ drnorm
(i) ≤ 1) is the node’s estimated normalized location within its
−
−
Sink-i ring as described in Section 4.3.3. Hence, the first summand of Eq. (4.5) reflects the
(i)
sum of the estimated widths of Rings 1 through dh − 1, and hence, describes the estimated
(i)
physical distance between Sink i and the inner-ring border of Ring dh . The second summand
of Eq. (4.5) reflects the estimated physical distance of the node to the inner-ring border of
(i)
Ring dh . Note that drnorm
(i) is approximated by 0.5 in case no better estimation of drnorm
(i) is
−
−
†
available .
(i)
Consequently, after a sensor node received the physical coordinates dp and the mean ring
(i)

widths d w of each Sink i, it is able to calculate its distance to each sink using Eq. (4.5). The
(0) (1) (2)
resulting coordinate is denoted as physical sink distance coordinate ds = hds , ds , ds is .
From ds , the node can trilaterate its physical coordinate dp = hxp , yp i via (see [109])
xp =
∗

†




1   (0)
(2)
(0)
(1)
C1 yp − yp −C2 yp − yp
,
2C3

In case of knowing the hop distance to two sinks, there are, in general, two such small fields caused by the
two intersections of the two rings. Without further information, a node cannot decide which of the two fields it
is located in. However, in some situations, like the one shown in Fig. 4.8 for the highlighted rings formed by
Sinks 1 and 2, two rings might be tangent, i.e., they intersect such that only a single but relatively large field
results. Providing a third sink resolves these issues. Still, deploying only one or two sinks might be sufficient in
special cases where ambiguities of the node locations are avoided by the field’s form or by restricting the possible
sink locations with respect to the sensor nodes.
For example, by applying one of the approaches discussed in Section 4.3.2.5.
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and
yp =
where




1   (0)
(1)
(0)
(2)
C1 xp − xp −C2 xp − xp
,
2C3


 
  2  2  2  2
(1) 2
(0) 2
(1)
(0)
(1)
(0)
C1 = ds
− ds
− xp
+ xp
− yp
+ yp
,

 
  2  2  2  2
(2) 2
(0) 2
(2)
(0)
(2)
(0)
C2 = ds
− ds
− xp
+ xp
− yp
+ yp
,

and



 


(0)
(1)
(0)
(2)
(0)
(2)
(0)
(1)
C3 = xp − xp
yp − yp − xp − xp
yp − yp .

The accuracy of this hop count-based localization approach depends on various factors, in
particular on the arrangement of the sinks. A detailed discussion of the accuracy lies not within
the focus of this thesis but is related to the discussion of the size of hop count fields carried out
in Section 4.3.5.2.
Note that, on first sight, nodes do not have to know their physical coordinate, since the hop
count to the closest sink is sufficient for the hop count-based routing and the calculation of
the event’s physical localization could be done at the sink when the hop count coordinates are
contained in the EVMs. However, the use of (three-dimensional) hop count coordinates has two
major drawbacks. First, they are infeasible to describe neighborhood relations conveniently,
and second, in the investigated scenario, communicating them needs more bits (and hence
energy) than communicating coordinates based on the two-dimensional physical coordinates.
Neighborhood relations and message lengths are discussed in more detail in Sections 4.3.5.1
and 4.3.6.1, respectively.
4.3.4.2

Reporting Threshold Update

For each type of events (like temperature value), a finite set of thresholds is defined (e.g., temperature exceeds 25 ◦C, 50 ◦C, . . . , 150 ◦C). One of these thresholds is the (current) reporting
threshold (say 50 ◦C), i.e., if a sensed value exceeds this reporting threshold, the event should
be reported to the sink. As described in Section 4.3.1.2, the sensor node repeats the reporting
regularly as long as the event exists. The sinks may switch off the repetitions for a known event,
which also disburdens the sensor nodes and increases the network lifetime, by modifying the
reporting thresholds using SMSGs. Such an increase of the reporting threshold could be seen
as an end-to-end ACK sent by the sinks.
For being able to switch off the reporting for some kind of event completely, there should be
a maximum threshold that is high enough to be never exceeded by actual sensor readings (e.g.,
a temperature that lies above the range of the thermometer). If this maximum threshold is announced as reporting threshold by the sinks, the sensor nodes stop reporting the corresponding
event.
Note that thresholds can be set differently for different regions within the monitored area.
4.3.4.3

Coverage Monitoring

Also coverage monitoring can be achieved by updating the reporting thresholds. For this, a very
low threshold needs to be provided (e.g., temperature exceeds −50 ◦C). When this minimum
threshold is enabled by the sinks, all sensor nodes start so send EVMs. By evaluating the
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messages, the sinks can assess the coverage. Again, this process can (and should) be initiated
separately for restricted regions to avoid excessive congestion.

4.3.5

Neighborhood, Grid, and Location Ranges

Before discussing the message format and the merging of messages in detail in Sections 4.3.6
and 4.3.7, respectively, neighborhood relations within the monitored area are defined. On the
one hand, these neighborhood relations are needed to identify spatial correlation of event data
that can be exploited for merging EVMs. On the other hand, the addressing scheme chosen for
event locations and their neighborhoods has a significant effect on the messages’ format and
data length.
4.3.5.1

Hop Count-Based Field Neighborhood

Neighborhood relations based on hop count-based localization are discussed first. It is shown
that these neighborhood relations cannot be used conveniently for message merging.
The trilateration based on hop counts, introduced in Section 4.3.4.1, provides physical location information to the sensor nodes. The trilateration is illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.19,
where concentric circles mark the edges of the hop count rings around three sinks. That is,
within each of the white fields in between the circles, the nodes share the same hop count coordinate dh . The figure shows that the overlapping rings form Moiré-like patterns (cf. [14]).
Due to this effect, the field sizes vary significantly. They depend on various factors including
their physical location, the rings’ widths, and also on the physical location of the sinks—in
particular relatively to each other.

Figure 4.19: Moiré effect caused by overlapping concentric rings around three sinks.

Obviously, the situation would be worst if all sinks shared the same position or if there
was only a single sink. Then, all nodes located within each ring would share the same dh .
The situation significantly improves when the three sinks are located at the outer border of the
monitored area, ideally forming the largest possible equilateral triangle. Usually, the fields are
then smaller than the squared ring widths. As exemplarily shown soon, the minimum field
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size is zero. Related work with more detailed discussion of the accuracy of hop count-based
localization is given in Section 4.2.12.
The variance of field sizes on the one hand influences the accuracy of determining the
physical node locations. On the other hand, it also makes it harder to identify neighborhood
relations of fields. In particular, fields might be too small to host any sensors. Figure 4.20
shows a detail of Fig. 4.19 and allows to investigate the field neighborhoods obtained by hop
count trilateration in more detail.
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Figure 4.20: Field neighborhoods and hop distance.

Given two arbitrary fields denoted by m and n, which have hop coordinates dh (m) =
respectively, the hop dis-

(0)
(1)
(2)
(0)
(1)
(2)
hdh (m), dh (m), dh (m)i and dh (n) = hdh (n), dh (n), dh (n)i,
tance dhf (m, n) can be defined by the 1-norm (taxicab norm)
(0)

(0)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

dhf (m, n) = |dh (m) − dh (n)| + |dh (m) − dh (n)| + |dh (m) − dh (n)| ,
which gives the (minimum) number of hops across ring borders to reach field m from field n,
or vice-versa.
In Fig. 4.20, it can be seen that the tagged field with hop coordinate hi, j, kih has the four 1hop field neighbors hi, j, k +1ih to its upper left, hi, j, k −1ih to its lower right, hi +1, j, kih to its
upper right (unlabeled due to its small size), and hi, j + 1, kih to its lower left (also unlabeled).
Some theoretical 1-hop neighbors of the tagged field (like hi − 1, j, kih ) do not exist∗ and very
small neighbor fields (e.g., like the unlabeled hi, j + 1, kih ) might not hold any sensor node.
Hence, the tagged field should consider, e.g., field hi − 1, j + 1, kih as one of its direct neighbors
instead, although its hop distance is two. Such decisions, however, cannot be easily done by the
nodes, especially if they are not even part of the corresponding neighborhood. Still, all nodes
should be able to merge messages originating from neighboring regions.
As an alternative to the 1-norm, the field distance df (m, n) of the two fields m and n can be
defined by applying the 2-norm (Euclidean distance) as follows:
q
(0)
(0)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)
df (m, n) = |dh (m) − dh (n)|2 + |dh (m) − dh (n)|2 + |dh (m) − dh (n)|2 .
∗

Hence, no address space should actually be reserved for them.
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Figure 4.21: Euclidean field distances.

For the same scenario as used in Fig. 4.20, Fig. 4.21 shows the squared field distance (df2 ) of
each cell to the tagged cell (which has df = 0). The field distance is also reflected in the color
of the cells. It can be seen from the figure that the field distance also does not reflect well the
physical distance of fields. For example, consider the field with df2 = 27 to the south of the
tagged node. Its centroid’s physical distance to the tagged field’s centroid is approximately
3.4 d w , where d w is the mean ring width. This conflicts with the situation of the field with
df2 = 9 to the east of the tagged node (just below the legend), which has a physical distance of
4.3 d w .
Consequently, the irregular fields built by the hop count rings seem unsuitable for directly
identifying (and addressing) neighboring regions within the monitored area.
4.3.5.2

Regular Hexagonal Grid

To circumvent the problem of identifying neighboring fields, an additional, regular grid of
hexagonal cells is introduced in the following. Based on their estimated physical location, the
nodes are able to determine to which cell they belong and the neighborhood relations of these
regular cells can then be identified and described much more conveniently when compared to
the field neighborhoods.
Alternatives of regular grids. Regular tessellations of the two-dimensional plane are gapand overlap-free tilings that are based on identical shapes (monohedral tessellations) while
these shapes are regular (i.e., equiangular and equilateral) polygons. Such tessellations can
only be achieved with equilateral triangles, squares, or regular hexagons (see [275, Sec. 7.4]).
These three types of tessellations are illustrated in Fig. 4.22. In the following, the (triangular,
square, or hexagonal) tiles induced by the tessellations are called cells. The neighbor cells of
a tagged cell can be assigned to two classes: neighbors that are connected with the tagged cell
by an edge (labeled with “E” in Fig. 4.22) and neighbors that only share a vertex (“V”) with
the tagged node.
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Figure 4.22: Regular tessellations of the two-dimensional plane.

The main advantage of the tiling based on regular hexagons (shown in Fig. 4.22c) is that
each neighbor cell shares an edge with the tagged cell and the centers of all neighbors have the
same distance to the tagged cell’s center. Therefore, hexagonal tiling is used in the following
as a basis for the regular grid. Without loss of generality, this thesis focuses on the pointy-side
variant of the hexagonal tessellation, as depicted in Fig. 4.22c. Mutatis mutandis, the flat-sides
variant∗ would lead to the same results.



 
 



 


 
















Figure 4.23: Hexagonal grid and coordinate system.

Grid coordinates. For addressing the individual cells of the hexagonal grid, a suitable coordinate system is needed. The chosen one is illustrated in Fig. 4.23. The corresponding
coordinates are referred to as grid coordinates in the following and denoted by dg = hxg , yg i .
Similar to the physical coordinate system used in Section 4.3.4.1, the sinks’ grid coordinates
∗

The flat-sides variant has pointy tops and bottoms, i.e., constitutes the pointy-side variant rotated by 30◦ .
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(0)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

are chosen as dg = h0, 0ig , dg = h0, yg i with yg > 0, and dg = hxg , yg i with xg > 0
(2)
and yg ∈ R.
An important parameter of the grid is the physical cell radius dC (in meters), which is
equivalent to the cell’s side length (see Fig. 4.23). It determines the size of the cells and consequently can be used to trade off the spatial event reporting resolution against the number of
bits needed to represent the cells’ coordinates and consequently the energy needed to transmit
them.
In the present application scenario of early forest fire detection, an event localization granularity of 100 m seems sufficient, i.e., each hexagonal cell of the virtual localization grid has
a radius of dC = 100 m. With this radius, fire fighters that are directed to the center of such
a cell should be able to locate a starting √fire located within the cell after a sufficiently limited
time. The resulting cell size is AC = 3 2 3 dC2 ≈ 2.6·104 m2 ≈ 0.026 km2 . Consequently, the
overall number of cells that can be differentiated and localized within the area of interest can
70 km2
be estimated by NC ≈ AACF ≈ 0.026
≈ 2700.
km2
Coordinate transformation. A node can estimate its grid coordinate dg = hxg , yg i based on
its estimated physical coordinate dp = hxp , yp i for a specific grid cell radius dC via the following
transformation∗ :


(
√ 
√ 
(pre)
xg ,
if − 3 xp(norm) + dC ≤ y(norm)
≤ 3 xp(norm) + dC ,
p
xg =
(4.6)
(pre)
xg − 1 , otherwise ,
and

(
yg =

(pre)

yg

(pre)

yg


√ 
− 1 , if y(norm)
< − 3 xp(norm) + dC ,
p
,

(4.7)

otherwise ,

where

 √
(pre)
(pre)
y(norm)
=
y
−
0.5
3d
(2y
−
x
)
,
p
C
g
g
g
$
%


(pre)
xg + 1
x p + dC
yp
(pre)
(pre)
xg =
, yg = √
+
.
1.5dC
2
3dC


xg(norm) = x p − 1.5dC xg(pre) ,

Data length of grid coordinates. To determine the number of bits needed to describe (and
transmit) a grid coordinate, first note that for an optimal addressing of NC ≈ 2700 cells,
dld (NC )e = 12 bit are needed in principle. However, the sensor nodes are not aware of all
cells (and their coordinates) within the WSN. Therefore, they are not able to do an optimal
distribution of the address space across all cells. Instead, enough address space must be provided to map both grid coordinates (xg and yg ) up to the maximum diameter d max
≈ 13 km
p
of the monitored area. To determine the number of grid cells needed to span the maximum
diameter,
in physical y p direc√ it should be noted that the distance between two cells’ centers
†
tion is 3 dC ≈ 1.73 dC , while in physical x p direction, it is 1.5 dC . Hence, in the estimated
∗
†

The derivation of this transformation is an adaption of the idea presented in [133] and provided in Appendix
Section B.4.
This can be easily seen from Fig. B.11 given in the Appendix, page 183.
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Table 4.4: Grid-based location ranges

Location
Range Type

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6

single cell
cell-centered disc
left vertex-centered disc
right vertex-centered disc
rhomboid
rectangle

Ng(max)

l

d max
p
1.5 dC

Range Parameter (length/bit)
N/A
radius
radius
radius
2nd reference cell
2nd reference cell

(0)
(7)
(7)
(7)
(16)
(16)

Figure(s)
4.24(a)
4.24(b), (c)
4.24(d)
4.24(e), (f)
4.24(g)
4.24(h)

m

≈ 87 grid cells are needed to span d max
p . For both grid dimensions
l 
m
(xg and yg ), an extra bit allows for negative coordinates. Therefore, ld Ng(max) + 1 = 8 bit
need to be reserved for each dimension in the given scenario.∗ Hence, 16 bit are reserved in
messages for grid coordinates hx, yig .
For comparison, note that the transmission of a hop coordinate dh would require 3 · 8 bit =
24 bit .
worst case,

4.3.5.3

≈

Grid-Based Location Ranges

For merging messages based on the neighborhood relations of events, a compact addressing
scheme for location ranges based on the hexagonal grid is also required. Such a scheme is
proposed in Table 4.4 which refers to Fig. 4.24 for graphical illustration.
Following this addressing scheme, a location range can be identified by three values: the
type of the location range (3 bit needed), the grid coordinates of the reference cell (16 bit), and
a range parameter that is depending on the type. If the location range is a single cell (Type 1),
the range parameter is empty (0 bit). If the location range takes the form of a disc, the range
parameter denotes the radius measured in grid cells. For radii, 7 bit are reserved, since a radius
cannot exceed the monitored area’s maximum diameter d max
p . In case of rhomboid or rectangle
ranges, the second parameter is the coordinate of a second reference cell (16 bit).

4.3.6

Message Format

Remember that there are two main types of messages: sink messages (SMSGs) originating
from a sink and messages initiated by some wireless sensor node. The latter are either event
messages (EVMs) or next hop found (NHF) messages. All messages share the same basic
format illustrated in Fig. 4.25.

∗

Actually, if the locations of the sinks are known in advance (and they are not modified later), estimating the
positions of the grid coordinate system with respect to the shape of the monitored area is possible. This would
allow to optimize the number of bits needed for each dimension. Still, getting better than dld (NC )e is impossible.
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(a) Type 0:
Single cell.

(b) Type 1:
Cell-centered
disc, radius=1.

(c) Type 1:
Cell-centered
disc, radius=2.

(d) Type 2: Left
vertex-centered
disc, radius=1.

(e) Type 3: Right
vertex-centered
disc, radius=1.

(f) Type 3: Right
vertex-centered
disc, radius=2.

(g) Type 4:
Rhomboid.

(h) Type 5:
Rectangle.

Reference Cell

2nd Ref. Cell

Location Range

(i) Legend

Figure 4.24: Location ranges in the hexagonal grid.

MSG_TYPE

DATA

1bit

}

3..86bit

}

1bit

ERR_DET

Figure 4.25: Basic XLMMP message format (length: 5–88 bit).

The first bit of each message declares the message type, i.e., whether the message is an
SMSG (MSG_TYPE=1) or not (MSG_TYPE=0). Then several DATA bits follow that contain
message type-dependent data as explained in Sections 4.3.6.1 and 4.3.6.2. Each message ends
with at least a parity bit that allows to detect transmission errors (ERR_DET). The extension
of the parity bit to more reliable (but more costly) error detection methods (like checksum or
cyclic redundancy check (CRC; cf. [165, p. 428]) is straightforward in principle. However,
finding the optimum trade-off between reliable error detection (or even forward error control)
and its corresponding overhead is deferred to future work.
It should be noted that while messages of different type and content may have different
length, a dedicated field that carries explicitly the actual message length is not foreseen to save
the corresponding bits. However, the message length can relatively easily be determined by
evaluating a small set of selected message fields (MSG_TYPE, LOC_TYPE, EVENT_IDS,
and COMMAND; described in more detail in the sequel).
The cross-layer nature of XLMMP suggests to meld the terms message, segment, packet
(or datagram), and frame, which are used in the classical layered protocol stack on application,
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transport, network, and link layer, respectively (cf. [304, p. 339], [165, p. 50–51]). In particular,
the size of all messages is small compared to the message sizes of classical wired and wireless
networks. Hence, a fragmentation of messages is not foreseen. Moreover, there is only a
single application and the routing scheme is determined by the message type and based on
hop counts only. Additionally, due to the small message size, using one frame per message is
possible and an extra frame control sequence (FCS) is unnecessary due to the already foreseen
ERR_DET field. Furthermore, XLMMP does not need explicit link-layer addresses (beyond
the hop count) for forwarding messages. In the following, the term message is used to refer to
XLMMP’s cross-layer data unit.
While this thesis does not investigate link and physical layer issues in much more detail,
note that on link and physical layer, frames are usually provided with additional bit sequences,
e.g., for enabling receivers to detect the beginning and the end of a frame and for synchronizing
the receiver’s clock with the sender’s clock.
For detecting the start end end of a frame, one of several methods or combinations can
be chosen. According to [304, p. 179], these include character count, starting and ending
characters (with character stuffing∗ ), starting and ending flags (with bit stuffing), and physical
layer coding violations† .
For example, Ethernet (IEEE 802.3, [128, p. 126]) uses a flag of one octet (8 bit) length
called start frame delimiter (SFD) to mark the start of a frame. The frame’s end is marked by
an end of transmission delimiter (idle signal (IDL) for the duration of 2 bit) that turns off the
transmitter. In WLANs (IEEE 802.11, [126, p. 152, p. 196], [129, p. 1588]) with frequencyhopping spread spectrum (FHSS) or direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS), the SFD has a
length of 16 bit and is accompanied by an additional field (called PSDU‡ length word (PLW))
of 12 bit (FHSS) or 16 bit (DSSS) length that specifies the number of octets contained in the
data unit. A similar approach is chosen for LR-WPAN (IEEE 802.15.4, [127, p. 43]), where
the SFD’s length is one octet and the size of the frame length field is 7 bit.
On physical layer, usually a preamble SYNC field is prefixed to the frame and facilitates,
e.g., the clock synchronization. Typical lengths of preamble SYNC fields lie in the order of
56 bit (Ethernet, IEEE 802.3, [128, p. 126]; LR-WPAN, IEEE 802.15.4, [127, p. 43]), 72 bit
(Bluetooth Version 4.0, [43, Vol. 2, p. 110]), 80 bit (WLAN, IEEE 802.11, with FHSS, [126,
p. 152]), or 128 bit (WLAN, IEEE 802.11, with DSSS, [126, p. 196]).
In XLMMP, the overhead induced by these link-layer and physical-layer measures in relation to the small payload can get relatively high. While a more rigorous investigation needs
to be done in future work after selecting a suitable communication protocol on physical layer,
the estimated effect on the overhead is accommodated in a defensively chosen, low data rate
on message level in Section 4.2.14.
For each type of messages, i.e., EVM/NHFs and SMSGs, the format of the DATA field is
explained in more detail in the following.

∗

†
‡

Stuffing refers to a technique where the sender adds additional masking characters or bits into the payload if it
contains sequences identical to the flags used by the link or physical layers. The stuffed characters or bits are
removed at the receiver side before passing the payload to the higher layers.
This method is only applicable if the data encoding on the physical layer provides additional redundancy.
Physical layer convergence protocol service data unit.
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1bit

} }
}

}

8bit

NHF_IND

SENDER_HC

28..59bit
EVENT_INFO

(a) Format of DATA field (length: 37–68 bit).

LOC_TYPE

0,7,16bit

LOC_ADDR

LOC_PAR

6bit

3..18bit

}

16bit

}

}

3bit

EVENT_IDS

EVENTS

(b) Format of EVENT_INFO field (length: 28–59 bit).

Figure 4.26: DATA field format of EVMs and NHFs.

4.3.6.1

DATA Field of EVMs and NHFs

The DATA field’s format of EVMs and NHFs is shown in Fig. 4.26(a). It starts with the singlebit field (NHF_IND) that indicates whether the message is an NHF (NHF_IND=1) or an EVM
(NHF_IND=0).
Then, the sender’s hop count (SENDER_HC) distance to its closest sink is provided, which
is needed
routing of messages within the WSN. The distance is given
 for the hop count-based

(0) (1) (2)
by min dh , dh , dh . The necessary length of field SENDER_HC can be derived as follows. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the monitored area’s maximum diameter is approximately d max
= 13 km. From the last row of Table 4.3, a rough estimate of the mean ring width
p
d w ≈ 0.9 dT can be derived. Consequently,
maximum number of hops between
l max mthe expected
 13 km 
dp
(max)
any sink and sensor node is Nh
≈ d
≈ 90 m ≈ 145. For transmitting this integer,
w

(upper)

8 bit are needed. Since the maximum integer representable by 8 bit is 255, Nh
= 255 is a
suitable upper bound for the maximum number of communication hops in the given scenario.
The remaining bits of an EVM’s and NHF’s DATA field (EVENT_INFO) are used for the
description of the communicated event(s). The format of the EVENT_INFO field is shown in
Fig. 4.26(b).
The first three fields of EVENT_INFO describe the corresponding location range based
on its type (LOC_TYPE, 3 bit), the reference cell’s coordinate (LOC_ADDR, 16 bit), and the
location range parameter (LOC_PAR, 0–16 bit) as defined in Section 4.3.5.3.
The last two fields of EVENT_INFO bear the information on the events. Field EVENT_ID
indicates the types of the events that are reported. For example, each sensor node may be
able to sense three different environmental properties (e.g., temperature, humidity, and pressure; cp. Table 2.1). For each property, the node may monitor, e.g., the absolute value and
a gradient. This results in six different event types. For each event type, a bit is reserved in
field EVENT_ID. If the bit is set to one, a corresponding event threshold is reported in field
EVENTS. Consequently, EVENTS contains a set of one to six sub-fields in the order of reported events types as specified by field EVENT_ID. Each provided subfield contains an identification of the applicable threshold. This thesis assumes that six proper reporting thresholds
are sufficient for each event type. Together with the maximum threshold for disabling reporting
(see Section 4.3.4.2) and the minimum threshold for coverage monitoring (see Section 4.3.4.3),
the WSN needs to support eight thresholds, and hence, 3 bit are needed for each subfield.
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0..83bit

COMMAND

COMMAND_DATA

}

3

Figure 4.27: SMSG format (length: 3–86 bit).
Table 4.5: SMSG commands

COMMAND
000
001
010
011
100
101

4.3.6.2

Description

COMMAND_DATA (length/bit)

hop count reset
hop count update
reporting threshold update
combined hop count and
threshold update
physical sink location update
and hop count reset

N/A
dh
EVENT_INFO
dh , EVENT_INFO

(0)
(24)
(28–59)
(52–83)

ID
sink ID, dsink
p

(30)

mean ring widths update

(0)

(1)

(2)

dw , dw , dw

(24)

DATA Field of SMSGs

As shown in Fig. 4.27, the DATA field of SMSGs has the two main fields COMMAND and
COMMAND_DATA. Field COMMAND has a length of 3 bit, capable of referring to up to
eight different commands. Five command examples are shown in Table 4.5. They provide
means for updating the hop counts, reporting thresholds, and physical sink locations in case
the sinks need to be moved. Additional commands that could be discussed in future work may
include a network hibernation command that allows to reduce the sensing frequency (or to
switch sensing off completely) and increase the nodes’ sleep periods.
The format and length of field COMMAND_DATA is command specific, as shown in Table 4.5. The minimum length is 0 bit, the maximum length is 83 bit.

4.3.7

Message Merging

If two EVMs meet at some sensor node on their way to the sink, merging them to a single
message would benefit energy efficiency by cutting the number of subsequent transmissions by
half. However, to keep the message size of the resulting EVM small, the merging should go
well beyond a mere concatenation of the two original EVM. Hence, the merging should always
exploit correlations between the two EVMs.
Events can be correlated in three dimensions: (1) type of the event, (2) event location, and
(3) event time. As discussed in Section 4.2.9, the age of an EVM should stay below about 5 min.
Hence, the event times of two meeting EVMs always correlate and do not pose any additional
constraint on their mergeability, in particular since more detailed event time information is not
included explicitly in the EVMs as discussed in Section 4.2.16.
Readings of different sensors hosted by a single sensor node and close-by sensor nodes are
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Table 4.6: Possible cases when merging two EVMs

Location Range
Identical
Mergeable

Sensor Data
Identical

Different

Case A
Case C

Case B
Case D

likely correlated∗ since they measure the same environment. Hence, providing the possibility
to include more than one event type into a single EVM promises to significantly reduce the
number of messages by the expense of only a few additional bits per message, as shown in
Section 4.3.6.1. There, it is also demonstrated that encoding the event’s location requires a
good portion of an EVM’s data length, i.e., communicating a location or location range requires
more bits than communicating an event’s type and effective threshold. Hence, merging spatially
correlated EVMs, i.e., EVMs that apply to identical or similar (i.e., neighboring) locations,
while providing a compact representation of the corresponding resulting location range (as
proposed in Section 4.3.5.3) bears a high potential for reducing the number and length of
EVMs and consequently increases energy efficiency.
Therefore, the current version of the XLMMP draft is designed such that EVMs are able
to communicate several events for a single location or location range, but for separate, nonneighboring locations, separate EVMs are needed. When two EVMs meet at one node, a
precondition for their mergeability thus is that their corresponding locations or location ranges
are identical or can be merged. Two or more locations can be merged when they can be jointly
represented† by one of the location ranges introduced in Section 4.3.5.3.
If so, there are still four different cases—defined in Table 4.6—that need to be treated
differently as described in the following.
Case A. The two meeting EVMs are identical. Hence, one of them can be discarded and the
remaining one can be considered as the merged EVM.
Case B. If the location range is identical and the reported sensor data thresholds differ, then
for each reported event type, the largest reported threshold needs to be included in the merged
message.
Case C. If the location ranges of the two EVMs are mergeable and the reported event types
and their thresholds are identical, the merged EVM contains the merged location range and
exactly these thresholds.
Case D. If both the location ranges and the event types or their threshold differ, a straightforward merging of the two EVMs is not possible, since including the sensor data of one location
∗

†

For a more rigorous investigation of correlation coefficients, physical and chemical features of forest fires, like
fire spread models (see, e.g., [93]) and sensor characteristics, need to be investigated in more detail. These topics,
however, are beyond the scope of this thesis.
The development of an actual algorithm that identifies the mergeability and selection of the optimum range
type(s) is not within the focus of this thesis. Methods of pattern recognition can possibly be applied here.
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range must not imply false conclusions on the other location range. In principle, an additional,
third EVM could be generated that includes the commonalities (i.e., the minima of the reported
thresholds). As far as possible, the common information could then be removed from the two
original EVMs. This process would probably increase the future mergeability of all three messages. However, if the increased mergeability outweighs the additional message cannot be
estimated easily. This thesis refrains from investigating these issues in more detail but assumes
that no merging is done in Case D.

4.3.8

Capacity of EVM Pools

Remember from Section 4.1 that each sensor node maintains two pools of EVMs: the inPool,
which contains the unacknowledged EVMs with individual back-off timers, and the outPool,
which stores the EVMs that the node accepted to relay. In this section, the storage capacity of
the pools is discusses, i.e., the number of EVMs that can be buffered in them. These capacities
have significant influence on the size of the state space-based models introduced in Chapter 5
(in particular, see Sections 5.2.2 to 5.2.3 and 5.3.2).
First, the influence of memory constraints on the maximum total number Nm of EVMs that
can be stored on a sensor node is investigated. Nm by can be estimated by
Nm ≈

DEVM,n
≈ 147 000 ,
DEVM

where DEVM = 68 bit is the maximum length of an EVM’s DATA field (cf. Fig. 4.26(a))
and DEVM,n is the estimated total memory available for EVMs. According to Section 4.2.13,
DEVM,n ≈ 10 Mbit, even if the volume of the memory hardware used for storing EVMs is only
about 1 mm3 .
Remember that EVMs that origin from the same cell can be easily merged (Case A and
Case B of Section 4.3.7). Hence, the maximum number of distinct, i.e., unmergeable EVMs in
the investigated scenario is equal to the number of grid cells NC ≈ 2700. Since this is far less
than Nm , the memory by itself does not pose a severe limitation.
However, note that, in addition to direct memory consumption, storing a large number of
EVMs also implies further challenges to the node. For example, the node needs to maintain
a back-off and retransmission timer for each EVM stored in the inPool and outPool, respectively. Additionally, each incoming EVM needs to be compared to all stored EVMs to check
mergeability and to calculate the back-off delay. Obviously, a node would also like to keep
the number of stored EVMs small to be able to return to the sleep mode early, and hence, to
reduce its own energy consumption. On the other hand, acting too egoistic might increase the
total energy consumption within the node’s neighborhood. Moreover, the higher the number of
EVMs stored in the inPool, the more likely the node’s situation (like energy level, number of
nodes in the outPool) changes until the back-off delay of a given EVM expires. By then, the
back-off delay might no longer reflect the node’s situation well anymore. Keeping the inPool
small also keeps EVMs longer at previous-hop nodes. This may increase the chance that EVMs
are merged earlier on their path to the sink.
The qualitative arguments given so far are mostly in favor of a small capacity of the pools,
in particular of the inPool. However, also increasing the capacities has several advantages.
For example, the probability that a previous-hop node needs to repeat an EVM is expected to
decrease when the EVMs are more likely accepted by next-hop nodes due to larger inPools.
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This also decreases overall detection-to-notification delay. Larger inPools also increase the
chance that inPool messages can be merged with outPool messages that are to be sent.
Investigating the details and finding the optimum capacity parameters is an interesting subproblem which needs to be solved by future work when the initial performance investigation
of the XLMMP draft carried out in Chapter 5 leads to promising results. This investigation
is limited to the exploration of the case where the capacity of the inPool is one EVM. An
increased capacity of the inPool would lead to significantly increased model complexity as discussed in Section 5.2.3. The capacity of the outPool is assumed to be virtually unrestricted.
See Section 5.2.2 for details.

4.4

Chapter Summary

This chapter is summarized by a qualitative evaluation of XLMMP in Section 4.4.1 and by a
discussion of protocol-related open research issues in Section 4.4.2.

4.4.1

Qualitative Evaluation

Here, a qualitative evaluation of XLMMP is conducted by discussing whether XLMMP follows
design principles proposed for WSNs and by comparing its basic behavior to XLP.
A quantitative evaluation of XLMMP is carried out in Chapter 5 with a focus on the tradeoff between energy efficiency and end-to-end delay.
4.4.1.1

Qualitative Evaluation Based on Design Principles

The authors of [143] state that considering the specific needs of a concrete application is more
important than following generic design suggestions. Still, in [143, Sec. 3.3], design principles for WSNs are suggested. This section briefly discusses whether XLMMP follows these
principles.
Distributed organization. Distributed organization should be preferred to improve scalability and robustness, e.g. by avoiding single points of failures. XLMMP’s organization is highly
distributed since most important decisions (like medium access, routing, and localization) are
done locally at the nodes in a self-organized manner. Robustness and scalability is also improved by providing more than a single sink.
However, following [143], it should be noted that a complete decentralization might also
lead to disadvantages. Therefore, a compromise is usually aimed for by applying centralization
in a locally restricted scope, e.g., by maintaining dynamic hierarchies like node clusters. In
XLMMP, a form of hierarchy is built by the hop count rings which are used for localization
and routing. Apart from this structure, XLMMP refrains from building more fine-granular
hierarchies or clusters since the maintenance overhead is considered disproportional.
In-network processing. In a distributedly organized network, the nodes should be involved
in taking decisions. While such in-network processing may take manifold forms, [143] mentions a few example techniques. These are related to XLMMP in the following.
Aggregation is one of the simplest examples of in-network techniques. In XLMMP, aggregation is performed due to the message merging property.
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Distributed source coding and distributed compression is not implemented explicitly in
Spatial and temporal correlation of the event data is exploited by message merging.
Due to the relatively small amount of data that is contained in EVMs, a further reduction of
bits by distributed source coding or compression is not foreseen in XLMMP.
Distributed and collaborative signal processing is very basically done at each sensor node,
which compares its sensors’ signals to the current reporting thresholds for deciding whether the
event needs to be reported. More sophisticated signal processing (like beamforming or target
tracking) is not intended by XLMMP, since it is not considered essential for the investigated
application.
Mobile code/Agent-based networking is avoided in XLMMP since the corresponding communication overhead is considered significant and the added value stands to reason due to the
quite restricted scope of the WSN’s duties.
XLMMP.

Adaptive fidelity and accuracy. XLMMP addresses adaptive fidelity by its energy awareness. A decrease in available energy in the network results in a graceful degradation of the
detection-to-notification delay due to the increasing back-off delays chosen by the sensor nodes
during receiver contention. A node’s back-off delay is also increased with increasing load. The
resulting increase of the detection-to-notification delay increases the chance of message merging and hence decreases the traffic load within the network. Moreover, the controller is able to
control the traffic load adaptively by modifying the reporting thresholds. An additional adaptivity of fidelity and accuracy is not yet provided by XLMMP. However, by providing additional
SMSG commands, the operator could influence the cell sizes, sensing rates, the maximum
back-off delay, active/sleep ratios, and EVM repetition frequencies.
Data centricity. XLMMP is inherently data centric. Individual sensor nodes cannot be addressed due to the lack of node IDs.
Exploit location information. In XLMMP, location information is one of the main aspects of
event data and for message merging. Moreover, the location information is strongly intertwined
with the network topology (hop count rings) used for routing the EVMs to any sink.
Exploit activity patterns. XLMMP is tailored towards the monitoring of rare events. In
particular, XLMMP tries to keep the communication at a minimum when there is no event by
avoiding to maintain a fine-granular hierarchy of nodes and by refraining from keeping the
nodes time synchronized.
Exploit heterogeneity. The authors of [143] differ between heterogeneity by construction
and heterogeneity by evolution. XLMMP only provides a very limited form of heterogeneity
by construction by employing two kind of nodes: wireless sensor nodes and sink nodes. A
further construction-based heterogeneity within the WSN is not foreseen, since it complicates
deployment and increases the chance of single points of failures. Heterogeneity by evolution
can be seen as being directly related to the nodes’ energy-aware adaptivity. Nodes that run out
of energy are less actively participate in routing tasks.
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Component-based protocol stacks and cross-layer optimization. XLMMP is a cross-layer
protocol that merges application, transport, network, and link layer functionalities. Components are not yet defined explicitly. However, when implementing the protocol in future work,
it might be helpful to split the functionality into different building blocks. For example, the
handling of EVMs (event reporting) could be tackled in another component than the handling
of SMSGs (network management, localization, etc.). Another orthogonal component could
cover communication security aspects.
4.4.1.2

Comparison to XLP

In addition to the discussion in Section 2.2, Fig. 4.28 directly compares the message sequence
charts of XLMMP and XLP (cf. [320]). The figure illustrates that XLMMP is able to transmit
the event data from Node (C,8) to Node (E,6) with less communication overhead. Assuming
similar back-off delays and radio technology, XLMMP can hence be expected to outperform
XLP in the investigated scenario where the data packets (EVMs) are very short.

4.4.2

Open Research Issues

A more detailed discussion of
address, for example,

XLMMP’s

behavior is postponed to future work and should

• investigation of the protocol behavior in face of (wanted or unwanted) node mobility,
• finding the optimum frequency of SMSG generation for hop count resets and updates,
• deriving the optimum frequency of EVM repetition at the sensing nodes,
XLMMP
D,7

C,8

G,7

XLP
E,6

event detection

{

back-off
delay

stop

EVM, 8

{

back-off
delay

NHF, 8
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event detection

EVM, 8
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D,7
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G,7
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{

back-off
delay

{
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{
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delay
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back-off
delay

stop
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DATA
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DATA
ACK
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ACK
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time
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back-off
delay

difference of time
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reaches Node (E,6)

CTS
DATA

DATA

time

Figure 4.28: Message sequence chart comparison of XLMMP and XLP.
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• finding the optimum cell size for localization and message merging,
• deriving the optimum Cb,Er , Cb,Nq , and Cb,Imm parameters for calculating the back-off
delay and investigation of alternatives,
• identifying the optimum maximum back-off delay Tb(max)
• searching for the optimum maximum number of retrials before a node increases its hop
count,
• investigating the distribution of energy consumption within one ring in dependence of
the chosen protocol improvement (cf. 4.3.2.5),
• investigation of security aspects∗ ,
• examining the protocol behavior in face of hardware failures† ,
• investigation of the influence of different node distributions on the protocol behavior‡ ,
• analyzing and improving the broadcasting method for SMSGs (e.g., by applying one of
the improvements surveyed in [324, Sec. V.B]),
• in particular, analyzing and improving the convergence of hop count and threshold updates§ ,
• discussing the advantages and disadvantages of late message merging, i.e., nodes keep
a limited history of recently forwarded EVMs with which arriving EVMs could still be
merged,
• exploring the optimum number of sinks (increased localization accuracy and decreased
communication path lengths versus message size and sink cost),

∗

†

‡

§

WSN-specific security threads and possible counter measures are surveyed in, e.g., [60, 190, 273, 321]. In the
application scenario of forest fire detection, especially arsonists may tamper with the WSN. Obvious attacks
include pretending to be a sink to attract EVMs (called black hole attack or sink hole attack) or frequently
triggering hop-count updates to drain the WSN’s energy (called energy drain attack or resource exhaustion
attack).
For example, if a node is not able to detect its hardware failure by local mechanisms and reports events erroneously, SMSGs might be used to switch this reporting off. Since there are no node IDs, the SMSG cannot be
addressed directly to the faulty node. Instead, the command should state, e.g., “If your location is in range x
and your current value for sensor y exceeds threshold z, then deactivate sensor y since it produces false events.”
This only works, if the node is still able to receive and carry out the command. Hence, a similar SMSG might be
constructed that enables the operator to switch off routing for specific events at all nodes. This, however, requires
all nodes to be able to maintain some sort of blacklist. In any case, the operator is responsible to ensure that the
reported value is indeed incorrect.
In [41], one possible, generic way for relaxing the assumption of uniform node distributions is described. Also,
a node distribution model that describes the deployment of nodes from aerial vehicles more realistically should
be developed and included in the investigations.
Since the increase of the reporting threshold using SMSGs could be seen as an end-to-end ACK sent by the
sinks and modification of the reporting thresholds enable the sinks to control the traffic load in the network,
some minimum broadcasting performance likely needs to be maintained here. Moreover, it might be worthwhile
to think about mechanisms that allow to reduce the network load, e.g., by assigning some validity period to
thresholds before the nodes automatically return to the default threshold.
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• investigating the power consumption of suitable sensor, processor, and memory implementations∗ ,
• identification of mergeable locations and optimum representation of location ranges.
Note that the current lack of these protocol details hampers a rigorous quantitative comparison to other WSN protocols. Their discussion require representations of XLMMP with a higher
level of resolution than aspired in this thesis, for example by implementing more realistic simulations and/or testbed implementations of the protocol (see also Section 6.2). However, before
investing more research effort into tackling these issues, the basic behavioral mechanisms of
XLMMP are evaluated first. This is carried out in Chapter 5 of this thesis.

∗

In particular, the assumption that the transceiver dominates the power consumption might not hold any more if
psleep ≈ 1.
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Chapter 5

Quantitative Protocol Evaluation
Not everything that can be counted counts, and not everything that counts can be
counted.
— Albert Einstein
This chapter is devoted to the numerical evaluation of XLMMP. On the one hand, it aims at
estimating the feasibility of XLMMP with respect to the lifetime versus response time tradeoff. On the other hand, this chapter presents novel research in the field of finite-source retrial queues, in particular regarding the distribution of the waiting time in face of unreliable
servers. Since the evaluation also allows to investigate the sensitivity of the quantitative results
on changes to individual model parameters, the evaluation also points to aspects of the WSN
that should preferably be modeled and investigated in more detail in future work.

5.1

Model Planning

The WSNs operation based on XLMMP can be divided into three phases. The setup/update
phase is dominated by the communication of SMSGs, which is costly, due to the broadcast
character. However, the phase is initiated only rarely by the sinks. In the majority of time,
the (event-less) monitoring phase is active. Hence, energy consumption in this phase is critical
for the lifetime of the network. Since no communication is going on in this phase, the energy
consumption is mainly determined by the sensing and the transceivers’ active/sleep periods,
i.e., by psleep introduced in Section 4.2.8. But, this psleep has a significant influence on the performance of the WSN in the event reporting phase. In this phase, the detection-to-notification
delay is critical.
The main focus of the evaluation presented in this thesis is therefore the case of an upcoming fire event and the investigation of the influence of the active/sleep periods on the detectionto-notification delay.

5.1.1

Aspired Quantitative Results

XLMMP is based on multi-hop communication from the sensor nodes to the sink.

Its evaluation
is done in two steps. First, a single hop within the communication path is investigated. Then,
the obtained results are used to evaluate the multi-hop behavior. For both models, the scopes
of interest within the communication topology are exemplarily illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
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Single-Hop Model
Tagged Node
Transmission Range
Communication Path
Previous-Hop Nodes
Next-Hop Nodes
Scope of Interest

Multi-Hop Model
Source Node
Communication Path
Intermediate Nodes
Sink Node
Scope of Interest

Figure 5.1: Scopes of interest of single- and multi-hop model within the communication topology.
(Based on Fig. 4.1.)

The single-hop model is presented and investigated in Sections 5.2 to 5.5. It is tailored
towards the discussion of the time needed by an EVM to pass one hop in dependence of the
sensor nodes’ active/sleep ratio. The active sensor node that happens to forward the EVM over
the investigated hop is referred to as tagged node in the following. The tagged node receives
its EVMs from some previous-hop nodes and sends them to some next-hop nodes towards the
sink. More precisely, the time between the tagged node sending the updated, possibly merged
EVM with decreased hop count∗ to its neighbors and receiving the corresponding ACK by one
of its next-hop nodes is investigated. This time is equivalent to the time the EVM spends in the
tagged node’s outPool and referred to as (single-hop) response time in the following.

∗

Remember that the updated EVM serves as ACK to the previous-hop nodes.

5.1 Model Planning
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Remember that this thesis aims at answering the following related questions in dependence
of the system parameters.
Question 1: Which upper bound of the detection-to-notification delay is met by a given fraction of events?
Question 2: What is the fraction of events that meet a given upper bound of the detection-tonotification delay?
Consequently, these questions need to be answered on a per-hop basis first. The obtained
results serve as input to the multi-hop model presented in Section 5.7, which then discusses the
resulting (end-to-end, i.e., source-to-sink) detection-to-notification delay.

5.1.2

General Abstractions

The single- and multi-hop models need to abstract from several features of the investigated
scenario for keeping the models practical and their evaluation by numerical analysis mathematically tractable. In particular, the following simplifications are considered.
While XLMMP provides mechanisms to deal with message collisions and loss on the wireless channel as well as node failures, the models discussed in the following do not yet evaluate
these mechanisms to conserve conciseness. Still, it is needless to say that resilience is an important property of any security-relevant technical (monitoring) system. Since the results derived
in the following appear to be promising, it seems reasonable to invest future research effort on
addressing these issues.
For mathematical tractability, all time parameters (i.e., generation times, service times,
active and sleep durations, retrial times) are assumed to be exponentially (i.e., continuous and
memoryless) distributed. However, since the obtained allow to investigate the sensitivity of
the performance measures on changes to the model parameters, this thesis points towards the
parameters for which the assumption of exponential distribution should be relaxed first by
model generalizations in future work. Note that, in general, this assumption does not imply
that the performance results (response times, waiting times) are also exponentially distributed.
In the investigated state of a single upcoming fire, it is assumed there is no significant crosstraffic generated by other fires. Additionally, it is assumed that no communication of SMSGs
is ongoing. The investigation of the influence of concurrent traffic as well as of high-load
scenarios is postponed to future work.
As announced in Section 4.3.8, the thesis restricts itself to the case where the capacity of
the inPool is one EVM. From a modeling point of view, an increase of the inPool’s capacity
would lead to much more complex models. In particular, it is shown in Section 5.3.2 that for an
inPool capacity of one, the system state of the single-hop model can be described sufficiently
by the number of sleeping next-hop nodes, the number of EVM-processing next-hop nodes,
and the number of EVMs currently processed at the investigated node. If the inPool capacity
is increased, the state space gets an additional dimension for each next-hop node. Also note
that approximating an increased inPool capacity by just increasing the number of servers in the
single-hop model∗ does not lead to comparable results in general (see Appendix Section B.5).
A closer investigation of this issue also needs to be postponed to future work.
∗

That is, several servers are provided for each next-hop node without considering them failing in groups when the
corresponding neighbor falls asleep.
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Single-Hop Model: Retrial Queue Representation

In classical M/M/m − FCFS queueing systems (see Fig. 5.2)∗ jobs† arrive to the queueing
system according to a Poisson process with arrival rate λ . Each job gets served by one of m
servers before leaving the queueing system, where m = Nµ in this thesis’ notation. The servers
are identical and have an exponentially distributed service time with rate µ each. If all servers
are busy, arriving jobs enter the queue of infinite capacity. As soon as one of the servers finishes
its service, the processed job departs the queueing system and the server it takes a waiting job
from the queue according to the first-come-first-served queueing discipline.

µ
µ

λ

...

Job Arrivals
Queue

µ

Servers

1
Job Departures

λ

2

Nµ

Figure 5.2: A classical M/M/m − FCFS queueing system.

Several features of the WSN scenario, however, render the modeling using M/M/m −
FCFS queueing systems infeasible. First, the active/sleep periods likely have a significant
effect on the performance measures. Second, the number of distinct, non-mergeable event
messages is limited. Third, sensor nodes are not immediately aware of idle next-hop nodes.
To tackle these features, this work applies models based on −/M/m finite-source retrial
queueing systems with unreliable servers. A graphical representation of such a queueing system is shown in Fig. 5.3. The states of each unreliable server are illustrated in Fig. 5.4‡ .
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Figure 5.3: A −/M/m finite-source retrial queueing system.

∗
†
‡

For an introduction to queueing systems and Kendall’s notation, see, e.g., [153] or [46, Sec. 6].
Note:
Depending on the
application, these jobs are also called customers, calls, tokens, or workload.
Nν=Nλ-Nµ which
if servers
are reliable
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combines
Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 is presented in Section 5.3.1.
Nν=Nλ
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Figure 5.4: State diagram of each unreliable server.

Using the terminology
of queueing theory, the behavior of the investigated model can be
- Busy repair needs dedicated busy failure state.
failure: only if power shortage, hardware failure is considered in model
described as follows.∗-- Busy
There
are Nλ for
sources,
Nµ while
servers,
and an orbit of capacity Nν . The
otherwise, node should listen
incoming messages
deciding on taking the message or
trying to send messages
servers and the orbit are
subsumed
under
the
term
system
in
the following. The system has a
- old question: what does: busy server actually mean?!
finite capacity of Nc . A server that currently processes a job is called busy. The number of busy
servers is denoted by Nµb . The number of jobs in the orbit is denoted by Nνb . Consequently,
the number of jobs in the system is given by Nµb + Nνb and the system is full if Nµb + Nνb =
Nc . Each active source generates a job with generation rate λ . Unless the system is full, the
generated job enters the system at generation instant. A system-entering job is called arriving
job or just arrival in the following. If the system is full, a generated job is blocked and does not
lead to an arrival. Due to this blocking† , the job stays at its source. The corresponding blocked
source immediately restarts the job’s generation—again with generation rate λ . An arriving
job directly enters an idle server (if any), which then becomes busy. Such a job is called direct
job in the following. If none of the Nµ servers is idle, the arriving job enters the orbit instead
and is called orbit-visiting job from now on. Each orbiting job retries to get access to an idle
server with retrial rate ν and re-joins the orbit if still no idle server is available. Each busy
server processes its job with a service rate of µ. After service, the job returns to the sources
where its generation is restarted. Idle servers fail with a failure rate of δ . Each failed server
is repaired with a repair rate of τ. Note that the applied model does not provide for the failure
of busy servers. An idle server gets busy with rate λi , which describes the mean arrival rate of
jobs at an idle server. Note that λi is not a model parameter but a performance measure, since
it is determined by the set of model parameters. An expression for calculating λi is given by
Eq. (5.11) in Section 5.3.3, where also further performance measures are derived.
The described finite source retrial queue with unreliable servers is used to model a single
hop of XLMMP shortly after the appearance of a previously unknown fire event. Roughly
speaking, the jobs refer to the EVMs, sources refer to EVM generation and EVM relaying
by the previous-hop nodes, the orbit represents the tagged node, and the servers model the
next-hop nodes.
More precisely, each job represents a distinct EVM that cannot be merged with messages
that are already handled by the tagged node. Let Nλ denote the maximum number of these
distinct EVMs. From the point of view of the tagged node, these distinct EVMs can be in
different states as illustrated in Fig. 5.5. The illustration also describes how the different states
are mapped to the model.
The jobs located at the sources represent the subset of EVMs for which the tagged node
is currently not responsible. All of these events are currently unknown to the tagged node and
∗
†

Numerical ranges of all introduced model parameters are derived in Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.7 and summarized in
Section 5.2.8.
Note that the notion of blocking chosen in this thesis is comparable to the one used in [46, Sec. 10.8]. An
alternative notion is to call each arriving job blocked unless it is not able to join a server immediately. Instead,
the latter is called orbit-visiting job in this thesis.
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EVM state

EVM is not (yet) acknowledged
by the tagged node
modeled by job residing in the sources;
generation time comprises the event inter-reporting
time of the source sensor nodes and the back-off delay
calculated by the tagged node, while the former is
expected to be much larger than the latter

tagged node acknowledged
EVM by resending it and
putting it to the outPool
EVM was added to the
inPool of at least one
next-hop node

at least one of the ACKs is scheduled
before the tagged node's next retrial

more than one next-hop
node put EVM to inPool
due to the defensive active/sleep ratio, the probability that
two idle next-hop nodes are listening at the same time is
negligible; hence, this situation is unlikely and neglected
in the model

exactly one next-hop
node put EVM to inPool

EVM was not added
to the inPool of any
next-hop node

none of the ACKs
is scheduled before the
tagged node's next retrial
since retrial time should be chosen
higher than the maximum back-off
delay, this situation is unlikely and
neglected in the model

modeled by a busy server;
service time reflects the back-off delay

modeled by job
located in the orbit;
retrial time reflects
tagged node's outPool
retrial time

Legend
Possible
EVM State
Representation
in the Model

Figure 5.5: EVM states and their mapping to the single-hop model.

result in an unmergeable EVM sent to the tagged node with rate λ . In short, λ relates to the
generation rate of distinct EVMs at the event-detecting source nodes.
The service time (with mean µ −1 ) mainly∗ models the back-off delay Tb of a next-hop
node. Note that the back-off delay is only relevant for EVMs that successfully reached a nexthop node, i.e., for EVMs that are eventually acknowledged by a next-hop node. Otherwise, the
time spent in retrial state at the tagged node (i.e., in the orbit) applies. The number of servers
Nµ resembles the overall number of EVMs that can be stored in the inPools of all next-hop
nodes.
The jobs located at the orbit of size Nν represent EVMs for which the tagged node currently
feels responsible. More precisely, these EVMs have not yet reached a next-hop node or will
not be acknowledged by a next-hop node before the EVM’s next retrial. Each of these EVMs
is resent by the tagged node with rate ν (i.e., after a timeout with duration ν −1 ).
In total, the node may have to store a maximum of Nc = Nν + Nµ EVMs. Only mergeable
incoming EVMs are accepted by the tagged node while capacity Nc is reached.
As long as the node takes care of an EVM (modeled by a job staying at the system, i.e.,
at the orbit or servers), correlated EVMs can be merged immediately, do not imply additional
communication, and do not significantly contribute to the time the event is reported initially.
However, the tagged node resets its message-specific knowledge on a forwarded EVM as soon
as it receives the ACK by the next hop (job leaves the server and returns to the sources).
Consequently, an identical EVM may then be generated by previous-hop nodes and accepted
by the tagged node with rate λ .
In XLMMP, next-hop nodes might reject incoming EVMs based on their local circumstances, e.g., their energy level or memory status. In particular, next-hop nodes reject all messages if they are in sleep mode. The rejection case is represented by a server’s failure state,
∗

The mapping of the model parameters to the corresponding system properties is detailed further in Sections 5.2.1
to 5.2.7.
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entered by idle servers with rate δ each. A failed server returns to idle state with rate τ. Since
an EVM-holding sensor node maintains a running back-off delay timer and needs to listen to
the channel to infer whether one of its neighbors responds earlier and to receive mergeable
EVMs, EVM-holding nodes to not switch to sleep mode. Consequently, a busy server does not
fail. Hence, the probability that a server is in state failed of Fig. 5.4 is different from psleep ,
since the latter is determined for the event-less monitoring phase where no traffic keeps the
sensor nodes from switching to sleep mode.
In the following Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.7, the model parameters are now discussed in more
detail and their numerical values are estimated. These estimations are mainly based on the application scenario and WSN protocol introduced in Chapter 3 and 4, respectively. Section 5.2.8
then summarizes the obtained parameter ranges.
It should be noted that several parameter interdependencies are identified in the following sections. Some (but far from all) of these dependencies are exploited in Sections 5.3 and
following to reduce the proposed models’ complexity. Section 5.2.8 also outlines which interdependencies can be relaxed without having to change these models.

5.2.1

Estimating the Number of Sources Nλ

The sources represent the overall number of distinct (i.e., unmergeable) EVMs that potentially
try to pass through the tagged node simultaneously. To estimate the number of sources, the
situation of a single, upcoming fire event is investigated, as discussed at the beginning of Section 5. Initially, only a single cell might be affected by the starting fire. Remember that EVMs
that origin from the same cell can be easily merged (Case A and Case B of Section 4.3.7). If
this is not already done by other nodes, it can be done by the tagged node. However, if the fire is
starting close to the cell’s edge, one or two additional, neighboring cells might be affected immediately. The corresponding EVMs can only be merged if they contain the same event types
(Case C of Section 4.3.7). How fast further cells are affected significantly depends on the cells’
size, the starting location of the fire within the grid, and on the speed of the fire’s growth. The
latter highly depends on environmental parameters like fuel and weather conditions.
Assuming an omnidirectional spread of the fire, the influence of the fire’s location and size
on the number of affected cells is illustrated in Fig. 5.6 for three selected fire starting locations.
The fire radii da1 to dc3 are summarized in Table 5.1. Additionally, the dependency is shown
quantitatively in Fig. 5.7.
For example, if the fire starts close to the center of the edge between two cells (Fig. 5.6(b)
and Curve (b) in Fig. 5.7), it immediately affects the two adjacent cells and hence might be
reported by nodes located in both cells. If it radially grows by 0.5 dC = 50 m, it affects two
more cells, i.e., four cells in total.
Still assuming omnidirectional fire spread, it can be deduced from Fig. 5.7 that the maximum number of affected cells that can be expected for fire radii of 0.5 dC = 50 m, dC = 100 m,
1.5 dC = 150 m, and 2 dC = 200 m, is 4, 7, 8, and 13, respectively.
In the following, the fire is assumed to not grow larger than 100 m in the first few minutes
until the sinks get initially aware of the fire, and hence, a sensor node might get up to seven
distinct messages during this time. Shortly after, the operator is expected to initiate secondary
monitoring measures (if available) and/or send fire relief units. Moreover, the operator starts to
increase the reporting thresholds within the affected region to reduce network traffic.
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Table 5.1: Example fire radii of Fig. 5.6

Radius

Value

Number of Affected Cells

da0
da1
da2
da3
db0
db1
db2
db3
db4
db5
dc0
dc1
dc2
dc3

0 dC
≈ 0.87 dC
√ 2 dC
3
2 3 dC ≈ 2.60 dC
0 dC
0.5 dC
√
7
2√dC ≈ 1.32 dC
3 dC ≈ 1.73
√
19
dC ≈ 2.18 dC
√2
31
2 dC ≈ 2.78 dC
0 dC
1 dC
√
3
d
√ C ≈ 1.73 dC
7 dC ≈ 2.65 dC

1
7
13
19
2
4
8
10
14
18
3
6
12
18

√
3
2 dC

A worst-case upper bound of the number of distinct messages appearing almost simultaneously at a sensor node is the overall number of cells in the WSN NC ≈ 2700 (see Section 4.3.5.2). However, note that when having three sinks, the WSN is divided into three
communication trees. The number of cells covered by each communication tree depends on
the placement of sinks within the monitored area. For reasonable placements, the largest of the
three communication trees should cover between about N3C ≈ 900 to N2C ≈ 1350 cells. Hence,
in the unrealistic scenario of a sudden ignition of all cells within the largest communication
tree, nodes that are located close to the corresponding sink might have to deal with up to 1350
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Figure 5.7: Number of affected cells versus fire size for three different fire starting locations.

distinct EVMs, unless these EVMs can be merged further. Moreover, the effort of forwarding
the distinct EVMs is usually shared between all active nodes within the same-ring neighborhood of the tagged node. According to Section 4.3.2.3, the same-ring neighborhood comprises
approximately N r ≈ Ar · N d ≈ 15 300 m2 · 1400 km−2 ≈ 21 nodes, including the tagged node.
These neighbors, however, are partly sleeping. The actual number N Nar = pactive N r of samering neighbors that are currently active further depends on the probability pactive that a node is
active which, e.g., depends on the yet unknown active/sleep cycle parameters τ and δ .
To summarize, on the one hand, for investigating the more realistic scenario, the generation
rate is set to Nλ = 7 by focusing on a single, upcoming fire event and by defining the tagged
nodes as one of the nodes that are actually involved in the initial communication of the event.
On the other hand, the derived models and in particular the evaluation methods should be
suitable for significantly higher Nλ . This allows to apply them for estimating the network’s
performance in the face of several fires, more mature fires, or smaller cell radius dC and hence
increased number of cells per affected area. In this thesis, the scalability of the evaluation
methods is investigated for Nλ up to at least 100.

5.2.2

Estimating the System Capacity Nc and Orbit Size Nν

The system capacity Nc refers to the maximum number of jobs that can be located at the orbit
(not more than Nν ) or the servers (not more than Nµ ), i.e., Nc ≤ Nν + Nµ . Remember that all
these jobs refer to EVMs that are already acknowledged by the tagged node, i.e., the EVM is
located in the node’s outPool (cf. Section 4.1).
From a modeling point of view, there is no need to provide a system capacity that is higher
than Nλ , since the number of sources Nλ dictates the maximum number of jobs that may enter
the orbit and servers simultaneously. Moreover, based on the discussion carried out in Section 4.3.8, it seems feasible to assume that a sufficient outPool capacity can easily be provided
for Nλ ≤ 100. Consequently, it is safe to focus on Nc = Nλ in the following.
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The same argumentation induces Nν ≤ Nc = Nλ . Moreover, since all next hops might
reject EVMs at the same time, all stored EVMs might have to be retransmitted, i.e., all jobs
may reside in the orbit. Therefore, Nν = Nc = Nλ in the following.

5.2.3

Estimating the Number of Servers Nµ

Jobs located in the servers refer to EVMs that are stored in next-hop neighbors’ inPools. As already illustrated in Fig. 5.5, it is assumed in the following that due to the defensive active/sleep
ratio, the probability that more than a single next-hop node is available at a time is very low.
Hence, the model is based on the assumption that each EVM is stored in the inPool of at most
one next-hop node.
Based on the results of Section 4.3.2.3, the mean number of next-hop neighbors can be
approximated by N r− ≈ 9 . According to Section 4.3.8, the inPool capacity of each node is
one EVM, that is, each node provides one memory slot that is able to hold a single EVM.
Consequently, the overall number of EVMs that can be handled simultaneously by the inPools
of the next-hop neighbors is given by Nµ = N r− ≈ 9. Assuming that in the investigated scenario
of an upcoming fire there is no significant cross-traffic from other nodes to the tagged node’s
next-hop neighbors, all of these Nµ next-hop inPool memory slots are usable by the tagged
node as long as the corresponding next-hop nodes are active.
For keeping the evaluation models concise, it is assumed that Nµ ≥ Nc = Nλ . That is, the
maximum number Nc = Nλ of EVMs located in the outPool of the tagged node is less than the
total number Nµ of inPool memory slots available at next-hop nodes.
Note that Nµ depends on the node density (linearly), on the number of inPool memory
slots per node (linearly), and the transmission range (quadratically). This thesis investigates
the scalability of the evaluation methods for Nµ up to 110, since Nµ ≥ Nc = Nλ ≤ 100. That is,
for checking the scalability, Nµ may be chosen in the same order of magnitude as Nc , and even
in the case of the maximum Nc , it might exceed Nc by approximately 10%.

5.2.4

Estimating the Generation Rate λ

The generation rate λ is the reciprocal of the mean time after which an EVM re-appears at the
tagged node after it has been removed from the outPool and hence cannot be merged at the
tagged node anymore.
The value of λ depends on several factors, including the speed of the fire’s growth, the node
density, the sensors’ sensing rate, the number of nodes in the affected area, the source nodes’
repetition rate of EVMs, and the probability of message merging at previous hop nodes. To
roughly curtail the range of λ , the worst (largest λ ) and best (smallest λ ) cases are estimated.
As already assumed in Section 5.2.1, the radius of the fire-affected area stays below 100 m
during the investigated initial phase of the fire. Up to approximately (100 m)2 π̊N d ≈ 44 nodes
are affected by this fire. In the mean, the tagged node might receive up to 4.4 EVMs per
second, if each node samples its environment every ten seconds∗ , the repetition of EVMs is not

∗

Finding the optimum sensing rate is postponed to future work since it requires knowledge about the sensor
hardware used. The sensing rate is governed by a trade-off between the energy consumption needed for sensing
the environment and the event-to-detection delay, while the latter is mostly dominated by the distance between
the fire’s starting location and the sensor. But also for calculating meaningful gradients, high sensing rates might
be required.
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bounded at the source nodes, and message merging is not possible on the path to the tagged
node.
On the other hand, it seems to make sense to limit the source nodes’ repetition rate of identical EVMs as discussed in Section 4.3.1.2. When following a relatively restrictive approach,
source nodes may wait for the maximum time an EVM is expected to reach the sink and an
SMSG containing a corresponding threshold update to return to the source node, i.e., in the
order of a few minutes, say 10 min. If additionally only a single node was affected or all correlated messages could be merged before reaching the tagged node, only one message would
arrive at the tagged node within 10 min.
Consequently, the protocol performance is investigated for a relatively broad range of λ
between 0.001 and 5 arrivals per second.

5.2.5

Estimating the Retrial Rate ν

The retrial rate ν determines the rate at which EVMs located in the tagged node’s outPool are
repeated, since no ACK was received from next-hop nodes, yet.
Similar to the discussion of the arrival rate λ in Section 5.2.4, the range of ν is restricted
by investigating rough upper and lower bounds.
An upper bound of ν is given due to the maximum radio transmission rate of EVMs. According to Section 4.2.14, data rates lie in the order of 100 kbps. Together with the EVM size
of 39 to 70 bit (see Section 4.3.6), this results in a maximum EVM transmission rate of approximately∗ 1400 to 2600 s−1 . Note, however, that sending with these rates would likely take
up the full bandwidth of the wireless channel and significantly increase the message collision
probability. Consequently, the retrial rate probably needs to be chosen significantly smaller.
Accordingly, before resending the EVM, a node should give the next-hop nodes the chance to
acknowledge its receipt, i.e., wait for approximately the maximum back-off delay Tbmax . Following Section 4.3.3, Tbmax can be chosen between 1ms and 2 s. Hence, an upper bound of the
1
retrial rate is 1 ms
= 1000 s−1 .
Following the argumentation of the maximum back-off delay in Section 4.3.3 allows to
deduce a lower bound of the retrial rate. That is, to meet the detection-to-notification delay
requirement, the mean retrial time ν −1 should be chosen smaller than 2 s, i.e., ν > 0.5 s−1 .

5.2.6

Estimating the Service Rate µ

The service time directly reflects the back-off delay plus the delays needed to transmit the
message and the ACK between the tagged node and the next hop with the smallest back-off
delay. Hence, an upper bound of the service time is the maximum back-off delay, i.e., µ −1 ≤
39 bit
2 s. A lower bound is twice the transmission delay of an EVM, i.e., µ −1 ≥ 2 · 100
kbps = 0.78 ms.
−1
Therefore, the system is investigated for a service rate µ between 0.5 s and 1300 s−1 .

5.2.7

Estimating the Repair Rate τ and Failure Rate δ

Remember from the beginning of Section 5.1 that the WSN spends the majority of time in
the event-less monitoring phase. Hence, this thesis assumes that the sensor nodes’ lifetime is
dominated by the power consumed during this phase. For calculating the lifetime, focus is
∗

Following Section 4.2.9, the propagation delay is negligible.
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therefore given to this phase. Note that, in this phase, the nodes’ listen/sleep periods are not
influenced by message traffic that keeps the nodes active. Then, the probability psleep that a
node is in sleep mode, provided that there is no network traffic, is determined solely by the
repair rate τ and failure rate δ . Since τ −1 and δ −1 model the duration of the sleep and active
modes, respectively, psleep can be calculated as
δ
.
δ +τ

(5.1)

τ
.
1 − psleep

(5.2)

psleep =
Consequently,
δ=

Based on Eqs. (4.1) and (5.1), a node’s expected lifetime Tlife can hence be calculated for a
given δ and τ as
Tlife ≈

Etrans

δ
δ +τ

,

Psleep − Pactive + Pactive

(5.3)

where Etrans = 2400 J, Psleep = 5 µW, and Pactive = 50 mW are hardware parameters as described
in Section 4.2.8.
Remember that achieving a lifetime of at least three years demands that psleep > 0.9996,
as motivated in Section 4.2.8. For this, Eq. (5.2) requires that δ is at least 2500 · τ. Without
further constraints, however, this requirement does not allow to estimate the absolute values of
τ or δ .
A first upper bound of the repair rate can be determined by the wake-up time needed to
reactivate the transceiver, which depends on the transceiver technology used. Typical stateof-the-art low-power transceivers (e.g., CC1000 [188, Tab. 2], CC2420 [307, Tab. 6.6–6.8],
TR1000 [243, p. 7]) are subject to wake-up times in the order of approximately 1–5 ms, resulting in a maximum repair rate of 1000 s−1 . Consequently, the corresponding maximum failure
rate amounts to 2.5·106 s−1 , i.e., a minimum mean active mode duration of 0.4 µs.
However, the active mode should last at least long enough to enable a node to sense the
carrier. For example, IEEE 802.15.4 suggests a carrier sensing time∗ equal to eight symbol
periods (see [127, p. 54]). In the case of a CC2420 transceiver, this translates to a sensing time†
of 128 µs (see [307, p. 11]). This duration appears quite long and defensive, for example, when
compared to the carrier sensing time‡ of approximately 4 to 27 µs (depending on the selected
physical layer specification) foreseen in IEEE 802.11 (see [129, p. 1487, 1503, 1514, 1532,
1632, 1663, 1761]). Assuming a carrier sensing time of roughly up to 30 µs in the following,
this results in a lower bound δ −1 ≤ 30 µs of a node’s active time. That is, the failure rate δ
should be smaller than approximately 33.3·103 s−1 . Consequently, the repair rate τ should
be smaller than approximately 13.3 s−1 , that is, the minimum time spent in the sleep mode is
roughly τ −1 ≥ 75 ms.
In principle, the repair rate τ could be chosen arbitrarily small to maximize the energy
efficiency. However, a very small τ can be expected to significantly increase the response
time. In the remainder of this chapter, the influence is investigated quantitatively for τ down to
approximately 0.5 s−1 . The corresponding lower bound of the failure rate δ is 1250 s−1 .
∗
†
‡

[127] refers to the carrier sensing time as clear channel assessment (CCA) time.
[307] refers to the carrier sensing time as RSSI average time.
Referred to as aCCATime in [129].
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Table 5.2: Parameter summary of single-hop model

Parameter Description

Values

Model
Terminology

Scenario
Terminology

Range

RealSet

VerSet

ScalSet

Nλ
Number of sources

Number of distinct
EVMs that potentially
pass through the tagged
node

1 . . . 100

7

10

100

Nc
System capacity

Maximum
number
of EVMs that can be
stored at the tagged
node

1 . . . Nλ

7

5

100

Nν
Orbit size

Maximum number of
EVMs in tagged node’s
outPool

Nc

7

5

100

Nµ
Number of servers

Maximum number of
EVMs in the inner-ring
neighbors’s inPools

Nc . . . 110

9

5

110

λ
Generation rate

EVM reappearance rate
at tagged node

1·10−3 . . . 5 s−1

0.1 s−1

5 s−1

0.1 s−1

ν
Retrial rate

EVM
rate

0.5 . . . 1·103 s−1

5 s−1

5 s−1

0.1 s−1

µ
Service rate

ACK rate

0.5 . . . 1.3·103 s−1

10 s−1

1 s−1

0.2 s−1

τ
Repair rate

Rate of leaving the
sleep mode

0.5 . . . 20 s−1

1 s−1

1 s−1

1 s−1

δ
Failure rate

Rate of entering the
sleep mode

τ . . . 25·103 τ

2.5·103 s−1

5 s−1

100 s−1

5.2.8

retransmission

Parameter Summary

Table 5.2 summarizes the model parameters. The set of the realistic parameter values in column
RealSet are based on the estimations carried out in Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.7. These values are
used by default in later sections unless explicitly specified otherwise. Note that rates ν, τ, and
δ are used as the main control knobs for optimizing the “energy consumption versus response
time” trade-off in later sections.
Two additional parameter sets are provided in the table. The set in column VerSet is mainly
used to verify∗ the correctness of the implementation of the model and its evaluation by comparing evaluation results using different evaluation methods. The set defined by column ScalSet
is used to check the scalability of the model evaluation approach. To further motivate the existence of VerSet and ScalSet, it should be noted that during carrying out the research this thesis
is based on, these sets were investigated first to check the models’ implementability and the implementations’ correctness and scalability. Due to the positive experience gathered with VerSet
and RealSet, more effort was then invested to derive the more realistic model parameters of
∗

For more details on the interpretation of the terms verification and validation used in the scope of this thesis, see
Section 6.2.
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RealSet. In particular, to verify the correctness of the models’ implementation and evaluation
by comparing their results to existing literature, it is convenient to have µ = 1 s−1 in VerSet. In
contrast to RealSet and ScalSet, VerSet also allows to investigate the models’ behavior and the
implementations’ correctness for Nλ > Nc . The large values of Nλ and Nc in the ScalSet induce
a large state space, which allows to investigate the implementation’s scalability. Hence, VerSet
and ScalSet can be used to check the approaches’ feasibility beyond RealSet, which is chosen
to reflect the investigated WSN scenario.
It is shown in Sections 5.3.2 that parameters Nc and Nµ influence the size of the models state
space. Hence, for large values∗ of Nc and/or Nµ , the models proposed in the following might
no longer be solvable. Additionally, to avoid unattractive distinctions of cases, the application
of the method of phases in Section 5.4 restricts to the case where Nc ≤ Nµ . This case appears
to be sufficient to describe the investigated scenario. A generalization that includes the case
Nc > Nµ is postponed to future work. Likewise, all model implementations exploit that Nν = Nc
Nc ≤ Nλ and for conciseness.
Apart from these restrictions, the models presented in the following can readily be applied
for other parameter ranges than the ones described in Tab. 5.2. In particular, note that for the
models and their evaluability, the actually chosen values of the rate parameters are less critical.
That is, the models can be expected to be applicable without the need for major modifications
even when choosing significantly different rate parameters.

5.3

Single-Hop Model: Mean Steady-State Performance Measures

This section is devoted to the numerical steady-state analysis of the single-hop model. The
evaluation is based on Markovian analysis techniques.

5.3.1

GSPN Representation of the Single-Hop Model

Sources
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Figure 5.8: GSPN representation of the single-hop model.

∗

Experience on the models’ scalability is gained in particular in Section 5.4.3.1 and summarized in Section 5.6.1.
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As a first step to formalize the single-hop model further, the finite-source retrial queue with
unreliable servers is provided graphically as generalized stochastic Petri net (GSPN; see [46,
Sec. 2.3.2–2.3.3]) in Fig. 5.8.

5.3.2

Underlying Irreducible Markov Chain

The GSPN presented in Section 5.3.1 can be transformed into a CTMC (see [46, Sec. 2.3.4]).
The resulting CTMC is three-dimensional and denoted by X(t) = (Nµf (t), Nµb (t), Nνb (t)),
where Nµf (t), Nµb (t), and Nνb (t) refer to the number of failed servers (0 ≤ Nµf (t) ≤ Nµ ), the
number of busy servers (0 ≤ Nµb (t) ≤ Nµ ), and the number of jobs in the orbit (0 ≤ Nνb (t) ≤
Nν ), respectively. The CTMC’s state space is denoted by X. Note that the number Nλ b (t) of jobgenerating sources at time t is determined by Nλ b (t) = Nλ − Nµb (t) − Nνb (t) with 0 ≤ Nλ b (t) ≤
Nλ . The number Nµi (t) of idle servers at time t is given by Nµi (t) = Nµ − Nµb (t) − Nµf (t) with
0 ≤ Nµi (t) ≤ Nµ . Moreover, all involved inter-event times are exponentially distributed, and
hence, obey the memoryless property. Consequently, X(t) sufficiently describes the system’s
state at any time t.
In this thesis, the first dimension of the CTMC (represented by state variable Nµf (t))
is called the Layer. Following the terminology commonly used when describing structured
Markov chains, the second dimension (Nµb (t)) is called the Level and the third dimension
(Nνb (t)) is called the Phase.
Since the state space X is finite and the CTMC is irreducible for all reasonable (i.e., positive) values of the involved rates, the (homogeneous) CTMC is ergodic and unique steady-state
probabilities and performance measures can be derived using Markovian analysis (cf. [46,
Sec. 2.1.2.2]).
A graphical representation of the CTMC and the derivation of its infinitesimal generator
matrix Q are omitted at this point due to their complexity.∗
The size |X| of the state space X can be given by
Nµ

|X| =

(n )

nµbµf

∑ ∑


Nc − nµb + 1 ,

(5.4)

nµf =0 nµb =0

where
(n )

nµbµf = min(Nµ − nµf , Nc ) ,

(5.5)

denotes the maximum number of busy servers when there are nµf failed servers. The first sum
of Eq. (5.4) considers the varying number of failed servers (layers), the second sum considers
the number of remaining operational servers that may be busy (levels), and the summation term
considers the resulting possible states of the orbit (phases), including being empty.
Figure 5.9 shows a heatmap of |X| for different values of Nµ and Nc , i.e., smaller, medium,
and higher state space sizes are given (from top left to bottom right) on green, yellow, and
red background, respectively. For the RealSet (i.e., Nc = Nλ = 7 and Nµ = 9) and VerSet (i.e.,
Nc = 5 and Nµ = 5), the size of the state space is |X| = 276 and |X| = 91, respectively. For
the ScalSet, i.e., Nc = Nλ = 100 and Nµ = 110, the CTMC has approximately 4·105 states
(highlighted by ellipse in Fig. 5.9).
∗

Note, however, that a reducible variant of the CTMC is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.1.
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Figure 5.9: Size |X| of state space X for different numbers Nµ of servers and system capacities Nc .

5.3.3

Steady-State Performance Measures

For obtaining the steady-state performance measures, Markovian steady-state analysis (cf. [46,
Ch. 3]) is applied.
5.3.3.1

State Probabilities as Seen by an Outside Observer

As a first step, the state probabilities of the CTMC (as seen by an outside observer) need to be
determined in steady state. They are defined by
π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) = lim P(Nµf (t) = nµf , Nµb (t) = nµb , Nνb (t) = nνb ) ,
t→∞

and collected in the steady-state probability vector
π = (π(0, 0, 0), π(0, 0, 1), π(0, 0, 2), . . . ,
π(0, 1, 0), π(0, 1, 1), π(0, 1, 2), . . . ,
π(1, 0, 0), π(1, 0, 1), π(1, 0, 2), . . . ,
π(Nµ , 0, Nc )) ,
in which the steady-state probabilities are sorted lexicographically by layers, levels, and phases.
In general (see, e.g., [46, Ch. 3]), the steady-state probabilities are obtained by solving the set
of linear equations provided by the global balance equations
πQ = 0,

(5.6)

where the entries of Q are sorted to match π , together with the normalization condition
π1 = 1.

(5.7)

In the present case, the solution can be derived conveniently by modeling and evaluating the
GSPN presented in Section 5.3.1 using the MOSEL-2 tool∗ .
∗

More information on MOSEL-2 is provided in Section 5.4.3.1, which covers the implementation of the proposed
approach.
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Derivation of Basic Performance Measures

Once the steady-state probabilities π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) are known for all states (nµf , nµb , nνb ) ∈ X
by solving Eq. (5.6) with Eq. (5.7), basic performance measures can be obtained as follows.
• Mean number of failed servers (Nµf ):
Nµf =

nµf π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) .

∑
(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X

• Probability that all servers are failed (pfailall ):
Nν

pfailall =

∑

π(Nµ , 0, nνb ) .

nνb =0

• Mean number of operational servers (Nµo ):
Nµo = Nµ − Nµf .
• Mean number of busy servers (Nµb ):
Nµb =

nµb π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) .

∑
(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X

• Utilization of servers (ρ):
ρ=

Nµb
.
Nµ

• Mean number of idle servers (Nµi ):
Nµi = Nµo − Nµb .
• Mean number of jobs in the orbit (Nνb ):
Nνb =

∑

nνb π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) .

(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X

• Mean number of jobs in the system, i.e., at the orbit or servers (Nνµ ):
Nνµ = Nνb + Nµb .
• Mean number of job-generating sources (Nλ b ):
Nλ b =

∑

(Nλ − nµb − nνb )π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) = Nλ − Nνµ .

(5.8)

(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X

• Mean overall job generation rate (e
λ ):
e
λ = λ Nλ b .

(5.9)
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• Mean number of non-blocked job-generating sources (Nλ bn ):
Nλ bn =

(Nλ − nµb − nνb )π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) .

∑

(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X
nµb +nνb <Nc

• Mean overall job arrival rate to the queueing system, i.e., mean system throughput (λ ):
λ = λ Nλ bn ,

(5.10)

and
λ = ρNµ µ = Nµ µ .
This relation can be applied to partly verify the correctness of the model evaluation’s
implementation.
• Mean job arrival rate to an idle server (λi ):
λi =

∑
(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X
nµb +nνb <Nc ∧ nµf +nµb <Nµ


λ Nλ − nµb − nνb + νnνb
π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) . (5.11)
Nµ − nµf − nµb

• Mean service time a job spends at the server (Tµ ):
1
.
µ

Tµ =

• Mean waiting time a job spends at the orbit (Tν ):
Tν =

Nνb

.

(5.12)

λ
This derivation relies on Little’s Law (see, e.g., [46, p. 245], [335, Eq. (9)] ).
• Mean response time a job spends at the orbit and server (Tν µ ):
Tν µ =

Nνµ

.

(5.13)

λ
This derivation also relies on Little’s Law.
• (Mean) number of job-generating sources when system is full (Nλ bb ):
Nλ bb = Nλ bb = Nλ − Nc .
• Mean number of retrials before service (Nret ):
Nret = Tν ν .
• Probability that the system is full (pfull ):
pfull =

∑
(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X
nµb +nνb =Nc

π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) .

(5.14)
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State Probabilities as Seen by a Generated Job

Since in the finite-source case the arrival process is non-Poisson, the Poisson arrivals see time
averages (PASTA) theorem introduced in [341] is not generally applicable here. Hence, the
state probabilities seen by a generated job are different from the ones seen by an outside observer. Also note that the arrival theorem∗ for finite birth-and-death–type queueing systems
does not hold in the case of finite-source retrial queues (cf. [88, p. 274]). Hence, the state
probabilities seen by a generated job are also different from the ones experienced by an outside
observer looking at a finite system with one job less.
Instead, to derive the state probabilities seen by a generated job, the approach provided
by [88, p. 274] is followed in this section while investigating the more general case including
unreliable servers and a finite capacity of Nc ≤ Nλ . Here, since the system can be full with
probability pfull given by Eq. (5.14), not all generated jobs also lead to an arrival.
When assuming that all jobs are distinguishable, each system state (nµf , nµb , nνb ) with
known state probability π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) can be decomposed into its micro-states, which allow to assess the state of each individual job. Each job can be seen to be in one of three
states: (1) it is currently in generation at its source, (2) it is currently in service by a server,
or (3) it is located at the orbit.
 Consequently, each system state (nµf , nµb , nνb ) consists of
µb
micro-states, where the first binomial coefficient of this multi|(nµf , nµb , nνb )| = nNµbλ Nλn−n
νb
nomial coefficient (cf. [91, p. 37]) chooses nµb jobs in service out of Nλ jobs in total and the
second binomial coefficient selects nνb orbiting jobs out of (Nλ − nµb ) remaining jobs that are
not in service. All other jobs are located at the sources.
Due to symmetry, all micro-states of some system state (nµf , nµb , nνb ) have the same probability which is therefore given by
p∗ (nµf , nµb , nνb ) =

π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) π(nµf , nµb , nνb )
= N  N −nµb  .
λ
λ
|(nµf , nµb , nνb )|
n
n
µb

(5.15)

νb

Now consider a tagged job and denote by p0 (nµf , nµb , nνb ) the probability that the tagged
job is located at some source and, at the same time, the system’s state is (nµf , nµb , nνb ). Then,
the number of micro-states
 obeying
 this condition is given by the multinomial coefficient
Nλ −1 Nλ −1−nµb
0
|(nµf , nµb , nνb ) | = nµb
, where the first binomial coefficient again selects nµb jobs
nνb
in service out of Nλ − 1 jobs in total (without the tagged job) and the second chooses nνb orbiting jobs out of (Nλ − 1 − nµb ) remaining jobs (except the tagged one). Consequently,
p0 (nµf , nµb , nνb )

=
Eq. (5.15)

=

|(nµf , nµb , nνb )0 |p∗ (nµf , nµb , nνb )
|(nµf , nµb , nνb )0 |
π(nµf , nµb , nνb )
|(nµf , nµb , nνb )|


N −1 N −1−nµb
λ

=
=

∗

λ

nµb
nνb
 N −nµb 
Nλ
λ
nµb
nνb

π(nµf , nµb , nνb )

Nλ − nµb − nνb
π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) .
Nλ

(5.16)

Here, the term arrival theorem refers to the theorem of the distribution at arrival time in closed queueing networks, as discussed in, e.g., [46, p. 384], [170], [276].
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The steady-state probability p̂ that the tagged job—irrespectively of the system state—is located at some source, and hence, the corresponding source is able to generate a new (blocked
or unblocked) job, can then be given by
p̂

=

p0 (nµf , nµb , nνb )

∑
(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X

Eq. (5.16)

=

Eq. (5.8)

=

Eq. (5.9)

=

1
Nλ

∑

(Nλ − nµb − nνb )π(nµf , nµb , nνb )

(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X

1
N
Nλ λ b
e
λ
.
Nλ λ

The generated job’s distribution, i.e., the conditional distribution of the system’s state, provided
that the corresponding source is able to generate it, can then be given by
p0 (nµf , nµb , nνb )
p̂
Nλ − nµb − nνb
N λ
=
π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) λ
e
Nλ
λ

Nλ − nµb − nνb λ
π(nµf , nµb , nνb ) .
=
e
λ

pλ (nµf , nµb , nνb ) =

(5.17)

Note that while this is actually the outside observer’s distribution of the system state if the
corresponding source is holding the tagged job, the result coincides with the generated job’s
distribution, since the source generates its job with exponentially distributed generation time
(with rate λ ), and hence, the PASTA property holds when investigating this job-generating
source.
5.3.3.4

Derivation of Further Performance Measures

Once the generated job’s distribution pλ (nµf , nµb , nνb ) is obtained by applying Eq. (5.17), further interesting performance measures can be obtained as follows.
• Blocking probability, i.e., probability that a tagged job experiences, at generation instant,
a full system and, hence, is blocked from arrival (pblock ):
pblock =

∑

pλ (nµf , nµb , nνb ) .

(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X
nµb +nνb =Nc

Note that pblock 6= pfull in general, where pfull (see Eq. (5.14)) is seen by the outside
observer and pblock is seen by a generated job. Note, for example, that pfull > 0 but
pblock = 0 if Nλ = Nc .
• Arrival probability, i.e., steady-state probability that a tagged generated job can enter the
system (parrival ):
parrival =

∑
(nµf ,nµb ,nνb )∈X
nµb +nνb <Nc

pλ (nµf , nµb , nνb ) = 1 − pblock .
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• Arriving job’s distribution, i.e., the conditional probability that a tagged, unblocked job
experiences, at arrival instant, nµf failed servers, nµb busy servers, and nνb jobs in the
orbit (pλ (nµf , nµb , nνb ))
(
pλ (nµf ,nµb ,nνb )
if nµb + nνb < Nc ,
parrival
(5.18)
pλ (nµf , nµb , nνb ) =
0 if nµb + nνb = Nc .
This is again the outside observer’s distribution of the system state when the tagged
source generates an arrival. However, when the system is not full, the tagged source
generates arrivals with exponential inter-arrival time distribution (rate λ ). Hence, the
PASTA property holds.
• Retrial probability, i.e., probability that a tagged, unblocked job experiences, at arrival
instant, no idle servers and, hence, needs to join the orbit and conduct at least one retrial
(pν ):
pν =

pλ (nµf , Nµ − nµf , nνb ) .

∑

(5.19)

(nµf ,Nµ −nµf ,nνb )∈X
Nµ −nµf +nνb <Nc

• Mean number of retrials conducted by an orbit-visiting job (Nret,o ):
Nret,o =

5.3.4

Nret
.
pν

Implementation and Verification

The model presented in Sections 5.3.1 to 5.3.3 (in the following referred to as the proposed
model) can be implemented conveniently using the MOSEL-2 tool∗ . Based on this implementation, numerical results of the basic performance measures introduced in Section 5.3.3.2
can be obtained. The state probabilities seen by generated and arriving jobs as well as the
performance measures derived from them as described in Section 5.3.3.3 can be obtained by
extending the SPNP model generated by MOSEL-2.
The current section aims at verifying the implementation of the proposed model and the
implementation of the model’s evaluation. Here, verification refers to the process of getting
confidence in the statement “the model and its evaluation are implemented correctly”.† This
confidence is achieved by comparing a selection of numerical model results to results presented in related work (e.g., [10], [333] , and [88]) and to results obtained by a discrete-event
simulation (DES) of the model using CPN Tools‡ . This comparison also cross-verifies the
implementation of the DES model.
In [10] and [333] , unreliable finite-source retrial queues are modeled with single and
multiple servers, respectively. However, the papers do present numerical results only for the
∗
†
‡

The tool is described in more detail in Section 5.4.3.1.
For more details on the interpretation of the terms verification and validation used in the scope of this thesis, see
Section 6.2.
CPN Tools is a DES tool for modeling and simulating colored Petri nets, which may be timed (see limitations
discussed in Appendix Section B.6). The tool is available at http://cpntools.org/ (last accessed: 21 Jan.
2013). This thesis is based on Version 3.4.0 of the tool. A graphical representation of the CPN Tools model
developed for this thesis is provided in Appendix Section B.7.
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Table 5.3: Mean performance measures (reliable case)

Performance Measure

Result by [88]

Tν µ
Tν
Nν
e
λ =λ

1.8731
8.7310·10−1
4.2116
4.8237

case where servers may fail even if they are busy. Additionally, [10] restricts itself to the case
where generations are stopped when all servers are failed. Hence, these results are not directly
applicable for comparison.
In [333, Tab. 1] , results are also presented for the case of reliable, homogeneous∗ servers.
The results are obtained by applying the algorithm provided by Falin and Templeton in [88,
Sec. 4.3] (referred to as Falin–Templeton algorithm in the following) and by numerical analysis
using a MOSEL model. Using the same parameters (Nµ = 4, Nλ = 20, Nc = 24, λ = 0.1 s−1 , µ =
1 s−1 , ν = 1.2 s−1 , δ = 10−25 s−1 , τ = 1025 s−1 ), the proposed model gives the results
• mean waiting time: Tν = 0.106 50 s,
• mean number of busy servers: Nµb = 1.8008,
• mean number of orbiting jobs: Nνb = 0.19177,
which are identical to the ones presented in [333, Tab. 1] .
The Falin–Templeton algorithm tackles the reliable case without server failures and assumes a normalization such that µ = 1. For the VerSet (cf. Table 5.2) but Nc = Nν = Nλ = 10,
δ = 10−25 s−1 , and τ = 1025 s−1 , example mean performance measures obtained by the Falin–
Templeton algorithm are provided in Table 5.3. The results obtained by the proposed model
are identical up to all six digits provided by MOSEL-2. Note that since the Falin–Templeton
algorithm assumes sufficient system capacity, generations are never blocked, and hence the
overall generation rate e
λ (Eq. (5.9)) equals the overall arrival rate λ (Eq. (5.10)).
In addition, the algorithm provides results of the arriving job’s distribution, as shown exemplarily for selected states of the same parameter set in Table 5.4, and hence, facilitates further
verification of the proposed model’s implementation. Since arrivals are never blocked, the generated job’s distribution coincides with the arriving job’s distribution. Also these results are
identical to the ones obtained by the proposed model and verify the correctness of the implementation and evaluation of the proposed model in the reliable case.
Using a DES model allows verification of the proposed model’s evaluation in the unreliable
case and in the case where Nc < Nλ . This model is implemented using CPN Tools.
For the VerSet but varying failure rates δ (x-axis), the result pλ (1, 3, 1) is exemplarily
shown in Fig. 5.10 as obtained by DES† and using the proposed model (numerical analysis
with MOSEL-2 and application of Eq. (5.18)).
The DES results are provided as mean values with confidence intervals (CIs) of confidence
level 99% (significance level α 0 = 1−0.99 = 0.01) obtained from n = 5 independent simulation
∗
†

That is, all servers share the same characteristics, like service, failure, and repair rates.
Here, the simulation results are obtained using a precision factor of 1·104 . See Appendix Section B.6 for details.
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Table 5.4: Example state probabilities as seen by an arriving job (reliable case)

nµf

nµb

nνb

pλ (nµf , nµb , nνb )

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
2
3
4
5
5
5

0
4
4
5
5
3
4
5

5.3535·10−9
1.0807·10−4
1.9421·10−3
1.2769·10−2
5.8907·10−2
2.5144·10−1
3.2889·10−1
0.0000

runs with approximately 2.8·106 job generations each. The DES takes up to 20 min per run∗ ,
depending on the model parameters. It can be seen in Fig. 5.10 that the relatively small number
of runs is sufficient to get narrow CIs for VerSet results.† Due to the small n, the t(1− α 0 ,n−1)
2
quantile of the Student’s-t distribution is applied (see [313, p. 660]), which according to [313,
p. 790] amounts to t(0.995,4) = 4.604. The CIs are then calculated via (cf. [313, p. 661])


s
√
X ± t(0.995,4)
,
n
where in the present case, X ≈ pλ (1, 3, 1) is the sample mean of the samples Xi (i = 1 . . . n) and
s is the samples’ standard deviation given by (cf. [313, p. 641])
s
2
1 n
s=
Xi − X .
∑
n − 1 i=1
Figure 5.10 shows that the values of pλ (1, 3, 1) obtained by numerical analysis match very well
with the simulation results.
Additionally, a selection of mean performance measures as obtained from simulation (99%
CIs; 5 runs) and by the proposed model are compared in Table 5.5 for VerSet (δ = 5 s−1 ).
Again, the results of the proposed model match well with the simulation results. Hence, the
implementation of the models and their evaluation can be considered to be correct.

5.4

Single-Hop Model: Derivation of Waiting Time Distribution
Using Method of Phases

To answer the two questions formulated in Section 5.1.1, the distribution of the response time
Tν µ needs to be characterized. The response time distribution is composed of the waiting
time distribution and the service time distribution. While the service time is exponentially
distributed, the waiting time distribution is yet unknown. A random variable can usually be
∗
†

On a computer with Windows XP (32 bit) operating system, one dual-core CPU (Intel R CoreTM 2 Duo E6400,
2130 MHz clock speed), and 3.5 GiB of RAM.
Also note that there is no noteworthy outlier in the 50 simulation runs shown in Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Comparing numerical to simulation results of pλ (1, 3, 1) using VerSet (unreliable
case).

characterized by its moments∗ . The first moment of the waiting time is given by Tν and derivable via Eq. (5.12). This section focuses on the derivation of the second and higher moments of
the waiting time. To derive these moments, this thesis chooses the Method of Phases (cf. [169,
Ch. 2]).
In the following, an EVM that is just acknowledged by the tagged node is investigated.
∗

If not stated explicitly otherwise, the term moment refers to the moment about zero (also known as raw moment)
in this thesis.
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Table 5.5: Comparing numerical to simulation results of selected mean performance measures
(VerSet, unreliable case)

Verification Results
Performance Measure
Tν
Tν µ
Nλ
Nν
Nµ
parrival

Simulation Model (±CI/2)
2.3397·10−1
1.2348
5.1418
9.2055·10−1
3.9376
1.5300·10−1

±
±
±
±
±
±

1.33·10−3
2.65·10−3
9.99·10−4
6.03·10−3
6.22·10−3
5.02·10−4

Proposed Model

Unit

2.3354·10−1
1.2335
5.1417
9.1979·10−1
3.9385
1.5320·10−1

s
s

This EVM is modeled by an unblocked job that is just generated by its source. This arriving
job is referred to as tagged job in the following. With probability 1 − pν , the tagged job is
a direct job, i.e., it directly joins the servers without experiencing waiting time in the orbit,
where the retrial probability pν is given by Eq. (5.19). With probability pν , the tagged job is
an orbit-visiting job, i.e., it enters the orbit and conducts at least one retrial before entering a
server.
The Markov process until the tagged job leaves the orbit again can be described as a phasetype (PH) distribution where the absorbing state refers to the state when the tagged job ultimately joins a previously idle server. In other words, the corresponding time to absorption
(TTA) models the waiting time Tν of the tagged job and is PH distributed. Therefore, the
approach taken in this section is referred to as PH approach in thesis.

5.4.1

Underlying Reducible Markov Chain

e = (Nµf (t), Nµb (t), Nνb (t)) underlying the correThe reducible three-dimensional CTMC X(t)
sponding PH distribution can be described as follows. All transient states refer to the case when
there is at least the tagged job in the orbit, i.e., Nνb (t) ≥ 1. All states that refer to the case when
the tagged job left the orbit are subsumed in a single absorbing state. This absorbing state is
entered with retrial rate ν (successful retrial of the tagged job) from all transient states in which
there is at least one idle server.
Graphical representations of this three-dimensional structured CTMC are deferred to Appendix Section B.2, due to their size. As already mentioned in Section 5.2.3, this thesis in the
following limits itself to the case where Nµ ≥ Nc (i.e., focusing on the CTMC representations
illustrated in Figs. B.6 to B.10). In particular, this avoids unattractive distinctions of cases and
conserves conciseness. Note, however, that in principle the approach taken can also be applied
when Nµ < Nc .
e of the CTMC X(t)
e can be
Following [169, Sec. 2.3], the infinitesimal generator matrix Q
given by



0
0
e=
,
Q
q T
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where,
• the column vector q contains the transition rates from transient states to the absorbing
state,
• 0 is a row vector with all elements equal to zero, i.e., there are—of course—no transitions
out of the absorbing state,
• and square submatrix T contains the transition rates between transient states.
The size of column vector q is h × 1, the size of the row vector 0 is 1 × h, and the size of the
square matrix T is h × h, where in the investigated scenario,
Nµ

h=

(n )

nµbµf


Nc − nµb ,

∑ ∑

(5.20)

nµf =0 nµb =0
(n )

where nµbµf is given by Eq. (5.5). Equation (5.20) is comparable to Eq. (5.4) but accounts for
the tagged job residing in the orbit, i.e., the orbit must not be empty. For RealSet, VerSet, and
ScalSet, h is 224, 70, and 393900, respectively.
Matrix T can be structured into (Nµ + 1) × (Nµ + 1) submatrices Ai j referring to the transitions from Layer i to Layer j, with 0 ≤ i ≤ Nµ , 0 ≤ j ≤ Nµ (cp. first sum of Eq. (5.20)). That
is,


A00 A01 0 · · ·
0
0
0
A10 A11 A12 · · ·

0
0
0


 0 A21 A22 · · ·

0
0
0


T =  ..
(5.21)
.
..
..
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
 .

.
.
.
.
.
.


 0
0
0 · · · ANµ −1,Nµ −2 ANµ −1,Nµ −1 ANµ −1,Nµ 
0
0
0 ···
0
ANµ ,Nµ −1
ANµ ,Nµ
(kl)

( j)
Each layer matrix Ai j can again be structured into (n(i)
µb + 1) × (nµb + 1) submatrices Bi j
containing the rates of the transitions from Level k of Layer i to Level l of Layer j, with
( j)
0 ≤ k ≤ n(i)
µb and 0 ≤ l ≤ nµb (cp. second sum of Eq. (5.20)), i.e.,



(00)

Bi j

(01)

Bi j

0

 (10)
(11)
(12)
B
Bi j
Bi j
 ij

(21)
(22)
Bi j
Bi j
 0

..
..
Ai j =  ..
.
.
 .


 0
0
0

0
0
0

···

0

0

···

0

0

···
..
.

0
..
.

0
..
.
( j)

(n(i) −1,nµb −2)

· · · Bi j µb

0

( j)

(n(i) −1,nµb −1)

Bi j µb

(n(i) ,nµb −1)

Bi j µb

0





0


..
.
.

( j) 
(n(i)
µb −1,nµb ) 

Bi j

( j)
(n(i)
,n
)
µb µb
Bi j
0

( j)

···



(kl)

Each level matrix Bi j is of size (Nc − k) × (Nc − j), which is comparable to the summation
(kl)

(kl)

term of Eq. (5.20). The elements of a level matrix Bi j are denoted with bi j (m, n) and refer
to the transition rates from state (i, k, m) to state ( j, l, n).
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e can be called skip-free in both diIgnoring the absorbing state, the transient part of X(t)
e is
rections of all three dimensions (levels, phases, and layers). Hence, the transient part of X(t)
a three-dimensional variant of a finite quasi-birth–death process (QBD, see, e.g., [169, Ch. 6],
[169, Ch. 10], [46, Sec. 3.2.2]). Consequently, for m > 0, n > 0 , there are no transitions between any states (i, k, m) and ( j, l, n) if |i − j| > 1, |k − l| > 1, or |m − n| > 1, and hence, the
(kl)
corresponding rates bi j (m, n) are equal to zero, matrices T and Aii are block tridiagonal, and
(kl)

the matrices Bi j are tridiagonal.
(kl)

More precisely, all bi j (m, n) are equal to zero except the ones detailed in the following.
e is an infinitesimal generator, all main diagonal elements ( j = i, l = k, n = m) are the
Since Q
negative row sums, i.e.,



(kk)
bii (m, m) = − 


∑

j0 ,l 0 ,n0 ∈X
j0 6=i∨l 0 6=k∨n6=m


(kl 0 )
bi j0 (m, n0 )
 − qi,k,m ,

where qi,k,m are the elements of column vector q, which denote the rates of successful retrials
by the tagged job, i.e., the transition rates to the absorbing state, and are given by

ν if i + k < Nµ ,
qi,k,m =
0 if i + k = Nµ .
Note that q is structured similar to T, i.e., into layers, levels, and phases.
Based on the graphical representations provided in Fig. B.6 to B.10, the transitions between
the transient states covered by T and their rates can be summarized as follows:
(kk)

b

(m,m+1)

Arrival to orbit:

(i, k, m)

−−ii−−−−−−→

Arrival to server:

(i, k, m)

−−ii−−−−−−→

Service:

(i, k, m)

ii
−−
−−−−−→

Retrial to server∗ :

(i, k, m)

ii
−−
−−−−−−−→

Failure:

(i, k, m)

−−−−−−−→

Repair:

(i, k, m)

−−−−−−→

=(Nλ −k−m)λ
(k,k+1)

b

(m,m)

=(Nλ −k−m)λ
(k,k−1)

b

(m,m)

=kµ

(k,k+1)

b

(m,m−1)

=(m−1)ν

(i, k, m + 1)

if k + m < Nc , i + k = Nµ ;

(i, k + 1, m)

if k + m < Nc , i + k < Nµ ;

(i, k − 1, m)

if k > 0 ;

(i, k + 1, m − 1)

if m > 1 , i + k < Nµ ;

(kk)

bi,i+1 (m,m)

=(Nµ −i−k)δ

(i + 1, k, m)

if i + k < Nµ ;

(i − 1, k, m)

if i > 0 .

(kk)

bi,i−1 (m,m)
=iτ

π ) is also needed to fully
For deriving transient results, the initial probability vector (π̂0 , π̂
e
π ) is structured
specify the investigated Markov process with CTMC X(t).
The row vector (π̂0 , π̂
e
similar to Q. Its first element π̂0 is the probability 1 − pν that the tagged job finds an idle server
on arrival, and consequently, it does not experience any waiting time, i.e., the investigated
∗

Successful retrials of all orbiting jobs but the tagged one.
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e starts in the absorbing state. All other h elements collected in row vector π̂
π are
process X(t)
denoted by π̂i,k,m (with (i, k, m) ∈ X and m > 0) and given by

0 if i + k = Nµ ,
π̂i,k,m =
(5.22)
pλ (i, k, m − 1) if i + k < Nµ ,
π 1 = pν , and
where pλ (nµf , nµb , nνb ) is given by Eq. (5.17). Finally, note that q = −T1, π̂
π 1 = 1 − pν .
π̂0 = 1 − π̂

5.4.2

Orbit Time Distribution of Tagged Job

π , which are both derived in Section 5.4.1, the distribuBased on matrix T and the row vector π̂
π , T) of the tagged job in the orbit can be given by
tion function of the waiting time Tν ∼ PH(π̂
(see [169, p. 41], which also provides a proof)
π eTtν 1 for tν ≥ 0 ,
F(tν ) = 1 − π̂
and its density function by
π eTtν q for tν ≥ 0 ,
f (tν ) = π̂
where the matrix exponential eTtν is defined by
eTtν =

∞

1

∑ n! (Ttν )n = I + (Ttν ) +

n=0

(Ttν )2 (Ttν )3
+
+... .
2!
3!

The Laplace–Stieltjes transform (LST) of Tν can then be given by (see [169, p. 44])
π (sI − T)−1 q .
Tν∼ (s) = π̂0 + π̂
The k-th moment of Tν can then be obtained by calculating the k-th derivation of Tν∼ (s), i.e.,
k
π −T−1 1 ,
E[Tνk ] = k!π̂
(5.23)
and, in particular, the mean value Tν of the waiting time is
π T−1 1 = −π̂
π (T\1) ,
Tν = E[Tν ] = −π̂

(5.24)

π (T2 )−1 1 = 2π̂
π (T2 \1) .
Tν2 = E[Tν2 ] = 2π̂

(5.25)

and its second moment is∗

Here, the \ operator refers to the matrix left division† , which is much more efficient‡ than
inverting (powers of) T. A more detailed discussion of the method’s scalability is provided in
Section 5.4.3.1.
∗

†
‡

e can be reached directly from each transient state of Q
e with rate ν > 0.
Remember that the absorbing state of Q
Hence, from any transient state, the absorbing state can be reached almost surely after a finite time. According
to [169, p. 43, Theorem 2.4.3], this implies that matrix T is non-singular. Since T is non-singular, it is invertible
(cf. [53, p. 242]). Invertible matrices form a group, which is closed under the operations of matrix multiplication
and inversion. This group is usually called the general linear group denoted with GL(n; K) (cf. [94, p. 142]). For
k
−1
(cf. [94,
any element G ∈ GL(n; K) it can be shown that G−1 = G−1 · . . . · G−1 = (G · . . . · G)−1 = Gk
k
−1
2
−1
p. 43], [53, p. 244]). Since T ∈ GL(n; K), T−1 = Tk
, and for k = 2, T−1 = T2
.
Called mldivide operator in MATLAB/Octave.
In terms of computation speed and memory consumption.
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Implementation and Verification

The approach to derive the moments of the PH-distributed waiting time introduced in Sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.2, which is based on the method of phases, is just referred to as PH approach
in the following. In this section, its implementation is described in detail and verified. Here,
verification refers to the process of getting confidence in the statement “the PH approach is implemented correctly”.∗ This confidence is achieved by comparing a selection of numerical first
moment (Tν ) results obtained by applying the PH approach to results of the Markovian analysis
applied in Section 5.3 and by comparing selected PH approach-based results of second moment
(Tν2 ) to results of DES. Moreover, the scalability of the implementation is discussed.
5.4.3.1

Implementation

The PH approach is implemented via a set of MOSEL-2, SPNP, Perl, and Octave models, scripts, and functions. These tools are selected and employed based on their individual
strengths:
•

MOSEL-2 provides a convenient high-level model description language and translators to

the C-based SPN language (CSPL, SPNP’s model description language)† . MOSEL-2 is
available at http://mosel2.net.fim.uni-passau.de/ (last accessed: 21 Jan. 2013).
Version 2.13 of MOSEL-2 is used in this thesis.
•

comprises mature implementations of methods for generating the CTMC underlying the modeled GSPN and for numerically solving the corresponding system of
global-balance equations‡ . More information on SPNP and its license is available at
http://people.ee.duke.edu/~kst/software_packages.html (last accessed: 21
Jan. 2013). This thesis applies Version 6.1 of SPNP.

•

Octave

•

Perl is a preferred programming language for parsing text files using regular expressions.

SPNP

is a free, mathematical software that is based on a MATLAB-like interpreted
language tailored towards numerical computation. It subsumes powerful methods for
matrix operations which makes it attractive for this thesis. Octave can be obtained from
http://www.gnu.org/software/octave/ (last accessed: 21 Jan. 2013). Version 3.6
is used here.

In this thesis, Perl (Version 5) is used to link the other tools. It particularly helps to
convert the output of one tool into input suitable for the next tool in the process. Perl is
available at http://www.perl.org/ (last accessed: 21 Jan. 2013).
Table 5.6 gives an overview on the overall process of deriving the waiting time’s mean and
second moment given by Eqs. (5.24) and (5.25), respectively. The approximate durations are
given for VerSet and ScalSet in the latter two columns. The RealSet performs almost identically
to the VerSet. The durations are measured on a computer with Ubuntu Linux (Desktop version
12.04 LTS, 64 bit) operating system, two 6-core CPUs (AMD R OpteronTM 4180, 2600 MHz
∗
†
‡

For more details on the interpretation of the terms verification and validation used in the scope of this thesis, see
Section 6.2.
Further model description languages are supported by MOSEL-2 but not used in this thesis. See [332] for
details.
For example, the Gauss–Seidel method and successive over-relaxation (SOR). See [46, Sec. 3.5.4–3.5.5].
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Table 5.6: Workflow overview of the modeling and evaluation process

Durations
Step

Description

VerSet

ScalSet
—

1

Basis: GSPN model (Fig. 5.8)

2

↓

3

MOSEL-2

4

↓

5

SPNP

6

↓

7

Extended SPNP model

—

8

↓

6s

9

Binary SPNP model executable

10

↓

11

SPNP

12

↓

13

Octave

14

↓

15

Evaluation results (Table 5.7)

Manual conversion

(manually)
—

model

< 1s

Automatic conversion by MOSEL-2

—

model

Manual extension

(manually)

Compilation of SPNP model
SPNP

model execution

—
< 1s
—

evaluation results

Parsing SPNP results (with Perl script)

< 1s

40 s
—

π -data file
script and binary π̂

Executing Octave script

8 min

< 1s

(fails after
16 min)
—

clock speed)∗ , and 11.67 GiB of RAM† . In the following, the evaluation steps are discussed in
more detail.
The evaluation process is based on the GSPN presented in Fig. 5.8, which represents the
finite-source retrial queue with unreliable servers as introduced in Section 5.2.
The graphical model is manually converted into a textual MOSEL-2 model (Step 2) which
can be converted into an SPNP model by the MOSEL-2 tool automatically (Step 4). Due to its
more compact and intuitive syntax, it is usually more convenient to specify a MOSEL-2 model
than specifying an SPNP model in CSPL.

∗
†

Note that the applied software is mostly unable to utilize more than one core simultaneously.
Memory swapping to the HDD is allowed up to additional 12 GiB.
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The generated SPNP model is manually extended (Step 6) for the following reasons.
1. To minimize SPNP’s switching between methods for solving iteratively the linear system
of global-balance equations (Eq. (5.6) with Eq. (5.7)), the Gauss–Seidel method is given
priority over SOR, the desired precision is decreased from the default 10−6 to 10−5 , and
the maximum number of iterations is increased from the default 2·103 to 104 .
2. Requesting the steady-state probabilities of each single state explicitly (e.g., by using
MOSEL-2’s loop pre-processor) turned out to be non-scalable. Therefore, the steadystate probabilities are requested from SPNP (in form of .prb and .rg result files).
3.

SPNP

is instructed to ask the user for the model parameters at runtime. Therefore,
Steps 1–8 only have to be done once and not for each parameter set that needs to be
investigated.

4. For simplifying subsequent automation, the model parameters are restated in
result file (.out).

SPNP’s

After compiling the SPNP model (Step 8), the model binary can be executed (Step 10)
with varying parameter sets. The execution time depends on the provided model parameters,
in particular on Nµ and Nc , which influence the size of the state space as shown in Fig. 5.9. The
binary generates the CTMC underlying the described GSPN following an algorithm similar to
[46, Sec. 2.3.4]. Then, it solves the global balance equations for π using an iterative method,
cf. [46, Sec. 3.5]. This requires the majority of execution time. Finally, the binary calculates
the requested basic performance measures. The results are provided in three files. The .rgfile describes the reachability graph and allows to map state (nµf , nµb , nνb ) to its integer state
ID, which is chosen by SPNP during CTMC generation. The .prb-file contains a list of state
IDs together with their steady-state probabilities. The .out-file comprises the requested basic
performance measures.
In Step 12, a Perl script is used to process the three output files. In particular, it calculates
π based on π and saves it in a binary file that can be read efficiently by Octave. Moreover, it
π̂
generates an Octave script that comprises the current parameter set’s data and can be directly
executed using the Octave tool.
π , Octave in Step 14 generates matrix T according to
Provided with this script and π̂
Eq. (5.21) and tries to calculate Tν and higher moments of Tν according to Eqs. (5.23) to
(5.25). However, due to the large size of T (393900 × 393900 in the ScalSet), this step can
be considered as the evaluation method’s “bottleneck” with respect to scalability. Scalability
is significantly improved by treating T as a sparse matrix∗ and, as already mentioned at the
end of Section 5.4.2, by avoiding inversion of T by all means† . Still, the current (as of August
2012) stable version (3.6.2) of Octave is using 32 bit indexing‡ and cannot address (non-sparse)
arrays with more than 2.15·109 elements§ . Also note that powers of sparse block-tridiagonal
matrices are usually denser¶ than the original matrix. So, even if Octave is able to calculate
T\1, the calculation of T2 \1 and beyond might still fail. In Table 5.7, an overview is given
∗
†
‡
§
¶

See densities given in Table 5.7.
In all investigated parameter sets, the inverse’s density turned out to be close to one.
Switching to the (currently experimental) 64 bit indexing is postponed to future work.
According to Octave’s sizemax() command.
By an approximate factor of three for T2 according to Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7: Scalability of PH approach
Param.

#Rows

Densities

Result Values

Durations

Nµ

Nc

Q

T, T2

T

T2

Tν in s

Tν2 in s2

Tν

Tν2

110
100
90
70
80
70
60
50
50
30
10

100
90
80
60
50
50
50
40
30
20
10

400061
297206
213651
96441
85306
72046
58786
32431
20336
5621
506

393900
292110
209520
93940
82450
69700
56950
31160
19220
5180
440

2·10−5
2·10−5
3·10−5
6·10−5
7·10−5
8·10−5
1·10−4
2·10−4
3·10−4
1·10−3
1·10−2

5·10−5
6·10−5
9·10−5
2·10−4
2·10−4
3·10−4
3·10−4
6·10−4
9·10−4
3·10−3
3·10−2

(fails)
(fails)
9.35
1.25·101
9.97
1.21·101
1.49·101
1.82·101
1.75·101
3.12·101
9.97·101

N/A
N/A
(fails)
(fails)
3.99·102
5.33·102
7.44·102
1.03·103
9.64·102
2.58·103
2.19·104

(16 min)
(15 min)
16 min
4.5 min
2 min
3 min
2 min
25 s
3s
0s
0s

N/A
N/A
(6 min)
(4 min)
5.5 min
4 min
3.5 min
46 s
13 s
2s
0s

9
5

7
5

276
91

224
70

2·10−2
6·10−2

6·10−2
2·10−1

5.56·101
2.34·10−1

6.21·103
5.17·10−1

0s
0s

0s
0s

on different parameter sets and their evaluation success. The model parameters Nµ and Nc are
provided in the table. With exception of the last two rows of the table, all other parameters
are chosen according to the ScalSet, where Nλ = Nν = Nc . The last two rows treat the RealSet
(Nµ = 9, Nλ = Nν = Nc = 7) and VerSet (Nλ = 10, Nµ = Nc = Nν = 5) with the corresponding set’s rate parameters. It can be seen that the second moment of Tν can be derived up to a
maximum of approximately 8.5·103 states in the irreducible CTMC.
To derive the moments of Tν for larger models, an approximation is proposed in Section 5.5.
Since the approximation’s derivation also relies on results obtained using the PH approach
described in here, the current section concludes with a verification of the PH approach’s correct
implementation.
5.4.3.2

Verification

The implementation of the PH approach is now verified∗ in two ways. First, Eq. (5.24) and
(5.12) both provide means for calculating the waiting time Tν . The former is based on Markovian analysis (here provided by the tools MOSEL-2 and SPNP) and Little’s Law. The latter is
based on the PH approach. Comparing the results allows to cross-verify the two approaches.
Second, DES is applied using CPN Tools. The corresponding CPN Tools model of the finitesource retrial queue with unreliable servers is illustrated in Appendix Section B.7.
The result comparison is shown in Table 5.8 (Tν ) and Table 5.9 (Tν2 ) for the same parameter
sets as chosen for Table 5.7. The simulation results are obtained similarly† to the ones presented
in Section 5.3.4. The tables show that, in general, the numerical results are very close to the
∗

†

Here, the term verification refers to the process of getting confidence in the statement “the PH approach is
implemented correctly”. Section 6.2 provides more details on the interpretation of the terms verification and
validation used in the scope of this thesis.
Note that due to the high rates (e.g., δ = 2500) involved in the RealSet (second to last row; Nµ = 9, Nc = 7),
the simulation’s precision factor is increased to 105 for this parameter set. In return, the number of simulation
runs is increased to ten to achieve narrow CIs. The interested reader is referred to the more detailed discussion
on CPN Tools’ precision of the time parameter provided in Appendix Section B.6.

5.4 Single-Hop Model: Derivation of Waiting Time Distribution Using Method of
Phases

Table 5.8: Verification of Tν obtained by applying the PH approach
Param.

Tν (in s)

Nµ

Nc

Eq. (5.12)

Eq. (5.24)

Simulation (±CI/2)

110
100
90
70
80
70
60
50
50
30
10

100
90
80
60
50
50
50
40
30
20
10

7.2960
8.2205
9.3469
1.2542·101
9.9722
1.2075·101
1.4918·101
1.8220·101
1.7505·101
3.1246·101
9.9735·101

N/A
N/A
9.3469
1.2542·101
9.9722
1.2075·101
1.4918·101
1.8220·101
1.7505·101
3.1246·101
9.9735·101

7.3262
8.2485
9.3745
1.2561·101
1.0002·101
1.2111·101
1.4951·101
1.8305·101
1.7514·101
3.1435·101
9.9545·101

9
5

7
5

5.5632·101
2.3354·10−1

5.5631·101
2.3354·10−1

5.6870·101 ± 1.79
2.3385·10−1 ± 8.00·10−4

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

4.20·10−2
3.48·10−2
6.19·10−2
4.26·10−2
7.04·10−2
7.71·10−2
7.51·10−2
8.38·10−2
1.99·10−1
3.02·10−1
3.42

Table 5.9: Verification of Tν2 obtained by applying the PH approach
Tν2 (in s2 )

Param.
Nµ

Nc

Eq. (5.25)

Simulation (±CI/2)

110
100
90
70
80
70
60
50
50
30
10

100
90
80
60
50
50
50
40
30
20
10

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
3.9856·102
5.3344·102
7.4397·102
1.0291·103
9.6362·102
2.5797·103
2.1911·104

2.5467·102
3.0251·102
3.6405·102
5.6725·102
4.0132·102
5.3751·102
7.4741·102
1.0407·103
9.6316·102
2.6037·103
2.2112·104

9
5

7
5

6.2122·103
5.1668·10−1

6.4793·103 ± 4.84·102
5.1826·10−1 ± 6.09·10−3

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.75
3.15
4.94
4.14
6.93
7.94
7.50
1.64·101
2.25·101
1.47·101
1.47·103
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simulation results and lie within the corresponding CI.
The above discussions show that for numerical analysis it is difficult to get results of Tν2 for
finite-source unreliable retrial queues with a high number of states (i.e., high Nµ and/or Nc ).
When applying DES (using version 3.4.0 of CPN Tools), special care has to be taken if there
are high transition rates. Even if a more suitable implementation of the DES can be achieved
in future work, there is little hope for getting fully rid of problems caused by rare events (see
e.g., [277]). These are usually pending whenever rate parameters differ by several magnitudes,
as given in the investigated scenario.
To tackle these issues, a further approach is proposed in Section 5.5. It aims at providing
an approximation of the waiting time distribution, which serves as an alternative to DES and to
the PH approach especially for models where high transition rates meet a large state space.

5.5

Single-Hop Model: Derivation of Waiting Time Distribution
Using Gamma Approximation

Section 5.4 shows that the derivation of the second and higher moments of the waiting time
Tν based on numerical analysis and the PH approach suffers from state space explosion for
large Nµ and Nc . Additionally, while DES (using CPN Tools) is insusceptible to state space
explosion, the results are less reliable for high transition rates due to the rounding error induced
to the sampled sojourn times and bounded simulation length and in the presence of rare events.
Therefore, an approximation of the waiting time distribution is proposed in this section,
which is based solely on mean steady-state performance measures obtainable by the standard
numerical analysis shown in Section 5.3.3. That is, the goal is to be able to obtain a feasible
approximation already in Step 12 of the evaluation workflow described in Table 5.6.

5.5.1

Selecting Candidate Distributions
Tνµ
Tν

pν

Tµ

}

Orbit

}

Servers

1-pν

Tνo

Figure 5.11: Schematic illustration of arriving jobs’ behavior.

In Fig. 5.11, the basic behavior of arriving jobs is illustrated schematically. With retrial
probability pν given by Eq. (5.19), an arriving job finds no idle server, and hence, is forced to
join the orbit. Such an orbit-visiting job experiences some random waiting time Tνo with mean
Tνo .

5.5 Single-Hop Model: Derivation of Waiting Time Distribution Using Gamma
Approximation
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Table 5.10: Model parameters of ExtraSet
Parameter

Nλ

Nc

Nν

Nµ

λ

ν

µ

τ

δ

Value

100

10

10

10

1 s−1

0.5 s−1

1 s−1

1 s−1

1 s−1

With probability 1 − pν , arriving jobs directly join a server without having to wait. These
direct jobs do not experience any waiting time Tνd = Tνd = 0.
The mean waiting time Tν of all arriving jobs can consequently be given by
Tν = (1 − pν ) Tνd + pν Tνo = pν Tνo .

(5.26)

Using results of research on finite mixture densities (see, e.g., [95, p. 11]), higher moments of
Tν can be obtained similarly to Eq. (5.26), i.e.,
i + p Ti = p Ti ,
Tνi = (1 − pν ) Tνd
ν νo
ν νo

(5.27)

where i ∈ N. That is, if the moments of the orbit-visiting jobs’ waiting time distribution can be
derived, also the moments of the waiting time distribution of all arriving jobs can be calculated.
Deriving the distribution of Tνo is hence the focus in the following.
Figure 5.12 shows histograms of Tνo for different simulation scenarios. For each histogram,
the number of histogram classes is set to the (rounded) square root of the number of samples,
as suggested in [34, p. 327]. Heavy tails are truncated to show the more interesting parts in
higher detail.
Figures 5.12(a), (b), and (c), show the histograms for a single simulation run of parameter
sets RealSet, ScalSet, and VerSet, respectively. Remember that these parameter sets have been
defined in Section 5.2.8. Figure 5.12(e) examines an extra parameter set (ExtraSet), which is
defined in Table 5.10.∗
The histograms in Figs. 5.12(a) and (b) seem to point to the probability density function
(PDF) of an exponential distribution. The histograms in Figs. 5.12(c) and (e) hint towards
a more gamma distribution-like shape. This is further confirmed by Figs. 5.12(d), and (f),
which are based on the Tνo data obtained by ten independent simulation runs of VerSet and the
ExtraSet, respectively, and allow a closer look at the histograms’ slope close to Tνo = 0.
In the following, a stochastic distribution is sought after that allows to approximate the
distribution of Tνo . There is quite a number of alternative continuous, unimodal, right-skewed
distributions† that are defined on the interval [0, ∞) (i.e., left bounded) and whose PDF may
take the form suggested by Figs. 5.12(c) to (f).‡ Out of these, the Erlang distribution appears to
be attractive due to its stochastic interpretation, which is related to the PH model of Section 5.4
as described in the following.

∗
†
‡

This ExtraSet turns out to exhibit a comparably large value of the value αγ , which is discussed in Section 5.5.2.
Graphical representations of PDFs are given for a large set of probability distributions in, e.g., [197, 317].
For example, the Burr (and its special case Fisk/log-logistic), gamma (and its special cases Erlang, exponential, and chi-squared), Dagum/inverse-Burr/kappa, F/Fisher–Snedecor, fatigue life, folded-normal, inverseGaussian/inverse-normal, log-gamma, log-Laplace, log-normal/Cobb–Douglas, Nakagami (and its special cases
chi, half-normal and Rayleigh), Pearson, and Weibull/Fréchet (which also includes Exponential and Rayleigh as
special cases) distributions.
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Figure 5.12: Histograms of Tνo obtained by DES.
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In principle, an approximate representation of the three-dimensional PH process introduced
in Section 5.4.1 by a one-dimensional PH process is striven for. Each orbit-visiting job conducts an integer number of retrials before it finds an idle server. The time between two consecutive retrials of a tagged job is exponentially distributed with mean 1/ν. Hence, the waiting
time of the tagged job is the sum of several exponential distributions. Consequently, if one
knew the actual number of retrials Nret,o of a tagged, orbit-visiting job, its waiting time could
be expected being Erlang∗ distributed with parameters ν (rate per phase) and k = Nret,o (number
∗

The chosen representation of the Erlang distribution follows [46, p. 23], i.e., k phases and a rate of kµ per phase
lead to an overall mean of 1/µ and a variance of 1/(kµ 2 ).
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Approximation

of phases). However, the actual number of retrials of a tagged job is not constant but depends
on various factors, including the current number of available servers and the retrial order of the
currently orbiting jobs.
The next step is to approximately derive the parameters of the one-dimensional PH process.
For this, discussion is switched from the Erlang distribution (with requires integer shape parameter k) to the gamma distribution. The gamma distribution can be seen as a generalization
of the Erlang distribution by allowing for a real-valued shape parameter, which is denoted by
αγ from now on. This provides more flexibility when fitting the parameter.
The assumption of a gamma distribution is also supported by fitting actual samples of the
orbit-visiting jobs’ waiting time obtained by DES to common distributions and comparing the
quality of their fit, e.g., based on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC, see [270]). This
can be carried out conveniently, e.g., with the MATLAB function ALLFITDIST()∗ , which
identifies the gamma distribution to fit best (in comparison to the continuous distributions
beta, Birnbaum–Saunders, exponential, extreme value, generalized extreme value, generalized Pareto, inverse Gaussian, logistic, log-logistic, log-normal, Nakagami, normal, Rayleigh,
Rician, t location-scale, and Weibull).

5.5.2

Approximating the Parameters of Gamma-Distributed Waiting Time

According to the discussions in Section 5.5.1, the suitability of modeling the waiting time of
orbit-visiting jobs by a gamma distribution is investigated in more detail in the following. In
this thesis, the gamma distribution’s representation follows [46, p. 25], i.e., its PDF is given for
x > 0 by
fγ(x) =

αγ µγ (αγ µγ x)αγ −1 −αγ µγ
e
x,
Γ(αγ )


where Γ αγ is the gamma function defined for αγ > 0 by


Z∞

Γ αγ =

yαγ −1 e−y dy .

(5.28)

0

This gamma distribution has rate parameter µγ > 0 (i.e., mean 1/µγ ) and shape parameter
αγ < 0 (i.e., variance 1/(αγ µγ2 )).
The rate parameter µγ can be estimated via
µγ =

1
Tνo

Eq. (5.26)



=

Tν
pν

−1
=

pν
,
Tν

(5.29)

where Tν can be obtained quite easily by numerical analysis (see Eq. (5.12)).
The shape parameter αγ can, in principle, be estimated via (see [46, p. 25])
αγ =
∗

1
c2Tνo

,

(5.30)

Provided by Mike Sheppard at http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/
34943-fit-all-valid-parametric-probability-distributions-to-data (Last accessed on 9
December 2012) in February 2012; uses BIC by default.
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where c2Tνo is the squared coefficient of variation of an orbit-visiting job’s waiting time and can
be derived via (see Eqs. (1.19) and (1.20) of [46, p. 19])
c2Tνo

=

Var(Tνo )
Tνo

Eq. (5.26)

=



2

=

2 −T
Tνo
νo

Tνo

2

2

=

2
Tνo

Tνo

2

−1

(5.31)

2
2
Tνo
p2ν Tνo
−1
2 − 1 =
2
Tν
Tν
pν

2

Eq. (5.27)

=

p2ν Tpνν
Tν

2

−1 =

pν Tν2
Tν

2

−1 =

pν Tν2 − Tν
Tν

2

2

.

Putting c2Tνo of Eq. (5.31) into Eq. (5.30) results in
αγ =

1
c2Tνo

=

Tν

2

pν Tν2 − Tν

2

.

(5.32)

Using Eq. (5.32), αγ can be estimated based on pν and Tν , which are available by numerical
analysis, and on the second moment Tν2 of the waiting time, which can be obtained from the
PH approach, i.e., by applying Eq. (5.25), or from DES.
In Fig. 5.13, the resulting gamma distributions are compared to the histograms already
discussed in Fig. 5.12. It can be seen that the gamma distribution (solid lines) reflects the corresponding histograms (bar graphs) quite well for each of the four investigated parameter sets
as illustrated in Figs. 5.13 (a) to (d) . A rigorous, quantitative investigation of the approximation’s quality and limits is omitted at this point. Within the scope of this thesis, the obtained
approximation is considered as exact enough since other assumptions (like exponentiality of
retrial time and service time; see Section 5.1.2) likely have more effect on the validity of the
quantitative results, i.e., on their closeness to the expected results of a real-world implementation of the proposed WSN. The corresponding required validation, which aims at getting
confidence in the statement that the single-hop model is sufficiently reflecting the aspired real
system, is not in the focus of this thesis, since more detailed representations of the proposed
WSN are not available for comparison yet.∗ In any case, a more rigorous investigation of the
approximation’s quality is recommended when applying the approximation in a more general
context or under a broader range of parameters.
(num)
Let αγ
be the αγ that can be obtained by deriving Tν and Tν2 by applying the PH ap(num)

proach and using these as input to Eq. (5.32). In Fig. 5.14, αγ
is shown for varying failure
rate δ in the three different parameter sets RealSet, VerSet, and ExtraSet.
(num)
It can be seen that αγ
tends to one, i.e., towards an exponential distribution for large δ ,
in each parameter set. However, for small δ , assuming αγ = 1 does not reflect the waiting time
distribution well.
To get a good approximation of αγ based on just model parameters and basic mean steadystate performance measures, but without having to follow the PH approach to derive higher

∗

See also Section 6.2, which gives more details on the interpretation of the terms verification and validation used
in the scope of this thesis.
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Figure 5.13: Comparing histograms of Tνo obtained by DES with gamma distributed Tνo .

moments of the waiting time, symbolic regression is carried out by applying the tool Eureqa∗ .
For this, the model is evaluated for 710 parameter sets, of which 606 are numerically analyzed and 104 are simulated using CPN Tools. The total parameter ranges of these sets are
summarized in Table 5.11. They cover the ranges foreseen in Table 5.2 and beyond.
The evaluations provide mean performance measures and Tν2 . This allows to derive αγ
based on Eq. (5.32). The derived αγ lie in the range of approximately 1.0 to 1.7. For each
parameter set, all model parameters, a selection of mean performance measures† , and αγ serve
as input to Eureqa which then searches for dependencies of αγ on the other provided values by
applying symbolic regression.
Eureqa is able to find a large set of possible approximations of αγ , which have different
complexity and accuracy. Symbolic regression not only searches for the parameters of the
∗ Eureqa is a software tool that implements genetic programming-based symbolic regression (see [263]) and allows

†

to conveniently search for mathematical relationships in the provided data. The tool is available at http://
creativemachines.cornell.edu/eureqa (last accessed: 21 Jan. 2013). This thesis uses version 0.98.1 Beta
(also known as Eureqa II or Formulize).
Nµb , Nνb , Nµf , Nλ bn , λ , pfull , p̂, pν , parrival , Tν , and Nret,o .
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Figure 5.14: Investigation of αγ

for varying δ .

Table 5.11: Parameter ranges covered by the input to Eureqa

Parameter
Range

Nλ
1 . . . 100

Nc
1 . . . 100

Nν
1 . . . 100

Parameter
Range

Nµ
1 . . . 110

λ
1·10−3 . . . 10 s−1

ν
0.1 . . . 1·103 s−1

Parameter
Range

µ
0.1 . . . 1.3·103 s−1

τ
0.01 . . . 1000 s−1

δ
0.01τ . . . 25·103 τ

approximation that minimizes the chosen error metric, but also for the approximation’s form
itself. The solution’s error is calculated for an automatically retained subset of data sets not
used for training but only for validation. The complexity of a solution is measured by the
number of elements (operators, parameters, and constants) used, where for each element type
an integer complexity can be assigned.∗

∗

This thesis uses Eureqa’s default complexity assignments.
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Table 5.12: Overview of conducted Eureqa searches
Search

Objective (Error Metric)

Number of
Generations

Number of
Formula
Evaluations

Stability

Maturity

(a)
(b)
(c)

Mean Absolute Error
Worst Case; Maximum Error
Hybrid Correlation/Error Metric

2.1·108
2.3·108
2.4·108

1.8·1013
4.8·1012
4.9·1012

33 %
37 %
81 %

92 %
99 %
88 %

In this thesis, Eureqa is applied to search for solutions using three different search objectives∗ , i.e., by minimizing three different error metrics. The chosen objectives are listed in
Table 5.12 together with their achieved performance indicators. In particular† , the Number of
Generations is the total number of candidate solutions generated before (manually) stopping
the search, and the Number of Formula Evaluations is the “total number of times any solution
has been compared to a data point” before manually stopping the search. Stability and Maturity
are “experimental statistics” that allow to estimate the solution’s confidence. Usually, “[w]hen
both are high (>50–90%) it is a strong indication of confidence in the current results.” In the
present setup, high Maturity values can be achieved consistently. The Stability, however, fails
to achieve and maintain high values. The Stability values shown for each search in Table 5.12
are the highest ones observed in the final third of all generations. Note that, while Search (c)
achieved a high Stability, its results are not distinctly better than the other two, reportedly less
stable searches’ results. Consequently, the expressiveness of the experimental Stability value
stands to reason.
Figures 5.15(a) and (b) plot the mean absolute and maximum errors (y-axis), respectively,
vs. complexity (x-axis) of the best solutions (“Pareto frontiers”, cf. [207, p. 141] or [222,
p. 122]) found by the three searches listed in Tab. 5.12. However, the complexity of the solutions is not a major selection criterion in this thesis, since any closed-form approximation
of αγ can be assumed to be computationally less complex than the PH approach or DES. To
select the best solution with respect to the mean absolute and maximum error, Fig. 5.16 plots
the maximum error (y-axis) vs. the mean absolute error (x-axis) of the found solutions. The
data point size reflects the solution’s complexity. From the solutions, five examples (denoted
with A1 to A5) are selected, as indicated in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16. For these examples, more
details are shown in Table 5.13. Their corresponding equations approximating αγ are given by
αγ(A1) = 1 ,
C21 − pν
,
C00 τ +C22 Nret,o +C23 Nµb Nµf

(5.34)

C31
,
C00 τ +C32 Nret,o +C00 δ Nνb + Nµb Nµf p̂ + Nµb min C33 − parrival , Nµf

(5.35)

αγ(A2) = 1 +

αγ(A3) = 1 +
∗
†

(5.33)

The three search objectives have been selected based on the performance of initial shorter runs of all search
objectives available in Eureqa.
The information is collected from Eureqa’s online user guide available at http://formulize.nutonian.com/
(last accessed: 18 Dec. 2012) and insights provided by the developer Michael Schmidt via the Eureqa Google
Group at https://groups.google.com/forum/?fromgroups=#!forum/eureqa-group (last accessed: 18
Dec. 2012). Statements of the developer are quoted.
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(a) Mean absolute error.
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(b) Maximum error (A1 is out of range).

Figure 5.15: Common Pareto frontiers of results found by three
objectives.

Eureqa searches with different


 p̂
αγ(A4) = 1 +C41 / C00 τ +C42 Nret,o +C00 δ Nνb + Nµb Nµf


+ bC43 + Nµb c min C44 − parrival , p̂ sin Nµf mod C45
,

(5.36)


min(0.9423, p̂)
αγ(A5) = 1 + 0.9423/ C00 τ + 0.3141Nret,o +C00 δ Nνb + Nµb Nµf


+ bλ c min 0.4892 − parrival , p̂ sin Nµf mod 0.8297
.

(5.37)

and
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Figure 5.16: Maximum error versus mean absolute error of best results found by the three Eureqa
searches (A1 and A2 are out of range).
Table 5.13: Properties of selected Eureqa solutions
Approximation
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

Found by Search

Eq. (5.33)
Eq. (5.34)
Eq. (5.35)
Eq. (5.36)
Eq. (5.36)

(a)
(c)
(a)
(a)
(a)

Complexity

Mean Absolute Error

Maximum Error

1
18
31
51
110

3.6442·10−2

6.8337·10−1
6.7023·10−2
1.9675·10−2
1.8382·10−2
1.8190·10−2

3.9939·10−3
1.5244·10−3
1.1682·10−3
1.1558·10−3

Table 5.14: Coefficients of αγ approximations (Eqs. (5.33)–(5.37))

Coefficient
Value

C00
1s

C21
0.9743

C22
0.3450

Coefficient
Value

C31
0.9825

C32
0.3648

C33
0.4708

Coefficient
Value

C41
0.9476

C42
0.3186

C43
0.043 14

C44
0.4840

C45
0.8297

Coefficient
Value

C51
0.9423

C52
0.3141

C53
0.9423

C54
0.4892

C55
0.8297

C23
1.627

where the coefficients C00 to C58 are given in Table 5.14∗ .
When investigating these approximations, the following issues can be noticed. (1) For a
∗

The coefficient C00 (with unit seconds) is introduced to make αγ unit-less.
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complexity of one, approximation A1 is the best found with respect to the mean absolute error.
Consequently, for a significant part of the parameter sets, assuming αγ = 1, i.e., an exponentially distributed waiting time of orbit-visiting jobs, gets close to the actual distribution. (2)
Giving a feasible stochastic interpretation of the approximations is difficult. In particular, it is
surprising that trigonometric functions can help (in A4 and A5) to approximate αγ . Also quite
unexpectedly, the product of Nµb and Nµf provides a helpful contribution to the approximation
(in A2 to A5). The same holds for the minimum (in A3 to A5), floor (A4 and A5), and modulo
(A4 and A5) operators. (3) The actual additional complexity of Eq. (5.37) in comparison to
Eq. (5.36) is marginal. Hence, Eureqa’s complexity measure, which suggests complexity 51
for A4 and 110 for A5, is somewhat misleading.

5.6

Single-Hop Model: Summary

In Sections 5.3 to 5.5, a total of four different approaches are presented that allow to derive performance measures of the finite-source retrial queue with unreliable servers. These approaches
are summarized in Section 5.6.1.
Finally, the results are applied in Section 5.6.2 to deduce the distribution of the single-hop
response time Tν(max)
. This complements the research on the single-hop model presented in
µ
this thesis. The single-hop model then serves as input to the multi-hop model discussed in
Section 5.7.

5.6.1

Comparison of Approaches

Section 5.3 is concerned with the numerical Markovian steady-state analysis of the irreducible
CTMC underlying the single-hop model. The numerical analysis is carried out by applying the
tools MOSEL-2 and SPNP. This approach is feasible for models up to approximately 106 states
(cf. [334, Tab. 4] ) and, under the given model assumptions, achieves an accuracy up to the
numerical error∗ configured in the iterative numerical solvers of the global-balance equations.
The steady-state analysis, however, is not able to derive the distribution of the waiting time by
itself.
The PH approach presented in Section 5.4 is based on the Method of Phases. It is shown
that, under the given assumptions, the waiting time distribution can be exactly described by a
π , T) distribution, where π̂
π is given by Eq. (5.22) and T is given by Eq. (5.21). While T
PH(π̂
can be generated automatically and relatively efficiently based on the model parameters, the
π requires knowing the steady-state probabilities obtained by Markovian steadyderivation of π̂
state analysis. Using the PH approach, in principle all moments of the waiting time can then be
obtained exactly† by applying Eq. (5.23). Unfortunately, however, it is shown in Section 5.4.3.1
that this approach does not scale well for increasing sizes of the single-hop model’s state space.
For example, using currently accessible software tools and hardware, the second moment Tν2
of the waiting time cannot be obtained for models exceeding approximately 9·104 states.
Alternatively, mean performance measures and also the waiting time distribution can be
obtained by DES. This is carried out using CPN Tools in, e.g., Sections 5.3.4 and 5.4.3.2 for
verifying the implementations of the Markovian steady-state analysis and PH approach, respectively, and in Section 5.5.1 to derive histograms of the waiting time of orbit-visiting jobs.
∗
†

Remember that a precision of 10−5 is selected for SPNP in Section 5.4.3.1.
Again, up to the numerical errors of the underlying iterative algorithms.
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DES does not need to span and maintain the full state space underlying the model, and hence,
it is not severely limited by large state spaces. Additionally, it can be easily extended to nonexponentially distributed generation, service, and retrial times in future work. Therefore, even
if the simulation model is based on the same assumptions as the analytical models, it still has
attractive advantages. However, DES usually comes with some general disadvantages. For example, it requires long runtimes to get steady-state results that are independent from the initial
state. Also a large number of runs might be needed to achieve narrow CIs. Both drawbacks
are worsened in the presence of rare events caused, e.g., by strongly diverse rate parameters.
Moreover, the specific implementation of the DES model using CPN Tools chosen in this thesis
turns out to be susceptible to round-off errors caused by high rate parameters (like δ = 2500τ)
combined with CPN Tools’ bounded simulation time as discussed in Appendix Section B.6.
Due to the drawbacks of the PH approach and DES, this thesis proposes an alternative
approximation method, which aims at the approximate derivation of the waiting time distribution for models with large state space and high or strongly diverse rate parameters. The
method is based on the observation that the waiting time distribution of an orbit-visiting job
can be approximated by a gamma distribution with parameters µγ and αγ . Parameter µγ can
be obtained quite conveniently from steady-state analysis results using Eq. (5.29). For deriving
parameter αγ , Eq. (5.32) can be applied when Tν2 is known from the PH approach or DES.
Alternatively, with Eq. (5.37), this thesis also provides an approximation of αγ in closed form,
which is derived using symbolic regression. Applying the approximation allows to calculate
αγ solely based on model parameters and steady-state performance measures. Hence, neither
the PH approach nor DES need to be performed to approximately obtain the waiting time’s
distribution.
Note that it indeed has advantages to refrain from applying the PH approach for calculating
the exact distribution of the waiting time (or a high number of moments) while still using it
to derive αγ , since for calculating the latter only the second moment of the waiting time is
needed. In contrast to higher moments, the second moment often can be determined for larger
π , T)
state spaces. Moreover, the gamma distribution can be used more easily than the PH(π̂
distribution in subsequent calculations, this is exploited in the multi-hop model presented in
Section 5.7.
In summary, based on the experience gained in Section 5.4.3.1, the following suggestions
can be provided for deriving the waiting time distribution in finite-source retrial queues with
unreliable servers.
• For models with small state space (few hundred states∗ ), steady-state performance measures can be easily (and almost exactly) obtained using Markovian steady-state analysis,
and the PH approach can be used to obtain the distribution or density function of the
waiting time up to high accuracy or a significant number of the waiting time’s moments.
Still, using the gamma approximation might significantly simplify subsequent calculations.
• For medium-sized state spaces (up to approximately 9·104 states), Markovian steadystate analysis can still be applied. The second moment Tν2 and parameter αγ are still
obtainable (almost exactly) using the PH approach. Hence, the gamma approximation
∗

Note that the given maximum sizes of the state space are rough estimations which are based on the hardware
and software tools applied in Section 5.4.3.1. The actual values can be expected to depend significantly on the
available computational resources.
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can be applied based on the results provided by both methods. This approach is chosen
in Section 5.6.2 and following.
• Models with large state spaces (up to approximately 106 states) can still be evaluated
using Markovian steady-state analysis. However, Tν2 can no longer be derived using
the PH approach. Hence, the gamma approximation can only be applied based on the
approximate αγ provided by Eq. 5.32 or when Tν2 is obtained by applying DES.
• For very large state spaces (beyond approximately 106 states), Markovian steady-state
analysis is no longer feasible and DES seems to be the only remaining option to derive
steady-state performance measures and waiting time distributions.

5.6.2

Distribution of the Single-Hop Response Time

Focus is now given to the question “What is the probability that an arriving job meets a given
upper bound Tν(max)
of
µ
 the single-hop

 response time
 Tν µ ?” To answer this question, the stochas-

tic distribution FTν µ Tν(max)
= P Tν µ ≤ Tν(max)
of the single-hop response time Tν µ is deµ
µ
scribed based on the intermediate results
obtained
in
5.5.2. It can be

 Section

 seen in Fig. 5.11
(max)
(max)
that Tν µ = Tν + Tµ , and hence, P Tν µ ≤ Tν µ
= P Tν + Tµ ≤ Tν µ
. Then, it can be
∗
shown that
(max)

Tν µ
Z 
 α µ α µ t αγ −1


γ γ
γ γ
(max)
−(Tν(max)
−t )µ
µ

FTν µ Tν µ
=
1−e
pν
e−αγ µγ t dt ,
Γ αγ

(5.38)

0


where the gamma function Γ αγ is given by Eq. (5.28).
With this result, the single-hop model discussed in Sections 5.2 to 5.5 is completed. The
single-hop results constitute a major component of the multi-hop model discussed in Section 5.7.

5.7

Multi-Hop Model

The multi-hop model and its evaluation aim at investigating the detection-to-notification delay
Td2n achieved by the WSN in dependence on various WSN and protocol parameters. Td2n
mainly depends on two factors. First, on the single-hop response time Tν µ , whose mean value
is given by Eq. (5.13) and whose CDF can be approximated by Eq. (5.38). The second factor
is the number of hops an EVM needs to travel from its source node to the closest sink.

5.7.1

Distribution of Number of Communication Hops

Still assuming three sinks,the number ofhops between a tagged source node and its closest
(0) (1) (2)
sink is given by dh = min dh , dh , dh , which is just referred to as hop count in the following. The hop count distribution P(dh = h) describes the probability that a source node’s
hop distance to the closest sink(s) is h (h ∈ N+ ). P(dh = h) depends significantly on various
∗



The full derivation of FTν µ Tν(max)
is provided in Appendix Section B.9, Eq. (B.14).
µ
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Table 5.15: Summary of assumptions for MASON simulation of multi-hop scenario

Description

Assumption/Value

Size of monitored area (AF )
Number of sensor nodes (NS )
Resulting node density (N d )
Shape of monitored area
Sensor node deployment
Number of sinks
Sink deployment
Distance of sinks to border of monitored area
Transmission range of sensor nodes and sinks
Antenna radiation pattern

approx. 70 km2
105
approx. 1400 km−2
square, without obstacles
random uniform
3
deterministic, large triangle
500 m minimum
100 m
omnidirectional

Table 5.16: Excerpt of P(dh = h) lookup table corresponding to Fig. 5.19

h

1

2

...

39

40

...

86

87

88

...

P(dh = h) · 103

1.33

3.40

...

28.53

29.19

...

0.01

0.00

0.00

...

factors, including the number of sinks, their placement within the monitored area, and the monitored area’s shape. Hence, giving an exact, generally applicable description of P(dh = h) is
tedious and not the focus of this thesis.
Nevertheless, for getting a feeling for P(dh = h), it is exemplarily investigated for the six
sink placements shown in Fig. 5.17. The figure illustrates MASON simulation results based
on assumptions derived in Chapter 4 and summarized in Table 5.15. Sensor nodes with odd
and even dh are shown as dark- and light-gray dots, respectively. Sensor nodes whose dh refers
to their distance to at least two sinks are given in black color. These black-colored nodes
consequently form the edges of a Voronoi diagram whose generating points are the sinks.
The resulting hop count distributions are shown in Fig. 5.18. Each graph of the figure shows
the mean of five MASON simulation runs∗ of the corresponding sink placement. For each run,
the random placement of the sensor nodes is resampled. Averaging over all sink placements,
the relative frequency of hop counts is shown in Fig. 5.19 with 99% CIs.
The mean simulation results shown in Fig. 5.19 can be provided explicitly to subsequent
calculations via a lookup table (or array), which allows to retrieve P(dh = h) for any h ∈ N+ .
Table 5.16 shows an excerpt of the lookup table corresponding to Fig. 5.19. Remember, however, that this lookup table is based on the assumptions summarized in Table 5.15. If the values
given in this table need to be adjusted to achieve the desired performance, the lookup table
needs to be regenerated accordingly.

∗

99% CIs are obtained but not shown in Fig. 5.18 to preserve clarity. Their maximum half-width is approximately
259 nodes for Placement F at 41 hops.
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(a) Placement A (3 corners,
0 edges).

(b) Placement B (2 corners,
1 edge).

(c) Placement C (1 corner, 2
edges).

(d) Placement D (0 corners,
3 edges).

(e) Placement E (equilateral
triangle).

(f) Placement F (rotated
equilateral triangle).

Figure 5.17: Example sink placements and resulting hop count rings.
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Figure 5.18: Hop count distributions obtained by simulating sink placements defined in Fig. 5.17.
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Figure 5.19: Joint hop count distribution of all sink placements.

5.7.2

Distribution of Detection-to-Notification Delay



(max)
This thesis aims at deriving the probability P Td2n ≤ Td2n
that the detection-to-notification
(max)
delay Td2n lies below a given upper bound Td2n
. Still assuming uniform distributions of node
and event locations within
 the monitored area, each node equally likely senses an upcoming
(max)
event. P Td2n ≤ Td2n
can then be given by

 dh(max)



(max)
(max)
P Td2n ≤ Td2n
= ∑ P(dh = h) P Td2n ≤ Td2n
|dh = h ,

(5.39)

h=1

where is dh(max) = 100 is an upper bound∗ of the hop count, P(dh = h) is given by Table 5.16,
(max)
and the remainder of this section is devoted to the derivation of P Td2n ≤ Td2n
|dh = h .
Consider a tagged source node with hop count dh = h that just generated an EVM and let
(i)
Tν µ , 1 ≤ i ≤ h, describe the single-hop delay experienced by the EVM during transition from
Ring i to Ring (i − 1) on its way to the sink. Since the sink is always active and responds to all
(1)
EVMs immediately (i.e., without back-off delay), Tν µ ≈ 0 s. All other (h−1) single-hop delays
(i)

(i.e., Tν µ , 2 ≤ i ≤ h) experienced by the EVM are independent and identically distributed (iid)
random variables, which follow the distribution given by Eq. (5.38). The sum of the single-hop
delays is hence a sum of (h − 1) iid random variables.
There are different ways for calculating this sum. On the one hand, it can be calculated
using the (h − 1)-fold convolution of FTν µ (x) with itself. However, there is not much hope that
this approach can be implemented efficiently in the given scenario. A brief discussion of the
convolution approach is given in Appendix Section B.10.
Instead, this thesis uses a numerical approach based on a Monte Carlo experiment. Each
run of the experiment carries out a configurable number of trials, where each trial simulates
∗

According to Section 4.3.6.1, an upper bound of the maximum number of hops from any sensor node to any sink
is estimated as 145 in the investigated scenario. On the other hand, the simulation results shown in Fig. 5.18
indicate that 90 is a sufficient upper bound for the hop distance to the closest sink when the sinks are reasonably
placed. In the following, dh(max) = 100 is chosen defensively. If the number and location of sinks, the size of the
monitored area, or the nodes’ transmission range is altered, the value of dh(max) = 100 needs to be reconsidered.
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(max)
how many hops can be crossed by an EVM for given Td2n
, µ, αγ , µγ , and pν . For this, each
trial samples Tµ and Tνo from their exponential (with rate µ) and gamma (with parameters αγ
and µγ ) distribution, respectively. Additionally, to calculate Tν from Tνo , a Bernoulli trial with
parameter pν decides whether the EVM visits the orbit. The obtained samples of Tµ and Tν
allow to calculate a sample of the single-hop response time Tν µ = Tµ + Tν . The number of such
(max)
Tν µ samples that fit into Td2n
describe the number of hops that can be crossed by the EVM.
The result is incremented by one to account for the delay-less hop between
the first ring and

(max)
the sink. Based on the trials’ results and P(dh = h), an estimate of P Td2n ≤ Td2n
can be
obtained for each run. Several runs are conducted
 and the overall
 means and corresponding
(max)
confidence intervals are derived. The results for P Td2n ≤ Td2n
presented in Section 5.8 are
based on ten runs with 1000 trials each and 99% confidence intervals are provided.
At this point, the implementation of the multi-hop model in form of the described Monte
Carlo experiment could be verified more rigorously. Here, verification refers to the process of
getting confidence in the statement “the experiment is implemented correctly”.∗ This verification, however, is not in the focus on this thesis, since more importance is given to the single-hop
model due to its more general applicability. An initial verification could check, whether the results for the detection-to-notification delay of nodes located in the second ring are identical to
the single-hop results. As a next step, the mean value of the detection-to-notification delay of
nodes located in Ring h could be compared to the (h − 1)-fold mean value of the single-hop
delay. Additionally, the distribution results of the Monte Carlo experiment could be compared
to the (h − 1)-fold convolution of FTν µ (x) with itself (see Section B.10) for small h and a limited
amount of result values.

5.8

Numerical Results and Discussion

This section applies the multi-hop model, which is derived in Section 5.7 based on the singlehop models introduced in Sections 5.2 to 5.5, to discuss the performance of the proposed WSN
setup in particular with respect to the trade-off between lifetime and detection-to-notification
delay.
This thesis aspires a setup where at least 99% of all nodes are able to communicate an
EVM to the closest sink within five minutes or less (i.e., P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) ≥ 0.99). Several
scenarios are investigated in the following for discussing whether and how this goal can be
achieved and which system parameters turn out to have the main influence. A brief overview
of the scenarios investigated in Sections 5.8.1 to 5.8.9 is provided in Table 5.17. Additionally,
the table already provides a rating of the varied parameters’ influence on Td2n . This rating is
based on the scenario results discussed in more detail in the following.
All scenarios are based on the RealSet. According to Table 5.7, the reducible CTMC underlying the RealSet has a relatively small size of 276 states. Therefore, the αγ parameter of
the waiting time’s distribution is obtained using the PH approach of Section 5.4 and Eq. 5.32.

∗

For more details on the interpretation of the terms verification and validation used in the scope of this thesis, see
Section 6.2.
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Table 5.17: Scenario overview

Scenario

Description

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

5.8.1

Influence on Td2n

Original RealSet and multi-hop parameters
Increasing the number of sinks
Changing the retrial rate ν
Varying the service rate µ
Altering the repair rate τ while keeping δ = 2500τ
Modifying ratio of δ to τ
Increasing the traffic load λ
Varying the node density N d
Modifying the transmission range dT

—
medium
strong
weak
weak
strong
weak
strong
strong

Scenario 1: Original Model

Scenario 1 investigates the situation where the single-hop model follows the original RealSet
parameters given in Table 5.2 and the multi-hop model is based on the assumptions summarized
in Table 5.15. Remember that in the RealSet the active/sleep ratio governed by the parameters
τ and δ = 2500τ is chosen such that the aspired lifetime of three years is achieved.
1
P(Td2n ≤ 3600s) ≈ 0.99

(max)

P(Td2n ≤ Td2n )

0.8
0.6

Legend

0.4

(max)
P(Td2n≤ Td2n
)

99% CIs

0.2

P(Td2n ≤ 300s) ≈ 0.05

0
0

1000

2000

3000
Td2n /s

4000

5000

(max)

Figure 5.20: Scenario 1: Distribution of detection-to-notification delay.



(max)
(max)
For this scenario, P Td2n ≤ Td2n
is shown versus Td2n
in Fig. 5.20. The figure reveals
that only approximately 5% of the sensor nodes are able to achieve the desired Td2n of five
minutes (i.e., 300 s) or less. Approximately 1% of the sensor nodes need even more than 3600 s
(i.e., 1 h) to communicate a detected event to the next sink.
Hence, the required performance is not reached by Scenario 1. The scenarios provided
in the following discuss different modifications to Scenario 1 tailored towards achieving the
aspired performance.
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Scenario 2: Increasing the Number of Sinks

As a first, obvious approach to improve Scenario 1, Scenario 2 aims at reducing the number of
hops between the sensor nodes and the sinks. This can be achieved by increasing the number
of sinks, reducing the size of the monitored area, or increasing the nodes’ transmission range.
Assuming that the size of the monitored area is non-negotiable and that the transmission range
cannot be increased significantly due to hardware constraints, increasing the number of sinks
seems the only viable option for Scenario 2.
For Scenario 2, it is assumed that there are five sinks. Four of these are located in the corners of the monitored area. The fifth sink is located in the area’s center. All other assumptions
are chosen identical to Scenario 1 (i.e., Table 5.15). Similar to Section 5.7.1, an approximation of the hop count distribution P(dh = h) can be obtained by simulating Scenario 2 using
MASON.

Figure 5.21: Scenario 2: Placement of five sinks and resulting hop count rings.

Figure 5.21 illustrates an exemplary MASON simulation result of Scenario 2 and demonstrates the placement of the five sinks and the corresponding hop count rings formed by the
sensor nodes.
Figure 5.22 shows the estimated hop count distribution and the 99% CIs obtained from five
MASON simulation runs of Scenario 2.


(max)
In Fig. 5.23, the resulting detection-to-notification delay distribution P Td2n ≤ Td2n
is
provided for Scenario 2 as obtained from the multi-hop model. It can be seen that in Scenario 2
approximately 7% of the source nodes are now able to achieve the desired Td2n and approximately 1% of the source nodes still need more than 2400 s (i.e., 40 min) to communicate an
EVM to the next sink. While in comparison to Scenario 1 the situation improved notably, the
result is not yet satisfactory.
Whether the number of sinks can be increased even further or their placement can be optimized depends on several factors including the sinks’ price, the monitored area’s terrain, and
the availability of the required infrastructure. Hence, before deciding to increase the number
of sinks further, other options for improving the situation are investigated in the following.
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Figure 5.22: Scenario 2: Hop count distributions obtained by simulating.
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5.8.3

Scenario 3: Increasing the Retrial Rate

Scenario 3 is similar to Scenario 1 except that the retrial rate ν is varied. By increasing ν an
EVM-holding node should be able to catch a next-hop node faster and the overall detection-tonotification delay should be decreased.
In Fig. 5.24, P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) (y-axis) is plotted versus ν (x-axis). The figure shows that Td2n
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Figure 5.24: Scenario 3: P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) in dependence of ν.

indeed depends significantly on the retrial rate ν. This result justifies the decision to model the
proposed protocol using retrial queues.
By increasing ν from 5 s−1 to at least 65 s−1 , the desired performance can be reached. The
advantage of this solution is that no additional hardware is required. Remember that according
to Section 5.2.5, ν models the rate at which a sensor node repeats the EVM if no ACK was
received from one of the next-hop neighbors. The rate ν = 65 s−1 still lies well beyond the
upper bound of 1000 s−1 derived in Section 5.2.5. It implies that the EVM needs to be re-sent
approximately every ν −1 = 15 ms. Depending on the EVM’s size, this uses approximately 2.5
to 4.6 % of the radio bandwidth within the node’s transmission (or rather interference) range.
In addition to this increased but still seemingly acceptable bandwidth consumption, the
increased ν also (on first sight) leads to an increased energy consumption of the sensor node,
since the EVM needs to be sent more frequently. However, the contrary can be expected. First,
remember that the power needed for transmitting is not much higher than the power needed
for idle listening (see Section 4.2.8). Second, the shorter the EVM stays in the outPool of the
sensor node (i.e., the shorter the single-hop delay Tν µ ), the faster the node can switch from idle
listening back to sleep mode.
Also remember from Section 5.2.5 that, in order to reduce the number of unnecessary
retransmissions, Tb(max) should be chosen smaller than ν −1 . Scenario 4 is devoted to the investigation of variations of Tb(max) .
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5.8.4

Scenario 4: Varying the Service Rate

The maximum back-off delay Tb(max) is modeled via the service rate µ, i.e., Tb(max) ≈ Tµ = µ −1 .
Scenario 4 is devoted to investigating the sensibility of the results obtained for Scenario 3 on
variations of µ. This allows to assess the need for more accurate models of Tb(max) . The model
parameters are chosen similar to Scenario 1 and Scenario 3, except that ν = 65 s−1 and µ is
variable.
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Figure 5.25: Scenario 4: P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) in dependence of µ.

Figure 5.25 illustrates P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) for various values of µ. In particular, Fig. 5.25(a)
covers 1 ≤ µ ≤ 400. Figure 5.25(b) shows 1 ≤ µ ≤ 20 in more detail and includes the 99%
CIs. The figures indicate that P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) ≤ 99% for approximately µ ≥ 8. For µ ≥ 8, the
actual influence of µ on P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) is relatively insignificant and the server performance
appears to be dominated by the active/sleep periods instead. This conjecture is investigated in
more detail in Scenarios 5 and 6.
Remember that µ −1 = Tb(max) should be chosen smaller than ν −1 . According to the results
of Scenario 3, this implies µ > ν = 65 s. The results of Scenario 4 show that this requirement
does not pose an actual drawback with respect to Td2n .
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Scenario 5: Varying the Wake-Up Rate

The wake-up rate (repair rate) τ is varied in this scenario while keeping the active/sleep ratio
constant, i.e., δ = 2500τ. Consequently, the expected lifetime of the nodes is not (significantly∗ ) altered. Again, ν = 65 and all other parameters are equivalent to Scenario 1. Figure 5.26(a) shows P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) over τ for 0.1 ≤ τ ≤ 50.
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Figure 5.26: Scenario 5: P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) in dependence of τ.

Figure 5.26(b) provides the 99% CIs of P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) for 0.1 ≤ τ ≤ 10. The figures
indicate that in the present scenario, τ should be greater than approximately 0.8 to ensure that
P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) > 99%. As long as this requirement is fulfilled, the absolute values of τ and
δ = 2500τ have only little influence on P(Td2n ≤ 300 s).

∗

Remember from Section 4.2.8 that the power consumption during mode switching is considered negligible in
this thesis.
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5.8.6

Scenario 6: Altering the Active/Sleep Ratio

In Scenarios 1 to 5 the active/sleep ratio is kept constant at δ = 2500τ. Scenario 6 investigates
the impact of changes to this ratio, i.e., whether it is possible to significantly increase the
lifetime without significant increase of the delay. All model parameters except ν = 65 and the
variable δ are chosen equivalently to Scenario 1. In particular, τ = 1 s−1 is fixed. Remember
that δ is the rate which determines how fast an idle node enters the sleep mode. Hence, an
increase of δ increases the nodes’ lifetime further.
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Figure 5.27: Scenario 6: Distribution of detection-to-notification delay for various δ .



(max)
(max)
Figure 5.27 illustrates P Td2n ≤ Td2n
(y-axis) versus Td2n
(x-axis) for various values
of δ (curves). The figure demonstrates that the Td2n is strongly coupled to the active/sleep ratio,
and hence to the nodes’ lifetime. Therefore, when keeping all other parameters unmodified, increasing the nodes’ lifetime by increasing δ always results in an increase of Td2n .∗ For example,
increasing δ from 2500 s−1 to 4000 s−1 would increase the nodes’ lifetime from approximately
three years to approximately five years.† At the same time, however, Td2n is increased such that
1% of the events can be expected to be reported after 8 min (instead of the aspired 5 min) or
later. Increasing ν might help to decrease Td2n again, as described in Scenario 3.
Vice versa, when Td2n needs to be decreased and increasing ν is no longer an option, this
can be achieved by modifying the active/sleep ratio via increasing τ and/or decreasing δ , i.e.,
at the expense of the nodes’ lifetime. For example, if 99% of all events should be reported
after 3 min (instead of 5 min) or earlier, then δ needs to be set to approximately 1200 s−1 . This
reduces the nodes’ lifetime to approximately 1.5 years.

∗
†

Due to the results of Scenario 5, similar can be expected when decreasing τ.
Under the assumptions discussed in Sections 4.2.8 and 5.2.7. In particular, Etrans ≈ 2400 J, Psleep = 5 µW, Pactive ≈
50 mW, and using Eq. (5.3) to calculate Tlife .
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Scenario 7: Increasing the Traffic Load

Scenario 7 investigates the traffic load’s influence on Td2n . The traffic load is governed by the
two parameters Nλ (the number of sources) and λ (the generation rate of each source). The
retrial rate is again set to ν = 65 s−1 in this scenario. All other parameters are equivalent to
Scenario 1.
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Figure 5.28: Scenario 7: P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) in dependence of λ and Nλ .

In Figure 5.28, the influence of λ (x-axis) and Nλ (curves) on P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) (y-axis)
is indicated. The 99% CIs are exemplarily provided for Nλ = 7. While the figure appears
confusing on first sight, interesting conclusion can be inferred from it. In particular, mind
the fine-granular scale of the y-axis. Apparently, both parameters have only small influence
on P(Td2n ≤ 300 s). The variations of P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) lie in the order of the 99% CIs’ width.
Still, two weak trends can be identified. First, for very small λ ≤ 0.5, P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) seems
to increase a bit, while for larger λ , P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) does not drop significantly below 99%.
Second, P(Td2n ≤ 300 s) decreases slightly for increasing Nλ .
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5.8.8

Scenario 8: Varying the Node Density

According to Section 5.2.3, the node density is directly related to the number of servers in the
model. In particular, remember that Nµ is equal to the expected number of next-hop neighbors
∗ depends on the node density N . Scenario 8 investigates
N r− of any node, which linearly
d


(max)
−1
the influence of Nµ on P Td2n ≤ Td2n
while keeping ν = 65 s and all other parameters
identical to Scenario 1. The result is shown in Fig. 5.29 for Nµ ∈ {7, 9, 11, 15, 20}.
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Figure 5.29: Scenario 8: Distribution of detection-to-notification delay for various Nµ .



(max)
It can be seen that Nµ has a significant influence on P Td2n ≤ Td2n
. For example, if
Nµ is increased from 9 to 20, i.e., the node density is approximately doubled, the detectionto-notification delay that is met by at least 99% can be approximately halved from about 300 s
to about 150 s. On the other hand, only about 95% of all events can be expected to be reported after approximately 300 s or less if the expected number of next-hop neighbors reduces
from nine to seven. Hence, it is important to ensure sufficient node density during the WSN’s
operation period to fulfill the aspired detection-to-notification delay requirement. An initial
over-provisioning of nodes might help to avoid early re-deployments.

∗

According to Eq. (4.4).
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Scenario 9: Varying the Transmission Range

Scenario 8 indicates that the node density N d influences the expected
numberof next-hop

(max)
neighbors N r− = Nµ and shows that N r− significantly influences P Td2n ≤ Td2n
. The value
of N r− , however, does not only depend linearly on N d , but also quadratically on the nodes’
transmission range dT .∗ Moreover, changing
influences the hop count
 dT also significantly

(max)
distribution P(dh = h), which also effects P Td2n ≤ Td2n
via Eq. (5.39).


(max)
The influence of dT on P Td2n ≤ Td2n
is the main focus of Scenario 9. For the sake
of conciseness, the sink placement is assumed to follow Fig. 5.17(f)† . The retrial rate ν is set
to 65 s−1 and dT ∈ {75 m, 100 m, 125 m} is varied. Note that for dT equal to 75 m, 100 m, and
125 m, Nµ approximately takes the values 5, 9, and 15, respectively. Nλ is set to five.‡ All other
parameters are chosen similarly to Scenario 1.

(a) dT = 75 m.

(b) dT = 100 m.

(c) dT = 125 m.

Figure 5.30: Scenario 9: Simulated hop count rings for different transmission ranges.

Figures 5.30(a), (b), and (c) show exemplary MASON simulation results of the hop-count
rings for transmission range dT equal to 75 m, 100 m, and 125 m, respectively.
The correspondinghop-count distributions are provided in Fig. 5.31§ . Based on these re(max)
sults, P Td2n ≤ Td2n
is derived for each dT and illustrated in Fig. 5.32. Under the given
assumptions, the results show that for dT = 100 m the WSN is able to report 99% of the de(max)
(max)
tected events within Td2n
≈ 240 s. For dT = 125 m, the corresponding Td2n
even reduces
(max)
to approximately 120 s. For dT = 75 m, however, the Td2n needed to report at least 99% of
all events increases to approximately 600 s. Only about 48% of the events can be expected to
be reported within the aspired 300 s. These results highlight the significant influence of the
transmission range on the detection-to-notification delay.
∗
†
‡

§

See Eqs. (4.4) and (4.3) of Section 4.3.2.3.
Placement F; rotated equilateral triangle.
To allow
 Nµ ≥ Nλ for
 all investigated dT . According to Scenario 8, this change has no significant influence

(max)
on P Td2n ≤ Td2n
. Moreover, Scenario 9 primarily focuses on comparing the different results obtained for
Nλ = 5.
Results are obtained similar to the process described in Section 5.7.1. Again, the means with 99% CIs of five
simulation runs each are shown. Note that curve dT = 100 m of Fig. 5.31 corresponds to curve Placement F of
Fig. 5.18.
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Figure 5.31: Scenario 9: Simulated hop count distributions for different transmission ranges.
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Figure 5.32: Scenario 9: Distribution of detection-to-notification delay for various dT .
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Chapter Summary

Chapter 5 is devoted to the quantitative evaluation of XLMMP. It focuses on investigating the
influence of the WSN’s and environmental parameters on the detection-to-notification delay in
the face of an upcoming fire event. Of particular interest are the parameters τ (repair rate) and
δ (failure rate), which govern the nodes’ active/sleep period and hence their lifetime.
For the quantitative evaluation, two models are presented: the single-hop model and the
multi-hop model. The single-hop model is tailored towards obtaining the single-hop response
time, i.e., the time needed by an EVM to pass one hop of the multi-hop communication, and
its distribution. The model is based on a variant of finite-source retrial queues that comprises
unreliable servers and a limited capacity. It can be evaluated by using the four approaches
summarized in Section 5.6.1.
The multi-hop model addresses the source-to-sink detection-to-notification delay and its
distribution. The corresponding results are obtained using Monte Carlo experiments. These
experiments are based on the results of the single-hop model and on the distribution of the hop
count, which is derived from an agent-based simulation.
Interesting results are obtained and discussed. They show that, under the given model assumptions, the detection-to-notification delay and lifetime requirements can be met by XLMMP
(and related protocols), as long as relevant parameters are chosen appropriately. Investing further effort in a more detailed investigation of XLMMP seems appropriate.
The results also allow to identify the parameters that mainly influence the detection-tonotification delay within the investigated scope. In particular, the retrial rate, the active/sleep
ratio, the node density, and the transmission range have a strong effect. These insights on the
high sensitivity of the detection-to-notification delay on these parameters point towards the
aspects of the system that should be modeled in more detail as a next step.
For example, the high sensitivity of the numerical results with respect to the transmission
range stresses the need for the inclusion of more realistic models of radio propagation in forest
environments. Since also the retrial rate has a significant effect on the results, the influence of
changing the retrial time distribution should be investigated in future work.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
Think outside the limitations of existing systems—imagine what might be possible;
but then do the hard work of figuring out how to get there from the current state
of affairs. [. . . ] It may take decades to implement this, mission by mission, but
to paraphrase: “A man’s reach should extend his grasp, or what are the heavens
for?”
— Vinton G. Cerf [165, p. 415]
This thesis presents the design of a novel communication protocol for long-term and largescale environmental event monitoring using WSNs. The protocol is referred to as cross-layer
message-merging protocol (XLMMP) and tailored towards the energy-efficient and timely
communication of detected events. The thesis also makes a considerable contribution to the
research field of retrial queues by deriving the waiting time distribution in finite-source retrial
queues with unreliable servers. Additionally, an approximation of this distribution is developed
that allows to efficiently estimate the waiting time distribution in case of large state spaces.
This chapter summarizes the design of XLMMP and its qualitative and quantitative evaluation. Additionally, it sketches further steps towards a testbed implementation of XLMMP.
Finally, the implications of this thesis on the research landscape is discussed.

6.1

Summary of Protocol Design, Evaluation, and Results

This thesis investigates the application of WSNs for long-term and large-scale environmental
monitoring. For the scenario of early forest fire detection, the spatial resolution, event-tonotification delay, cost, and environmental compatibility are identified to be among the most
important properties. It is shown that WSN-based fire detection methods have several advantages (e.g., increased spacial and temporal resolution by placing them closer to the ground,
where fires usually start) in comparison to classical forest fire detection methods (e.g., human
observers and technical solutions including satellite- or camera-based methods). While related
work already shows that, in principle, working WSN-based forest fire detection methods can
be implemented using off-the-shelf WSN hardware, these prototypical solutions fail to address important issues, including the required node density, resulting network size, node size
limitations, and the resulting trade-off between network lifetime and detection-to-notification
delay. These aspects are explicitly addressed in this thesis. Based on a typical forest scenario
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inspired by the Neuburg Forest (size of approx. 70 km2 ) near Passau, Germany, and stateof-the-art wireless sensor technology, the thesis discusses realistic boundary conditions that
influence key network parameters, including the number of nodes (approx. 105 ), node density
(approx. 1400 km−2 ), transmission range (approx. 100 m), energy available for communication
(approx. 2400 J), aspired network lifetime (about three years), or the required sleep ratio of the
transceivers (approx. 99.96%).
The constraints determined by these parameters suggest the selection of a set of basic communication protocol mechanisms and properties whose combination lead to the design of the
novel protocol XLMMP. XLMMP follows a cross-layer approach, fosters message-merging,
is ID- and address-less, avoids the need for time-synchronization, provides means for node
localization, is unclustered, and uses receiver-based routing. By comparison of the design of
XLMMP with general design principles of WSNs (cf. [143, Sec. 3.3]), this thesis shows that
XLMMP achieves distributed organization, in-network processing, adaptive fidelity and accuracy, and data centricity. It exploits location information, application-layer activity patterns,
and cross-layer optimization. The suggestion to exploit node heterogeneity is followed in a
limited form. This approach eases deployment and avoids single points of failure.
The strength of the protocol is that, as long as there is no event, no communication—
apart from infrequent, manually triggered network management operations— is needed after
an initial setup phase, during which hop count information is distributed. This significantly
increases the network’s lifetime, since event-less periods dominate in the investigated class of
applications. In particular, the proposed WSN architecture does not require frequent time synchronization or regular updates of some clustered topology. The manually triggered network
management operations include, e.g., checking the WSN’s coverage or updating the hop count
information. It should be noted, however, that the network operation is adaptive to outdated
hop count information.
The thesis illustrates that the nodes, which likely will be deployed randomly (e.g., by
dropping them from a plane) due to their large number, can be made aware of their physical locations using a range-free, hop count-based localization method. The same hop count
information is exploited in receiver-based routing. Moreover, the thesis offers a solution to
represent the events’ identification and location by a minimum amount of information using
event thresholds and a tessellation of the monitored area based on a hexagonal grid. Beyond
that, a scheme is presented that allows to efficiently address location ranges within the gridbased coordinate system. This scheme fosters the in-network data aggregation by allowing for
merging messages whose event locations can be mapped to the same location range. The necessary transformations between the hop count-based virtual node locations within the WSNs
topology, the physical node locations within the monitored area, and the grid-based locations
are developed and provided in the thesis. A modification of the grid’s cell size, which can
even be done at runtime using operator-triggered sink messages (SMSGs), allows to trade-off
granularity of reported event locations against the degree of message merging.
The thesis shows that the protocol’s main purpose is achieved with a very small size (up
to 70 bit) of event data messages (EVMs). This allows XLMMP to work without RTS/CTS
control packets, similar to the IEEE 802.15.4 (cf. [127]) standard. The thesis also shows that
this has two major advantages. First, application-layer data can be used for calculating the
receivers’ back-off delay, which is needed for receiver contention executed by receiver-based
routing. Second, the communication can be sped up significantly—especially in the low-traffic
case, which is the dominant case in long-term monitoring of rare environmental events. The
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thesis illustrates the systematic speedup by comparing the message sequence charts of XLMMP
with XLP (cf. [320]), which is a related cross-layer protocol that also applies receiver-based
routing but uses RTS/CTS mechanisms.
A significant part of the thesis is devoted to the quantitative analysis of XLMMP. Here, the
thesis focuses on the case of an upcoming fire event and the investigation of the influence of
the active/sleep periods on the detection-to-notification delay. The evaluation model is divided
into a single-hop model and a multi-hop model.
The single-hop model focuses on determining the time between a node sending an EVM
to its neighbors and receiving the corresponding ACK (i.e., updated EVM with decreased hop
count) by one of its potential next-hop nodes. To exploit the strengths of different evaluation
methods (Markovian steady-state analysis, method of phases, discrete-event simulation) and
to allow cross-verification∗ of the model implementations, the single-hop model is constructed
using different modeling formalisms (retrial queue, generalized stochastic Petri net, colored
Petri net, continuous-time Markov chain). For implementing these models, the thesis relies
on established software tools (e.g., MOSEL-2, SPNP, CPN Tools, Octave). In particular, this
thesis is the first work that does not only discuss mean performance measures but, using the
method of phases, also derives the distribution of an orbit-visiting customer’s waiting time for
finite-source retrial queues with unreliable servers. The thesis investigates the scalability and
accuracy of the different evaluation methods with respect to the underlying state space and
involved rate parameters (see Section 5.6.1). It can be shown that using Markovian analysis for
getting mean performance measures is feasible up to approximately 106 states† which translates
to models that consider, for example, approximately 200 sources (distinct events) and 110
servers (next-hop nodes) or 140 sources and 150 servers. The thesis shows that the maximum
size of evaluable state spaces reduces to approximately 9·104 states for the method of phases‡ .
To bridge this scalability gap (106 versus 9·104 states) between Markovian analysis and the
method of phases, this thesis shows that the distribution of an orbit-visiting customer’s waiting
time can be approximated by a gamma distribution. The parameters of this gamma distribution
can be approximately determined by closed-form expressions. The latter are based on model
parameters and mean performance measures derivable from Markovian analysis. They are
derived in this thesis by applying symbolic regression provided by the Eureqa tool. Solving
these closed-form expressions and working with the gamma distribution significantly reduces
the computational effort compared to applying the method of phases and working with the
corresponding phase-type distribution. In the context of this thesis, the obtained approximation
is considered as being sufficiently exact. Especially when planning to use the approximation in
a more general context or under an even broader range of parameters, a more rigorous analysis
of the its quality and limits is suggested, though.
The multi-hop model investigates the distribution of the (end-to-end, i.e., source-to-sink)
detection-to-notification delay. For this, the model combines the distribution of the single-hop
response time, which is obtained from the single-hop model, with the hop count distribution.
The latter is obtained for different scenarios (with variable number of sinks, sink placements,
and transmission ranges) from a multi-agent simulation model implemented in this thesis using
the MASON toolkit. The simulation results show that the maximum distance between any sink
∗
†
‡

See also Section 6.2.
The absolute numbers depend on implementation and hardware details. However, the given numbers derived
based on the setup used in the thesis (see Section 5.4.3.1) should suffice as a rough reference.
When trying to derive the second moment of the underlying phase-type distribution.
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and any node lies in the order of 90 hops in the investigated scenario. Since the application of
the 90-fold convolution of the single-hop response time distribution with itself seems infeasible,
this thesis implements the multi-hop model in form of a Monte Carlo experiment.
Quantitative results are obtained for a set of different scenarios where several system parameters (number of sinks, retrial rate, maximum back-off delay, wake-up rate, active/sleep
ratio, traffic load, node density, transmission range) are varied. The results illustrate that, when
choosing the system parameters appropriately, the aspired maximum detection-to-notification
delay of five minutes (cf. Section 4.2.9) can be achieved by XLMMP for more than 99% of
events—despite of the nodes’ low activity (0.04%, cf. Section 4.2.8), which allows a lifetime
of approximately three years. Hence, the quantitative results show the feasibility of XLMMP
in the investigated scenario.
However, as discussed in Section 5.1.2, the applied models are subject to general abstractions (e.g., requiring exponentiality of the involved time parameters) for keeping the models
mathematically tractable. Since this thesis does not yet aim at providing a detailed, more realistic implementation of XLMMP, e.g., in form of realistic simulations including radio models
and fire spread models or in form of testbed implementations of the protocol, a validation of
the proposed models against these unavailable protocol implementations is not yet possible.∗
However, the thesis assesses the sensitivity of key performance measures on modifications of
the model parameters. Therefore, the thesis is able to suggest model parameters for which the
corresponding assumption should primarily be relaxed by model refinements in future work.
More concretely, the results show that the detection-to-notification delay is mainly influenced
by the following parameters: senders’ retrial rate, nodes’ active/sleep ratio, node density, and
nodes’ transmission range. Compared to the effort of providing them, the number of sinks only
has medium effect on the WSN’s performance. Only weak influence is caused by changes of
the absolute values of the durations of the active and sleep periods as long as their ratio is kept
constant. Moderate variations of the traffic load and of the duration of the nodes’ back-off delay
used for receiver contention also show only little influence. The high sensitivity of the results
on changes of the transmission range stresses the importance to include more realistic radio
models in future, more detailed investigation. The significant effect of the retrial rate suggests
to investigate changes of the retrial time’s distribution in future work. In general, relaxing the
assumptions comes with significant additional effort† , some assumptions can likely be relaxed
by relatively simple generalizations of the proposed models‡ .

6.2

Towards Implementation and Validation

Before briefly discussing future research steps towards a testbed implementation of the proposed forest fire-detecting WSN, the interpretation of the terms validation and verification are
recapitulated in this section. In this thesis, following [135, p. 413, 420], [355, p. 367], and
∗
†

‡

See also Section 6.2.
For example, the inclusion of realistic random node deployment models or radio propagation models. The
suitable implementation of the latter are an open issue for many simulation tools that address WSNs (see, e.g.,
[288]).
For example, by using phase-type instead of exponential distributions for timed parameters, the exponentiality
assumption can be relaxed at the expense of the Markovian models’ scalability. Alternatively, non-Markovian
models can be tackled by modifying the DES implementation (in CPN Tools) of the model proposed in this
thesis.
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[34, p. 367], validation refers to the process of getting confidence in the statement that something suitable is implemented, while verification refers to the process of getting confidence in
the statement that something is implemented correctly. In the context of this thesis, this something can refer to the proposed WSN architecture (including the proposed WSN protocol) as
well as to the models built to evaluate the proposed WSN architecture. Hence, there are four
combinations that finally require observation:
• The validation of the proposed WSN architecture aims at demonstrating that the architecture is designed suitably by showing that it meets the application-specific requirements.
• The verification of the proposed WSN architecture aims at showing that the designed
architecture is implemented correctly.
• The validation of the applied models checks whether the models sufficiently reflect the
aspired real system.
• The verification of the applied models investigates whether the models and their evaluation are implemented correctly.
It should be noted that there are different methods to achieve the sought confidence. For example, there are formal (e.g., using formal proofs of correctness) and non-formal (e.g., using
tests) verification methods (cf. [355, p. 367]).
Figure 6.1 graphically summarizes the different aspects (i.e., specifications, models, evaluations, as well as validation and verification processes) addressed in this thesis (left half of
the figure) and sketches the further steps towards a testbed implementation and ultimately a
customer-ready product (right half of the figure). The figure shows six main groups (or layers) of objects and methods (from top to bottom): the Application Requirement Specification


(labeled with A.1 ), the WSN Architecture Specification (A.2 ), the Models and Implementations




(A.3 ), the Evaluation Methods (A.4 ), the Evaluation Results (A.5 ), and the Validation (A.6 ). The

arrows labeled with B.* illustrate the interactions and interdependencies between these layers
with respect to the specification, design, modeling, and evaluation process. Arrows labeled


with C.* represent the input and output of validation, while the dashed arrows labeled with D 




(between A.5.1 to A.5.3 and A.4.1 to A.4.3 ) illustrate the cross-verification of different evaluation


methods applied to the single-hop model (A.3.1.1 ). The E -labeled stippled arrow indicates that


successful validation (A.6.2 ) of the WSN’s design (A.2 ) motivates further steps towards a testbed
implementation of the proposed WSN.
In the thesis, the application is investigated first (Chapter 3) and application-specific re
quirements are deduced (Section 4.2). These requirements are reflected by A.1  and lay the


basis (via B.1 ) for the design of the proposed WSN architecture and protocol (A.2 ) described

in Chapter 4. Several models (in A.3 ) are defined in Chapter 5 that address different aspects

of the WSN. The modeling process itself fosters refinement (B.3 ) of the WSN’s specification.

The evaluation of the models (using the methods stated in A.4 ) leads to various quantitative


results (A.5 ). These evaluation results mainly serve as input to the validation process (A.6 ).


In particular, by comparing quantitative multi-hop results (A.5.6 via C.6 ) with the specified ap

plication requirements (A.1  via C.1 ), a first validation of the proposed WSN architecture and

protocol (A.6.2 ) can be achieved. On the one hand, this validation provides hints for refining


the WSN’s specification (A.2  via C.2 )—for example, by increasing the retrial rate ν, the aspired detection-to-notification delay can be achieved (see Section 5.8.3). On the other hand,
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Figure 6.1: Summary of the system design and development process towards a testbed implementation and beyond.


the subsequently achieved successful validation based on the quantitative results (A.5.6 ) of the


multi-hop model (A.3.1.2 ) increases the confidence in the statement that the proposed WSN (A.2 )
is able to meet important requirements (in particular lifetime and communication delay con

straints) of the addressed application (A.1 ) and hence motivates (E ) following further steps


(right half of Fig. 6.1) towards a testbed implementation (A.3.3 ) of the proposed protocol (A.2 )

and probably further steps (indicated by “. . .”) towards a customer-ready product (A.3.4 ).

In this thesis, emphasis is placed on the analytical single-hop model (A.3.1.1 , Sections 5.2
to 5.6), since a more general applicability of the model beyond the scope of this thesis is fore

seen. Moreover, its quantitative results (A.5.5 ) serve as important input (via B.18 ) to the multi-hop


model (A.3.1.2 ). The single-hop model’s evaluation is carried out using different methods (A.4.1 to

A.4.4 ) having different advantages and disadvantages (cf. Section 5.6.1). The implementations


of methods A.4.1 to A.4.3 can be (cross-)verified, i.e., the confidence in their correctness can be


increased, by showing that their results (A.5.1 to A.5.3 ) coincide (indicated by the dashed verifi
cation arrows labeled with D ). Additionally, and not reflected in Fig. 6.1 to reduce complexity,
related work that proposes comparable models is used for verification (Section 5.3.4). The

suitability of the single-hop model’s gamma approximation (A.4.4 , Section 5.5) can be validated



by comparing its results (A.5.4 ) to DES (A.4.2 ) results of the single-hop model (A.5.2 ) carried out



in Fig. 5.13 of Section 5.5.2 as indicated by A.6.1 and C.3 to C.5 in Fig. 6.1.



A rigorous validation (A.6.3 ) of the analytical models (A.3.1  via C.11 ), i.e., increasing the
confidence that the analytical models appropriately reflect the real-world scenario and the as-
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pired real-world implementation of the WSN, is not the focus of this thesis due to the lack of
more detailed representations, e.g., in form of more general analytical models, more detailed



simulation models (A.3.2.2 ), or testbeds (A.3.3 ). A detailed simulation model (A.3.2.2 ) could be

developed by extending the hop count simulation model (A.3.2.1 ) developed in this thesis based
on the MASON multi-agent simulation toolkit (cf. Section 4.3.2.2). Endeavors aiming at a

testbed implementation (A.3.3 ) of the proposed WSN should start with a survey of current sensor node hardware platforms that allow for modifications of low-layer protocols within their

communication protocol stack. This thesis provides sufficient motivation (E ) to invest more
effort into such models and implementations that provide a higher level of resolution. These
would then allow to perform cross-model validation (see [355, p. 388]), which is sketched in




Fig. 6.1 by A.6.3 , A.6.4 , and C.9 to C.15 . Involving further researchers and research groups into
this process (including face validation, cf. [46, p. 14]) will foster further optimization of the
proposed WSN architecture and protocol.
In an academic environment that addresses computer science, the development and eval


uation of a testbed implementation (A.3.3 , A.4.8 , A.5.9 ) and exploiting the resulting possibilities



(C.8 , C.12 , C.14 ) of further validating the analytical and simulation models as well as further
refinement and validation the WSN design likely are the final steps conducted towards the

customer-ready product (A.3.4 ). Clearly, producing the latter requires further actions by the
industry—including, e.g., market analysis, prototype development, and product manufacturing.
The product’s lifecycle management (cf. [255]) would then also include marketing, procurement, and customer support (sales, delivery, service, and maintenance).

6.3

Implications on Research Landscape

This thesis further paves the way towards the design and development of viable solutions that
exploit the unique strengths of WSNs for environmental monitoring. While the thesis exemplarily focuses on the application scenario of forest fire detection for clarity, the proposed WSN
architecture comprising the XLMMP protocol appears to be applicable in comparable scenarios, e.g., pollution detection. The presented quantitative evaluation methods allow to assess the
protocols feasibility in a wide range of application-specific environment and network parameters and can be used to optimize network and protocol parameters correspondingly.
The quantitative evaluation carried out in this thesis is based on the modeling formalism
of retrial queues. In various related work (cf. Section 2.4), the broad applicability of this type
of models is shown. The novel results (exact results and more scalable gamma approximation)
obtained in this thesis for the distribution of the waiting time in finite-source retrial queues
with unreliable servers further increases the attractiveness of this modeling formalism. Viceversa, generalizations that have been applied to retrial queueing models (e.g., orbital search or
impatient customers) in related work suggest further possible generalizations of the evaluation
approaches chosen in this thesis.
The event-centric operation of XLMMP is an important mechanism to achieve high energy efficiency. However, it also limits the protocol’s field of application. In particular, the
protocol requires the sensor nodes to be able to identify report-worthy events based on the
environmental conditions measured by a single node. Hence, the protocol is not directly suitable for applications where the identification of a report-worthy events can only be achieved
by combining the sensor data of several nodes. Moreover, report-worthy events need to occur
relatively rarely. Applications that foresee the reporting of frequent events benefit likely from
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keeping the nodes’ active/sleep periods synchronized. A break-even analysis model that allows
to estimates the maximum event frequency for which unsynchronized active/sleep periods are
still beneficial is an interesting direction of future work.
As summarized in Section 6.2, the implementation of the proposed WSN architecture and
protocol in form of a customer-ready product still requires considerable research, design, and
development. Open research issues with respect to the protocol are identified in Section 4.4.2.
Among the most important issues are the investigation of further resilience and suitable security mechanisms as well as refinement and validation of the design based on more detailed
simulations and testbed implementations.
Similar to related work, this thesis suffers from the fact that WSN research still lacks a convenient and unbiased framework for efficient comparison of different WSN protocols. While
WSN-targeted simulators and testbeds achieve this to some degree, their use for comparing
different protocols require significant implementation effort, in particular due to the lack of
a standard procedure. Moreover, the scalability of these approaches is as limited well. For
example, the multi-agent DES (implemented using MASON) applied in this thesis allows to
simulate the hop count update process of a 105 -node network with adequate performance. Yet,
there is little hope that this scale can be sustained when further aspects of the protocol (e.g.,
medium access, routing) or application-layer mechanisms (e.g., fire spread) are included in the
simulation. While testbeds can, in principle, be implemented arbitrarily close to the tackled
real-world scenario, their implementability and scalability strongly depends on the availability of suitable hardware. For example, the scenario and cross-layer protocol design tackled in
this thesis would require WSN node hardware that allows modifications to low-level hardware
and software mechanisms, including the nodes’ low-layer communication protocol implementation. Manifold interesting research questions arise from this problem area.
Addressing an even more general context, this thesis shows that application-specific design
is important to achieve optimized WSNs. An important tool for the application-specific design
of WSN communication protocols is cross-layering. Cross-layering enables all protocol layers
to benefit from application-layer information. In this thesis, this benefit gets apparent, e.g.,
by the fact that message merging in XLMMP can be fostered by making application-layer data
available to the receiver-based routing mechanism. Vice-versa, some application-layer services
can be realized more efficiently based on information provided by lower layers. For example,
XLMMP achieves node localization without dedicated hardware or localization protocols by
using hop count-based topology information. Still, this thesis definitely does not suggest to
completely ignore the concept of layered communication due to its manifold advantages. For
example, a layered approach helps to achieve modularity, robustness, reusability, stability, and
maintainability (cf. [166, 198]). Especially the modularity allows scientists and developers
more naturally to focus on subproblems (like localization, routing, medium access, or channel
coding). This simplifies the design of development of novel solutions that address these subproblems. Nevertheless, this thesis indicates that, if one does not cling to layered architectures
too desperately, reasoned combination of mechanisms that cross the layers’ borders can lead to
significant improvements.
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Abbreviations and Mathematical
Notation
A.1

Abbreviations

ACK

acknowledgment

ADC

analog-to-digital converter

BIC

Bayesian information criterion

CCA

clear channel assessment

CDF

cumulative distribution function

CPN

colored Petri net

CPU

central processing unit

CRC

cyclic redundancy check

CSPL

C-based SPN language

CTMC

continuous-time Markov chain

CTS

clear to send

DES

discrete-event simulation

DSSS

direct sequence spread spectrum

DTMC

discrete-time Markov chain

EEPROM

electrically erasable programmable read-only memory

EVM

event message

ExtraSet

extra parameter set defined in Table 5.10

FEC

forward error control
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FFS

fastest free server

FHSS

frequency-hopping spread spectrum

FIFO

first in, first out

FSK

frequency shift keying (modulation technique)

FSRQ

finite-source retrial queue

GPS

Global Positioning System

GSPN

generalized stochastic Petri net

HDD

hard disk drive

ID

identifier

IDL

idle signal

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

iff

if and only if

iid

independent and identically distributed

inPool

incoming-EVM pool

IT

information technology

LAN

local-area network

LR-WPAN

low-rate wireless personal area network

LST

Laplace–Stieltjes transform

MAC

medium access control

MSG

message

MTTA

mean time to absorption

NAK

negative acknowledgment

NHF

next hop found message

N/A

not available; not applicable

OOK

on-off keying (modulation technique)

OS

operating system

outPool

outgoing-EVM pool

PAN

personal area network
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PASTA

Poisson arrivals see time averages

PDF

probability density function

PH

phase-type (distribution)

PLW

PSDU length word

PFQN

product-form queueing network

ppm

parts per million

PSDU

physical layer convergence protocol service data unit

P2P

peer-to-peer

QBD

quasi-birth–death process

RAM

random-access memory

RCM

receiver contention mechanism

RED

random early detection

RID

receiver initiative determination

ROM

read-only memory

RS

random selection

RealSet

realistic parameter set, i.e., parameter set that is realistic with respect
to the application scenario (see Table 5.2)

RSS

received signal strength

RSSI

RSS indicator

RTS

request to send

RX

receiver/reception

ScalSet

scalability parameter set; used for checking the scalability of the
evaluation methods (see Table 5.2)

SFD

start frame delimiter

SMSG

sink message

SN

sensor network

SNR

signal-to-noise ratio

SOR

successive over-relaxation

SOS

self-organizing system
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SPN

stochastic Petri net

SRN

stochastic reward net

SVD

singular value decomposition

TDMA

time division multiple access

TTA

time to absorption

TX

transmitter/transmission

UAV

unmanned aerial vehicle

VerSet

verification parameter set; used for verification of the models and
their evaluation (see Table 5.2)

WLAN

wireless LAN

WPAN

wireless personal area network

WSN

wireless sensor network

WSAN

wireless sensor and actor network

XLM

cross-layer module (cf. [6])

XLMMP

cross-layer message-merging protocol

XLP

cross-layer protocol (cf. [320])

A.2

Notation

The following lists summarize the used symbols for convenient reference. The lists are sorted
alphabetically.

A.2.1

General Notation

In general, the following rules are applied (x and X are used as wildcards in this list).
• The letters h, i, j, k, l, m, and n as well as their primed variants (like i0 , i00 , i000 , etc.) are
flexibly used as counters and may frequently change their interpretation throughout the
text.
• Small Greek letters are usually used for rates (in events per second, s−1 ), with exception of πx for steady-state probabilities, π̊ for the mathematical constant pi, and ρx for
utilizations.
• Bold letters usually refer to row vectors (small letters) or matrices (capital letters).
• 0 denotes a matrix of appropriate size with all elements equal to zero.
• 1 denotes a column vector of appropriate size with all elements equal to one.
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• I denotes an identity matrix of appropriate size with all elements on the main diagonal
equal to one and all other elements equal to zero.
• “Blackboard bold” capital letters, like X, refer to sets.
• |x| refers to the absolute value of a scalar x.
• |X| refers to the cardinality of set X.
• X(t) is the value of (random) variable X at some time instant t.
• X ∼ (s) is the LST of random variable X
• X refers to the mean-value of random variable X.
• var(X) is the variance of random variable X.

A.2.2

Additional Symbols and Operators

Additionally, the following symbols and operators are used.
∼

X ∼ Y means that the random variables X and Y have the same distribution.

≈

X ≈ Y means that the value of X is approximately equal to the value of Y .

∗

convolution operator, i.e., X ∗Y (z) =

R∞

X(z − t) dY (t)

−∞

∞

infinity

∧

logical AND

∨

logical OR

d

used in differential operator, e.g.,

eX

matrix exponential of matrix X defined as eX = ∑

d f (x)
dx
∞

n=0

1 n
n! X

E[X k ]

the k-th moment of random variable X, i.e., E[X] = X

fX (x)

the PDF of random variable X, i.e., fX (x) =

FX (x)

the CDF of random variable X, i.e., FX (x) = P(X ≤ x)

ld (x)

binary logarithm (logarithmus dualis) of variable x

mod

modulo operator

P(X)

the probability of event X

Var(X)

the variance of random variable X
self-citation; (co-)authored publication

dFX (x)
dx
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Units

The following units are used.
bit

bit

B

byte (1 KiB = 1024 B; 1 kB = 1000 B)

◦C

degree Celsius

ha

hectare (1 ha = 104 m2 )

Hz

Hertz (s−1 )

h

hour

J

Joule (W s)

kbps

kilobit per second (kbit s−1 )

m

meter

min

minute

s

second

W

Watt (J s−1 )

A.2.4

List of Main Variables and Parameters

For convenient reference, the following list summarizes all variables and parameters used in
this thesis (? is used as wildcard here) in alphabetical order. Greek letters are sorted according
to their modern Greek transliteration (following ISO 843:1997).
A?

size of a spatial area (in square meters, m2 )

AC

size of the area covered by one cell of the hexagonal localization grid (in
square meters, m2 )

AF

size of the monitored area of interest, i.e., of the forest (in square meters,
m2 )

Ar

size of the part of the tagged sensor node’s transmission range that lies
within the same ring (in square meters, m2 )

Ar−

size of the transmission ranges’ segment that lies within the next inner ring
(in square meters, m2 )

Ar+

size of the transmission ranges’ segment that lies within the next outer ring
(in square meters, m2 )

AS

size of the area monitored by a single sensor node (in square meters, m2 )
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AT

size of the area covered by the transmission range of a single sensor node
(in square meters, m2 )

Ai j

layer submatrix of T referring to transitions from layer i to j

αγ

shape parameter of gamma distribution

(kl)

Bi j

level submatrix of Ai j referring to transitions from level k of layer i to level
l of layer j

C??

coefficients of the αγ approximations

Cb,?

back-off delay constant for parameter ?

d?

a spatial distance or range (in meters, m, or number of communication
hops)

dC

radius of a cell of the hexagonal localization grid (in meters, m)

df (m, n)

field distance between two sensor fields m and n

(x)

dh
dh

a sensor node’s distance to Sink x, x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, measured in number of
communication hops


(0) (1) (2)
a sensor node’s hop count, i.e., the minimum distance min dh , dh , dh
to any Sink x, x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, measured in number of communication hops

dhf (m, n)

hop distance between two sensor fields m and n

d?

a row vector of distances denoting a coordinate in a specific coordinate
system identified by ?: g (hexagonal grid coordinate; two dimensions),
h (hop count distances to sinks, virtual coordinate; three dimensions), p
(physical coordinate; two dimensions), s (physical distances to sinks; three
dimensions); alternative notations: d? = hx? , y? i = hx, yi? (equivalently for
(0) (1) (2)
three dimensions); example: dh = hdh , dh , dh i

dh

vector of a sensor node’s distances to the three sinks measured in number
(0) (1) (2)
of communication hops, i.e., dh = hdh , dh , dh i

(x)

dp

a sensor node’s physical distance to Sink x (in meters, m)

dp(max)

the maximum physical distance between two sensor nodes; diameter of the
monitored area (in meters, m)

dr−

distance of tagged sensor node to next inner ring (in meters, m)

drnorm
−

estimated normalized distance of tagged sensor node to next inner ring (dimensionless, 0 ≤ drnorm
≤ 1)
−

dr+

distance of tagged sensor node to next outer ring (in meters, m)

dS

sensing range (in meters, m)
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transmission range (in meters, m)

dw

mean width of hop count rings around Sink x (in meters, m)

dw

overall mean width of hop count rings, i.e., mean of all d w (in meters, m)

D?

a data length; a number of bits (in bits (bit), or Bytes (B); 1 B=8 bit).

Dm

length of incident message (in bits, bit)

Dn

memory capacity of sensor node (in bits, bit)

δidle

failure rate of idle servers of a queueing system (in failures per second, 1/s)

δ

failure rate of idle servers of a queueing system (in failures per second, 1/s)

Er

remaining energy of a wireless sensor node (in Joule, J)

E (max)

maximum energy that can be used by a wireless sensor node (in Joule, J)

Etrans

maximum energy that can be used by a wireless sensor node’s transceiver
(in Joule, J)

εr

relative permittivity of transmission medium

Imm

indicator function of event message mergeability

λ

arrival rate of an infinite-source queueing system; per-source generation
rate of a finite-source queueing system (in arrivals per second, 1/s)

e
λ

overall generation rate evoked by the job-generating sources of a finitesource queueing system (in arrivals per second, 1/s)

λ

mean overall arrival rate to a finite-source queueing system (in arrivals per
second, 1/s)

λi

mean overall arrival rate to an idle server (in arrivals per second, 1/s)

µ

service rate of a single-server queueing system; per-server service rate of a
multi-server queueing system (in services per second, 1/s)

µγ

rate parameter of gamma distribution (unit depending on described random
variable)

(n )

(x)

nµbµf

maximum number of busy servers when there are nµf failed servers

N = {0, 1, . . .}

set of non-negative integer numbers

N+ = {1, 2, . . .}

set of positive integer numbers

N?

refers to some real or natural unit-less number

Nc

number of EVMs that can be simultaneously handled/stored by a sensor
node and that are acknowledged by this sensor node; capacity of retrial
queueing system
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NC

number of hexagonal location grid cells in the area of interest

Nd

number of sensor nodes per unit area; sensor node density (in nodes per
square kilometer, 1/km2 )

Ng(max)

estimated maximum number of grid cells between two sensor nodes

(upper)

Ng

upper bound of the maximum number of grid cells between two sensor
nodes

Nh(max)

estimated maximum number of communication hops between sensor nodes
and sinks

(upper)

Nh

upper bound of the maximum number of communication hops between sensor nodes and sinks

(max)
Nhcu

maximum number of local hop count updates per sensor node

Nin

current number of EVMs currently queued in a sensor node’s inPool

Nin(max)

capacity of a sensor node’s inPool

Nλ

number of sources in a finite-source queueing system

Nλ b

number of busy (i.e., job-generating) sources in a finite-source queueing
system

Nλ bb

number of busy (i.e., job-generating) but blocked sources in a finite-source
queueing system

Nλ bb

number of busy (i.e., job-generating) and non-blocked sources in a (not full)
finite-source queueing system

Nm

maximum number of EVMs storable at a sensor node

Nµ

number of servers in a multi-server queueing system

Nµb

number of busy servers in a multi-server queueing system

Nµf

number of failed servers in a multi-server queueing system

Nµi

number of idle servers in a multi-server queueing system

Nµo

number of operational servers in a multi-server queueing system

Nνb

number of busy orbit entities (i.e., number of orbiting customers) in a retrial
queueing system

NN

number of neighbors of a tagged sensor node

NNa

number of active neighbors of a tagged sensor node

NNar

number of active same-ring neighbors of a tagged sensor node
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NNar−

number of active inner-ring neighbors of a tagged sensor node

NNar+

number of active outer-ring neighbors of a tagged sensor node

Nν

maximum number of jobs in the orbit of a retrial queueing system

Nνµ

number of jobs at the queueing system (in orbit or service)

Nout

current number of EVMs currently queued in a sensor node’s outPool

(max)
Nout

capacity of a sensor node’s outPool

Nr

number of same-ring neighbors of a tagged sensor node

Nr−

number of inner-ring neighbors of a tagged sensor node

Nr+

number of outer-ring neighbors of a tagged sensor node

Nret

number of retrials before an arriving job enters server of a retrial queueing
system

Nret,o

number of retrials before an orbit-visiting job enters server of a retrial
queueing system

NS

overall number of sensors deployed in the area of interest

ν

retrial rate of a retrial queueing system (in retrials per second, 1/s)

p? ∈ (0, 1)

some probability

pblock

blocking probability, i.e., probability that an arriving job experiences a full
queueing system

pi

probability that a tagged node is isolated, i.e., the node has no neighbors

pfailall

probability that all servers of an unreliable queueing system are failed

pfull

probability that the queueing system is full and blocks all arrivals

pλ (nµb , nνb , nµf )

probability that an arriving job sees the retrial queueing system in state
(nµb , nµb , nµf )

poper

probability that a server of an unreliable queueing system is operational,
i.e., in busy or idle state (not failed)

pν

retrial probability, i.e., probability that an incoming job needs to enter the
orbit because none of the servers is idle

psleep

probability that a selected transceiver is in sleep mode

Pactive

estimated power consumption of an active transceiver (in mode TX/RX/idle)

Ptrans

mean overall power consumption of a transceiver
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Psleep

estimated power consumption of a transceiver in sleep mode

π ∈ [0, 1]

a steady-state probability

π = (π1 , π2 , . . .)

a vector of steady-state probabilities

π̊ = 3.1416 . . .

the mathematical constant pi

Q

an infinitesimal generator matrix (rate matrix) of a CTMC

R = (−∞, ∞)

set of real numbers

R+ = (0, ∞)

set of positive real numbers

R+
0 = [0, ∞)

set of non-negative real numbers

ρ

server utilization in a queueing system

t ∈ R+
0

instant of time

T ∈ R+
0

an amount of time, duration, or delay (in seconds, s)

Ta2d

detectable-to-detection delay (in seconds, s)

Tb

back-off delay used in receiver contention (in seconds, s)

Tb(max)

maximum back-off delay (in seconds, s)

Td2n

detection-to-notification delay (in seconds, s)

(max)
Td2n

investigated upper bound of detection-to-notification delay (in seconds, s)

Te2a

event-to-detectable delay (in seconds, s)

Te2d = Te2a + Ta2d event-to-detection delay (in seconds, s)
Te2n = Te2d + Td2n event-to-notification delay (in seconds, s)
Tlife

lifetime of a node (in seconds, s)

Tµ

service time, i.e., time a job spends at the server of a queueing system (in
seconds, s)

Tν

waiting time, i.e., time a job spends at the orbit of a retrial queueing system
(in seconds, s)

Tνd

waiting time of a job that directly joins a free server on arrival; usually,
Tνd = 0 s (in seconds, s)

Tν µ

response time, i.e., time a job spends at the orbit and server(s) of a retrial
queueing system (in seconds, s)

Tνo

waiting time of an orbit-visiting job (in seconds, s)

Tprop

estimated maximum propagation delay of radio signal between two wireless sensor nodes (in seconds, s)
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Ttrans

estimated maximum transmission delay of a message (in seconds, s)

T

e referring to the transitions
submatrix of infinitesimal generator matrix Q
between transient states

τidle

repair rate of idle servers in a queueing system (in repairs per second, 1/s)

τ

repair rate of idle servers in a queueing system (in repairs per second, 1/s)

vc

the speed of light in vacuum (in meters per second, m s−1 )

vair

the speed of light in air (in meters per second, m s−1 )

vforest

the speed of radio waves in forested areas (in meters per second, m s−1 )

X(t) ∈ X

stochastic process

X

state space of stochastic process
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Appendix B

Elaborated Investigations and
Derivations
B.1

Related Protocols

Tables B.1 to B.3 summarize related work on protocols that are based on (MAC-layer) anycast, opportunistic routing, and/or receiver contention. A more compact version of the tables
is provided by Table 2.2. The protocols are sorted chronologically according to the oldest corresponding reference found by the involved authors. In the tables, the terms receiver initiative
determination and receiver contention mechanism are abbreviated as RID and RCM, respectively.
Note that [6] proposes the cross-layer module (XLM). According to [320], the publication [6] is a “preliminary version” of [320], which proposes the cross-layer protocol (XLP).
Since the basic mechanisms of XLM and XLP coincide, publications [6] and [320] are jointly
discussed in Tables B.1. Publications [198] and [3, Sec. 10.3] are examples of secondary literature that discuss XLM and XLP, respectively.

◦ DATA; contains metric of
distance between sender and
base station

◦ CONTROL: Open RTS
(ORTS); contains location of
sender

◦ indefinite; either CONTROL
(RTS) or DATA packet
◦ packets must contain own
location and destination’s
location
◦ solution with RTS and dual
radio is investigated in more
detail

◦ links to the anycast group (set
of candidate neighbors) are
probed sequentially
◦ format of (control/data) packets
needed for probing is not
discussed

◦ CONTROL: RTS; contains
sender’s and destination’s
location

◦ DATA; contains forwarder
priority list, unique batch ID,
and a batch map;

[206]

[44]

[365]
[366]

[63]

[283]

[42]

◦ RID and RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected

◦ RID and RCM
◦ neighbor with highest priority
sends DATA packet further
and updates other potential
receivers

RID: a priority list of selected receivers is maintained

◦

◦

region
RCM: distance progress; [320] includes angle-based
routing

RID: SNR, traffic limit, buffer limit, energy, feasible

by the sender (based on corresponding links’ delivery
probability) and communicated to all receivers together
with the DATA packet;
◦ RCM: active receivers answer in the order of this list

◦

simplify analysis); further parameters foreseen (e.g.,
remaining energy, link quality)

RCM: only distance progress is investigated (to

◦

◦ RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected

RCM: based on location/distance progress only

value

RID: location
RCM: distance progress, remaining energy, random

RCM: distance metric or RSSI

◦ order and number of retransmissions are selected by
the sender based on the neighbors’ recent behavior,
e.g., responsiveness to previous transmissions, overheard transmissions, or a-priory knowledge of their
sleep schedules

◦

◦
◦

◦

Decision Based on

◦ anycast group is selected by
sender’s routing layer
◦ instantaneous link probing:
links are probed link-by-link
◦ order and number of retransmissions are selected by sender
◦ first successful link determines
next hop

◦ RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected

◦ RID and RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected

◦ RCM
◦ first next-hop DATA packet
forward cancels other next-hop
candidates

Next-Hop Selection

sender-based anycast
no RCM
node IDs/addresses needed (to explicitly address the receivers sequentially)
no support of aggregation foreseen

nodes need to know their own and the destination’s location (fine-grained)
uses “broadcast addresses”
suggests to use two radios for busy tones
node IDs/addresses needed (to explicitly address the selected receiver)
no support of aggregation foreseen

all candidate nodes need to be in mutual transmission range
nodes need to know their location (fine-grained)
node IDs/addresses needed (to explicitly address the selected receiver)
no support of aggregation foreseen

idea is only roughly presented
nodes need to be able to estimate their distance to the sink or measure the RSSI
no end-to-end delay investigated
no support of aggregation foreseen

◦ nodes need to know their own location (fine-grained)
◦ no IDs needed; locations used instead
◦ no support of aggregation foreseen

◦ all source nodes need to know the complete set of inter-node loss rates
(requires regular flooding of link state information)
◦ only 90% of packets sent opportunistically, the remaining 10% by traditional
routing
◦ focus on throughput (batches of packets)
◦ node IDs/addresses needed (for list maintenance and for traditional routing)
◦ no support of aggregation foreseen

◦ nodes need to know their own and the destination’s location
◦ node IDs/addresses or fine-grained localization needed (to explicitly address
the selected receiver)
◦ no support of aggregation foreseen

◦
◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦
◦

◦
◦
◦
◦

Details

B

[6]
◦ CONTROL: RTS; contains
[198]
location of sender and sink
[3, Sec. 10.3]
[320]

Initial Sender Packet

Ref.

Table B.1: Related work on protocols based on anycast, opportunistic routing, and/or receiver contention
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Initial Sender Packet

◦ CONTROL: Request to
Relay (RTR); contains
one-hop random MAC
address, tier ID, NAV entry
(indicating length of data
packet; optional), optional
data packet information

◦ CONTROL: RTS; contains
location of sender and
aggregation ID (AID) which
describes the content

◦ CONTROL: RTS bursts;
packet size 44 bytes; content
not discussed

◦ DATA; no additional
information
◦ (using CONTROL packet
(RTS) mentioned as variant)

◦ CONTROL: Beacon signal
with sender ID

◦ CONTROL: Small control
packet with tier ID

◦ DATA; contains receiver
priority list and own cost to
reach the sink

Ref.

[163]

[89]

[183]

[27]
[28]
[29]

[148]
[149]
[150]
[151]

[223]

[260]

◦ RID and RCM
◦ neighbor that sends first ACK
forwards the DATA packet
further

◦ RID mechanism
◦ neighbor that sends first ACK
triggers sender to send data
packet

◦ RID
◦ from receivers that answer
beacon signal with ACK,
sender chooses optimal one

◦ RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends unique
bit in signal burst forwards the
DATA packet further

◦ RID and RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected for an extended period
(switching from anycast to
unicast)

◦ RID and RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected

◦ RID and RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends
clear-to-relay packet (CTR) is
selected; CTR contains one-hop
MAC address (random) of
sender and relay and relay’s tier
ID

Next-Hop Selection

RID: no CTS sent if neighbor is farther from destina-

RID: tier ID
RCM: only random backoff to avoid CTR collisions

RID: each receiver that considers itself as next-hop

RCM: based on location / distance progress

RID: a priority list of selected receivers is maintained

RID: tier ID

by the sender (based on corresponding links’ delivery
probability) and communicated to all receivers together
with the DATA packet;
◦ RCM: active receivers answer in the order of this list

◦

◦

node sends ACK directly after Beacon/ID (collisions
are treated in [148])
◦ sender chooses optimal receiver based on estimated
delay values of the next-hop nodes

◦

◦

◦ initiative and RCM: based on arbitrary routing metric
(in the paper, geographic distance is chosen)

◦

tion than sender and no aggregation is possible
RCM: 3 priority classes based on aggregateability
(AID) and distance progress
◦ all CTS are additionally randomly delayed (for
avoiding CTS collision)

◦

◦
◦

Decision Based on

each recipient calculates individual ACK signal burst
each recipient sends individual ACK signal burst until difference detected
all nodes need to know their (relatively fine-grained) location to calculate their rank
no support of aggregation foreseen

◦ approach similar to [42], but additionally considers energy efficiency
◦ each sender needs information on the transmission costs (here expected transmission
count metric) to each of its neighbors to select forwarding set
◦ IDs needed
◦ each receiver needs to acknowledge DATA packet
◦ no aggregation considered

◦ relatively fine-granular location information needed, since the tier width should be
less than half of the transmission range
◦ contention and ACK collision between several receivers not discussed
◦ data packet transmission error not discussed
◦ no RCM
◦ no support of aggregation foreseen

◦ sender needs to know delay values of its neighbors (estimations of the neighbors’
end-to-end delay to the sink); for this, a distributed value-iteration algorithm
needs to be solved, preferably in synchronized steps; this involves significant
communication and computational overhead, especially when the delay values need
to be recalculated frequently due to topology changes.
◦ each node needs to maintain a list of previous-hop nodes
◦ IDs needed
◦ no RCM
◦ no support of aggregation foreseen

◦
◦
◦
◦

◦ node IDs/addresses or fine-grained localization needed (to explicitly address the
selected receiver)
◦ no support of aggregation foreseen

◦ nodes need to know own and sink’s locations (fine-grained)
◦ nodes need to be time-synchronized (optional, when aggregation based on geographic location suffices)
◦ node IDs/addresses or fine-grained localization needed (to explicitly address the
selected receiver)
◦ additionally proposes random waiting to increase chance for aggregation

◦ transmission power control needed
◦ temporary short random IDs needed
◦ aggregation not discussed (but optional data packet information in the RTR could be
used to estimate the mergeability)

Details

Table B.2: Related work on protocols based on anycast, opportunistic routing, and/or receiver contention (cont’d)
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Initial Sender Packet

◦ CONTROL: BRTS (format/content not discussed)

◦ CONTROL: Preamble and
RTS

◦ CONTROL: short beacon
messages (format and
content not discussed)

◦ CONTROL: RTS; contains
location

Ref.

[139]

[347]

[329]
[328]

[90]

◦ RID and RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected

RID: SNR, remaining energy, input traffic rate, buffer

RID: location, SNR

RID: location
RCM: greedy forwarding metric

cussed; mentions the following example parameters:
location (hop count or geographic coordinate), residual
energy, aggregation criteria

RCM: actual calculation of backoff delay not dis-

◦

occupancy, channel utilization,
RCM (normal mode): closer to sink, remaining
energy, distance vs. hop count tradeoff
◦ RCM (angle-based routing mode): uses angle instead
of distance

◦

◦

◦
◦

◦

Decision Based on

◦ approach similar to [320]
◦ nodes are assumed to be location-aware (fine-grained)
◦ node IDs/addresses or fine-grained localization also needed (to explicitly address the
selected receiver)
◦ no aggregation considered

◦ neighbors need to know location of sender; i.e., either the sender’s location is included in the beacon message or IDs are provided and location tables are maintained
by other means
◦ node IDs/addresses or fine-grained localization also needed (to explicitly address the
selected receiver)
◦ no RCM; collisions of CTS considered negligible
◦ no aggregation considered

◦ nodes need to know their location (fine-grained)
◦ Nodes need to calculate their priority (using the forwarding metric that considers the
achievable hop distance and packet reception probabilities from a channel model)
◦ IDs needed
◦ no aggregation considered

◦ node IDs/addresses or fine-grained localization needed (to explicitly address the
selected receiver)
◦ nodes need to know their location or hop count for routing the packets to the sink
◦ aggregation foreseen, but no details given; in particular, the required application
layer data provided in the BRTS packets is not discussed

Details

B

◦ RID
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected

◦ RID and RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends CTS is
selected

◦ RCM
◦ first neighbor that sends BCTS
is selected

Next-Hop Selection

Table B.3: Related work on protocols based on anycast, opportunistic routing, and/or receiver contention (cont’d)
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Single-Hop Model: Reducible CTMC of Tagged Customer

Figures B.1 to B.5 and Fig. B.6 to B.10 illustrate the three-dimensional, reducible, structured
CTMC discussed in Section 5.4.1 for the cases Nµ ≤ Nc and Nµ ≥ Nc , respectively. More
precisely, for each case, five two-dimensional cuts through the three-dimensional CTMC are
shown. Each of the first four cuts shows the levels and phases of one layer. The fifth cut shows
the layers and levels of one phase. Consequently, the first four cuts are parallel, and orthogonal
to the fifth.
Note that, for the sake of clarity, only the transient states are shown as oval nodes. The three
values given in each node from top to bottom are the state variables nµf (layer), nµb (level), and
nνb (phase). The arcs and their labels correspond to the transitions and their rates, respectively.
Ordinary states are depicted by nodes with gray background and single-line border. White
nodes refer to states where the system is full, i.e., nµb + nνb = Nc . No arrivals occur in these
states. Nodes with double-line border refer to states where there is no idle server, i.e., nµb +
nµf = Nµ . In these states, arrivals (if any) go to the orbit, neither server failures nor retrials are
possible, and, in particular, there is no transition to the absorbing state.
The absorbing state and the transitions to it are not graphically represented to preserve
clarity. From all transient states that are depicted with single-line border, the absorbing state
can be reached with rate ν .
At the top left of Fig. B.6, state (Nc − 1, 1, nµf ) is depicted with a dashed double border. It
should be interpreted as a white single-line node (full system) for Layer nµf < (Nµ − Nc + 1)
and as a white double-line node (full system with all servers busy of failed) for Layer nµf =
(Nµ − Nc + 1).

B

e for Nµ ≤ Nc .
Figure B.1: Diagram of transient states in Layer nµf = 0 of CTMC X(t)
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e for Nµ ≤ Nc .
Figure B.2: Diagram of transient states in Layer nµf = 1 of CTMC X(t)
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B

e for Nµ ≤ Nc .
Figure B.4: Diagram of transient states in Layer nµf = Nµ of CTMC X(t)

e for Nµ ≤ Nc .
Figure B.3: Diagram of transient states in Layer nµf = Nµ − 1 of CTMC X(t)
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e for 1 ≤ nνb ≤ (Nc − Nµ ) and Nµ ≤ Nc .
Figure B.5: Diagram of transient states in Phase nνb of CTMC X(t)
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B

e for 0 ≤ nµf ≤ (Nµ − Nc + 1) and Nµ ≥ Nc .
Figure B.6: Diagram of transient states in Layer nµf of CTMC X(t)
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e for Nµ ≥ Nc .
Figure B.7: Diagram of transient states in Layer nµf = Nµ − Nc + 2 of CTMC X(t)
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B

e for Nµ ≥ Nc .
Figure B.9: Diagram of transient states in Layer nµf = Nµ of CTMC X(t)

e for Nµ ≥ Nc .
Figure B.8: Diagram of transient states in Layer nµf = Nµ − 1 of CTMC X(t)
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e for 1 ≤ nνb ≤ (Nc − Nµ ) and Nµ ≥ Nc .
Figure B.10: Diagram of transient states in Phase nνb of CTMC X(t)
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Estimation of Volumetric Storage Density

Here, a rough estimation is provided of the volumetric storage density (i.e., number of bits that
can be stored per unit volume) of current state-of-the-art (as of mid 2012∗ ) storage technologies
that could be applied in tiny (see Section 4.2.5) wireless sensor nodes.

B.3.1

Integrated Circuit Thickness

According to [132, Ch. Assembly&Packaging, p. 12], a total circuit thickness of less than
100 µm can already be achieved in high volume manufacturing of integrated circuits. A further reduction of thickness is foreseen (see [132, Ch. Assembly&Packaging, p. 12, 53]). For
keeping production costs low, a circuit thickness of approximately 100 µm is assumed in the
following.

B.3.2

Volumetric Storage Density of SRAM

In September 2009, [131] announced the successful implementation of static random-access
memory (SRAM) cells of a minimum area of approximately 0.1 µm2 . That is, 10 Mbit can
be stored in an area of 1 mm2 . Assuming a thickness of 0.1 mm following Section B.3.1,
approximately 10 Mbit can be stored in a volume of 1 mm3 .

B.3.3

Volumetric Storage Density of Flash Memory

In February 2012, [310] announced fitting 128 Gbit on an area of 170 mm2 . This results in
753 Mbit in an area of 1 mm2 . Assuming again a thickness of 0.1 mm results in a volumetric
storage density of approximately 7.5 Gbit/mm3 .

B.4

Coordinate Transformation between Physical and Grid Coordinates

Transforming Cartesian coordinates to coordinates of a hexagonal grid (and vice-versa) is a
common problem in game programming. The following transformation is inspired by [133]
and includes the following modifications:
• allow for real-valued Cartesian coordinates (physical coordinates) instead of integer pixel
coordinates,
• allow for negative-valued coordinates,

∗

Further improvements are under way (see, e.g., [152]).
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• adaption to the hexagonal coordinate system illustrated in Figure B.11 (to match Section 4.3.5.2) with pointy sides and an angle of 120◦ between the xg and yg axes,
• simplification by reducing approach to a single “section type” by shifting odd-numbered
columns of grid cells.

B.4.1

Transformation of Grid Coordinates to Physical Coordinates

First, the transformation of the grid coordinate of hexagonal cell dg = hxg , yg i to the physical
(c) (c)
coordinate d(c)
p = hxp , yp i of the cell’s center is performed. This case is simpler than the
reverse case and its results can be reused later.
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Figure B.11: Hexagonal grid with physical and grid coordinate systems.

A supporting illustration is shown in Figure B.11, where the physical radius of a cell is dC
(in meters) and two auxiliary parameters a and b (both in meters) are defined, which can be
calculated via
a = dC sin(30◦ ) = 0.5 · dC ,
and
b

Pythagoras

=

q
√
√
dC2 − a2 = 3a = 3 · 0.5 · dC ,

respectively.
It can be seen rather easily now from Figure B.11 that the cell’s center’s xp(c) -coordinate is
given by
xp(c) = xg (a + dC ) = xg · 1.5 dC ,

(B.1)
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and its y(c)
p -coordinate by
y(c)
p = yg · 2b − xg b = b(2yg − xg )
√
= 3 · 0.5 · dC (2yg − xg ) ≈ 0.866 · dC (2yg − xg ) .

B.4.2

(B.2)

Transformation of Physical Coordinates to Grid Coordinates

The transformation of a node’s physical coordinate dp = hxp , yp i to its corresponding grid cell
coordinate dg = hxg , yg i is done in three steps:
1. Approximate hexagons by rectangles. This step is only done for deriving the transformation. The nodes only need to apply the final equations which are exact.
2. Decide which rectangle the physical coordinate is located in. This leads to a preliminary
grid coordinate based on rectangles.
3. Correct preliminary grid coordinate if necessary. This leads to the final and exact grid
coordinate of the given physical coordinate.
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Figure B.12: Approximation of hexagonal grid by rectangles.

Step 1: Approximate hexagons by rectangles.
proximated by rectangles with physical width

In Figure B.12, the hexagonal grid is ap-

w = a + dC = 1.5 · dC ,

B.4

Coordinate Transformation between Physical and Grid Coordinates

and physical height
h = 2b =

185

√
3 · dC .

In the following, the rectangles are addressed by using the grid coordinate of the corresponding hexagonal grid cell, i.e., of the cell whose center is located within the rectangle.
Step 2: Decide which rectangle the physical coordinate
 is located
 in.
 It can
 be seen in Fig(c)
(c)
ure B.12 that the rectangles horizontally spread from xp − dC to xp + a . Equivalently,

 

(c)
the rectangles spread vertically from y(c)
p − b to yp + b .
Based on these considerations, physical coordinate’s preliminary grid coordinates can be
given by


xp + dC
(pre)
,
xg =
w
and


 

%
 y + x(pre) + 1 b  $
(pre)
p
g


x
+
1
y
p
g
=
y(pre)
=
+
.
g
h
h
2

Step 3: Correct preliminary grid coordinate if necessary. For the final correction of the
preliminary grid coordinate, the physical coordinate’s position within the rectangle needs to
be considered. For convenience, the investigation is reduced to the hexagon at the origin by
normalizing the physical coordinate as follows:
xp(norm) = xp − xp(c) ,
and
y(norm)
= yp − y(c)
p
p ,
where xp(c) and y(c)
p are the physical coordinates corresponding to the center of the of preliminary
(pre) (pre)
grid cell hxg , yg i and can be derived with Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2), respectively.
Consequently, it is sufficient to investigate the scenario shown in Figure B.13. After normalization to hxp(norm) , y(norm)
i, the physical coordinate dp = hxp , yp i lies somewhere within the
p
(pre)
rectangle h0, 0ig . For all normalized physical coordinates that do not fall into one of the two
(pre) (pre)
green triangles at the left-hand side of the rectangle, hxg , yg i is already the correct and
final grid coordinate Otherwise, the preliminary grid coordinate has to be adapted as described
in the following.
The slope of the border between the upper green triangle and the hexagonal cell is given by
√
3 · 0.5 · dC √
b
+
= 3.
m = =
a
0.5 · dC
Similarly, the border slope of the lower green triangle is
m− =

√
−b
=− 3
a
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Figure B.13: Normalized grid cell for correction of preliminary grid coordinates.

Hence, if y(norm)
>
p


√  (norm)
3 xp
+ dC , the physical coordinate lies within the upper green
(pre)

(pre)

triangle and itsfinal grid coordinate
is given by dg = hxg − 1, yg i. If, on the other hand,

√
(norm)
(norm)
yp
+ dC , the physical coordinate lies within the lower green triangle and
< − 3 xp
(pre)

(pre)

its final grid coordinate is given by dg = hxg − 1, yg − 1i. Remember that the final grid
(pre) (pre)
coordinate is identical to the preliminary one, i.e., dg = hxg , yg i, if the physical coordinate
lies outside any triangle.
Summary. Wrapping up the equations of Steps 1 to 3 leads to the compact solution presented
in Eqs. (4.6) and (4.7). These can be used by sensor nodes to determine their grid coordinate
dg = hxg , yg i based on their physical coordinate dg = hxp , yp i.

B.5

Impact of Group Failure

This section investigates the difference between two variants of finite-source retrial queues with
multiple homogeneous and unreliable servers. In the first variant, the servers fail independently
of each other. This is the variant which is investigated more frequently in the literature. In the
second variant, the servers are failing in groups. The first variant can be seen as a special case
of the second variant when there is only a single server per group. An incoming or retrying job
randomly selects one of the available servers. If no server is available, it (re-)joins the orbit. To
reflect the behavior of the protocol proposed in Chapter 4, a group may only fail if all servers
of the group are idle.
In Figs. B.14 and B.15, the mean response time (y-axis) is shown for varying number of
servers per group (spg) and generation rate λ (x-axis) below and above 1, respectively. The
results are obtained with MOSEL-2 using the parameters summarized in Table B.4. The case
spg = 1 coincides with the model where each server fails individually. The results show that the
number of servers per group have a notable influence on the mean response time. Additionally,
this influence is load dependent. Consequently, there is little hope that systems that exhibit
group failure can be approximated well by models that treat the server failures individually.
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Table B.4: Parameters used for discussing influence of group failure

Parameter

Value

generation rate
number of servers per group
number of sources
number of servers
service rate
retrial rate
failure rate
repair rate

λ = 0.01, . . . , 10 (x-axis)
spg ∈ {1, 2, 5, 10} (curves)
K=5
c = 10
µ =1
ν =5
δ =5
τ =1

Figure B.14: Mean response time of finite source retrial queue with group failure (λ ≤ 1).
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Figure B.15: Mean response time of finite source retrial queue with group failure (λ ≥ 1).

B.6

CPN Tools’ Precision of Time Values

This thesis focuses on exponentially distributed random time variables. While CPN Tools allows to sample random variables with floating-point precision, the obtained values need to be
rounded to integers∗ for being able to use them as time values. This section discusses the
consequence of this rounding and proposes a suitable workaround.
Let T (λ ) ∼ Exp(λ ) be an exponentially distributed random variable with mean T (λ ) =
−1
λ , where λ is called the distribution’s rate parameter. The expected value of the rounded
random variable is denoted as T r (λ ) = E (round T ) in the following. The derivation of T r (λ ) is
provided in Eq. (B.5) given in Appendix Section B.8. Variable D(λ ) = T r (λ ) − T (λ ) describes
the mean deviation of the two expected value. Similarly, the relative deviation can be given as
(λ )
Dr (λ ) = T r (λT)−T
.
(λ )
Both deviations are plotted against rate λ in Fig. B.16. The figure illustrates that for keeping
the relative error |Dr (λ )| smaller than 10%, rate λ needs to be chosen smaller than approximately 1.6.
Hence, for dealing with rates up to at least 2500 (see, e.g., δ in RealSet of Tab. 5.2), a
suitable workaround to this issue is needed before being able to apply CPN Tools.
The proposed workaround is to rescale all rate parameters used in simulation and rescale
the timed results (e.g., sojourn and response times) accordingly. The untimed results (like
mean number of jobs in a place) are not affected by the rescaling. The rescaling can be seen
as a modification of the time unit during simulation. The rescaling uses a parameter that is
denoted as precision factor. All sampled times are multiplied with this precision factor before
∗

While during the preparation of this thesis, the support of real-valued time parameters has been (partly) implemented into CPN Tools, a first trial to adapt the model accordingly unfortunately failed. Therefore, the decision
was taken to postpone this effort to future work.
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Figure B.16: Deviation introduced by rounding an exponentially distributed random variable with
rate λ .

getting rounded. To compensate for this modification, all timed result values are divided by the
precision factor.
Unfortunately, the precision factor cannot be chosen arbitrarily high. This is because (positive) time values can take a maximum value of approximately 1.0700·109 time units (corresponding to 30 bit) in CPN Tools. This thesis focuses on steady-state evaluation of the system
behavior. Therefore, the simulation length is always chosen close to the maximum simulation
length of 1.0700·109 time units.
Multiplying the sampled times with the precision factor is equivalent to dividing all rate
parameters by the precision factor. Consequently, the number of events (called simulation
steps in CPN Tools) that are generated during the simulation is reduced approximately by the
same factor. That is, the higher the precision factor is chosen the less events are generated and
the wider the CIs get.
These considerations are supported by the simulation results presented in Fig. B.17 for
various precision factors. The results are obtained using the model described in Section 5.2
and the RealSet of Tab. 5.2. Each given mean value and its CI correspond to ten simulation
runs. For comparison, results obtained by numerical analysis (approaches described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4) are also provided and obviously independent of the simulations precision
factor. Exemplarily, also the overall number of generation and retrial events (i.e., tokens that
pass through place P2 of Fig. 5.8) is also provided. As expected, it decreases with increasing
precision factor.
The figure shows that for higher precision factors (and reduced rounding errors), the simulation results get closer to the results obtained by numerical analysis. On the other hand, for
higher precision factors, the CIs get wider.
Hence, to improve the simulation results, the rates should be kept low by applying a high
precision factor. Moreover, since the maximum length of a single simulation run is bounded,
the number of runs needs to be increased when increasing the precision factor to keep the CIs
narrow. This not necessarily increases the time needed for simulation, since the number of
events per run is smaller. However, this approach increases the effect of the initial state on the
results which is in contrast to our goal to carry out steady-state evaluation.
The influence of the simulation length (in number of steps) on the results is exemplarily
shown for Tν in Fig. B.18. It can be seen that the simulation length may be held responsible
only to a small degree for the discrepancies of the mean result values shown in Fig. B.17.
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Figure B.17: Influence of time unit factor on simulation result.
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Figure B.18: Influence of simulation length on simulation result of Tν .

Hence, the main influence can indeed be attributed to the rounding issue which is sensible
to the chosen magnitude of the model’s rate parameters. However, it can again be seen in
Fig. B.18 that reducing the number of simulation steps widens the CIs.
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CPN Tools Model of Finite-Source Retrial Queue with Unreliable Servers

Figure B.19: Finite-source retrial queue with unreliable servers modeled in CPN Tools.
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The Expected Value of a Rounded Exponentially Distributed
Random Variable

In this section, the expected value E (round(T )) of the exponentially distributed random variable T Exp(λ ) (with T ≥ 0, round(T ) ≥ 0, and T = λ1 ) is derived. The random variable
round(T ) has a discrete distribution. Hence,
E (round(T ))

=

∑

nP (round(T ) = n)

(B.3)

n∈N0
Fig. B.20

=

0 · P0 (λ ) + 1 · (P1 (λ ) + P2 (λ )) + 2 · (P3 (λ ) + P4 (λ )) + . . .

=

∑ n (P2n−1 (λ ) + P2n (λ )) ,
n∈N

where Pk (λ ) (k ∈ N0 ) is the probability that the sampled time falls into the k-th interval and
given by
1

2 (k+1)
Z
1
1
λ e−λt dt
Pk (λ ) = P
k ≤ t ≤ (k + 1) =
2
2



(B.4)

1
2k


1
1
1
1 −λt 2 (k+1)
=λ − e
= −e− 2 λ (k+1) + e− 2 λ k
λ
1
2k


1
1
1
1
1
= e− 2 λ k − e− 2 λ k− 2 λ = e− 2 λ k 1 − e− 2 λ .
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}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
}
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Figure B.20: Illustration of rounding function and definition of intervals k ∈ N0 .

Consequently, Eq. (B.3) can be continued as
E (round(T ))

=

∑ n (P2n−1 (λ ) + P2n (λ ))

(B.5)

n∈N
Eq. (B.4)

=



1
1 − e− 2 λ

!
− 21 λ (2n−1)

∑ ne
n∈N

− 21 λ 2n

+

∑ ne
n∈N

!

=



1
1 − e− 2 λ

=


 1

1
1 − e− 2 λ e 2 λ + 1 ∑ ne−λ n

∑ ne−λ n e

1
2λ

n∈N

+

∑ ne−λ n
n∈N

n∈N
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 1


n
1
e 2 λ − e− 2 λ ∑ n e−λ

=

n∈N
Eq. (B.6)

=

e−λ

 1

1
e 2 λ − e− 2 λ

1 − e−λ

2 .

The final step of Eq. (B.5) uses the relation
nxn =

∑
n∈N0

x
(1 − x)2

,

(B.6)

which can be derived as follows. Defining
∞

S=

∞

∑ nxn =

n=0

∑ nxn ,

(B.7)

n=1

leads to
∞

∞

Sx =

∑ nx(n+1) =

n=0

∑ (n − 1)xn ,

n=1

and hence,
∞

S − Sx =

∞

∞

∑ nxn − ∑ (n − 1)xn = ∑ xn

n=1

n=1

∞

= −1 + ∑ xn

(B.8)

n=1

(geom. series)

=

−1 +

n=0

x
1
=
.
1−x 1−x

From Eq. (B.8) one directly gets
S(1 − x) =

x
,
1−x

and hence,
S=

B.9

x
(1 − x)2

Eq. (B.7)

=

∞

∑ nxn .

n=0

Distribution of Single-Hop Mean Response Time

In this section, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) FTν µ (Tν(max)
) of the single-hop mean
µ
response time Tν µ is derived∗ . First note that








FTν µ Tν(max)
= P Tν µ ≤ Tν(max)
= P Tν + Tµ ≤ Tν(max)
= FTν +Tµ Tν(max)
.
µ
µ
µ
µ

∗

The time unit in this section is seconds. For conserving conciseness, the time unit is not explicitly included in
the derivations.
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Moreover, note that a tagged job’s distributions of Tν and Tµ are mutually independent. Hence,
the sum of the two random variables with CDFs FTν and FTµ can be represented by the convolution of the two CDFs (see, e.g., [39, p. 64], [141, p. 37] or [164, p. 14]), i.e.,






(max)
(max)
FTν µ Tν(max)
=
F
T
=
F
∗
F
T
(B.9)
T
+T
T
T
µ
νµ
νµ
ν
µ
ν
µ
Z∞

=
−∞
Z∞

=
−∞
Z∞

=



FTµ Tν(max)
− t dFTν (t)
µ

 dF (t)
Tν
dt
FTµ Tν(max)
−
t
µ
dt


FTµ Tν(max)
−
t
fTν(t) dt .
µ

−∞

Remember that Tµ is exponentially distributed, i.e., its CDF can be given by (cf. [46, p. 20])

(max)
T
−t



 
− ν µT
(max)
µ
(max)
1
−
e
,
if
T
−
t
≥ 0,
ν
µ
FTµ Tν µ − t =
(B.10)

0,
otherwise ,


(
(max)
1 − e−(Tν µ −t )µ , if Tν(max)
−
t
≥ 0,
µ
=
0,
otherwise .


Since FTµ Tν(max)
− t = 0 for t > Tν(max)
and fTν (t) = 0 for t < 0, the bounds of integration in
µ
µ
Eq. (B.9) can be narrowed accordingly, i.e.,
(max)

Tν µ
Z




(max)
FTν µ Tν µ
=
FTµ Tν(max)
− t fTν(t) dt .
µ

(B.11)

0

The PDF fTν(t) of the waiting time Tν can be rephrased as
d
d
d FTν(t)
= P(Tν ≤ t) = (1 − P(Tν > t))
dt
dt
dt
d
d
= (1 − pν P(Tνo > t)) = (1 − pν (1 − FTνo(t)))
dt
dt
d
d
= (1 − pν + pν FTνo(t)) = pν FTνo(t) = pν fTνo(t) .
dt
dt

fTν(t) =

(B.12)

Since the waiting time Tνo of orbit-visiting customers can be approximated by a gamma distribution with parameters µγ and αγ (see Section 5.5.2), Eq. (B.12) can be continued as (see, e.g.,
[46, p. 25])
αγ µγ αγ µγ t

fTν(t) = pν fTνo(t) ≈ pν
Γ αγ

where Γ αγ is the gamma function defined in Eq. (5.28).

αγ −1

e−αγ µγ t ,

(B.13)
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Consequently, by inserting Eqs. (B.10) and (B.13) into Eq. (B.11), FTν µ (Tν(max)
) is given by
µ
(max)

Tν µ
Z 


 α µ α µ t αγ −1
γ γ
γ γ
(max)
−(Tν(max)
−t )µ
µ

FTν µ Tν µ
=
1−e
pν
e−αγ µγ t dt .
Γ αγ

(B.14)

0

For the discussion presented in Appendix Section B.10, additionally the PDF fTν µ(x) of the
single-hop response time Tν µ is required. It is derived from the CDF FTν µ(x) given in the form
of Eq. (B.14) via




d
(max)
fTν µ Tν(max)
=
F
T
(B.15)
Tν µ
µ
νµ
dTν(max)
µ
=

Tν(max)
µ

d

Z

dTν(max)
µ

0


 α µ α µ t αγ −1
γ γ
γ γ
−(Tν(max)
−t )µ
µ

1−e
pν
e−αγ µγ t dt .
Γ αγ
{z
}
|
denoted by f (Tν(max)
,t) in the following
µ

At this point, the derivation uses the Leibniz rule for parameter integrals (see [204, p. 432]),
which states that, if functions g(x) and h(x) are continuously differentiable, then
d
dx

h(x)
Z

h(x)
Z

f (x, y) dy =
g(x)

d f (x, y)
dh(x)
dg(x)
dy + f (x, h(x))
− f (x, g(x))
,
dx
dx
dx

(B.16)

g(x)

where, in the case of Eq. (B.15), h(x) = x = Tν(max)
,
µ
f (x, g(x)) irrelevant), y = t,

dh(x)
dx

= 1, g(x) =

dg(x)
dx

= 0 (which renders

f (x, h(x)) = f (Tν(max)
, Tν(max)
)
µ
µ

αγ −1
(max)


α
µ
α
µ
T
γ γ
γ γ νµ
(max)
(max)
(max)

= 1 − e−(Tν µ −Tν µ )µ pν
e−αγ µγ Tν µ
Γ αγ
= 0,
and
d f (Tν(max)
,t)
d f (x, y)
µ
=
(max)
dx
dTν µ
!

 α µ α µ t αγ −1
(max)
d
γ γ
γ γ

=
1 − e−(Tν µ −t )µ pν
e−αγ µγ t
Γ
α
dTν(max)
γ
µ
!
αγ −1


αγ µγ αγ µγ t
d
−t )µ
−(Tν(max)
µ

= pν
e−αγ µγ t ·
−e
Γ αγ
dTν(max)
µ
!
αγ −1


(max)
αγ µγ αγ µγ t

= pν
e−αγ µγ t · µe−(Tν µ −t )µ .
Γ αγ

(B.17)
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Consequently, Eq. (B.15) can be continued based on Eqs. (B.16) to (B.17) via
(max)

Tν µ
Z


d f (Tν(max)
,t)
µ
(max)
fTν µ Tν µ
=
dt
(max)
dTν µ

(B.18)

0

Tν(max)
µ

Z

=
0

B.10

αγ µγ αγ µγ t

pν
Γ αγ

αγ −1

!
e−αγ µγ t



(max)
· µe−(Tν µ −t )µ dt

Discussing the Use of Convolution to Calculate the MultiHop Delay Distribution

As discussed in Section 5.7.2, the detection-to-notification delay Td2n is a sum of n = (h − 1)
single-hop delays, i.e., a sum of n iid. random variables. In principle, it could therefore be
calculated using the n-fold convolution of FTν µ (x) with itself. Such a convolution usually is
(n)∗

denoted as n-fold convolution power FTν µ (x) = FTν µ ∗ . . . ∗ FTν µ (x) (see, e.g., [298, p. 9] or [39,
p. 66]) and can be calculated recursively via
(n)∗
FTν µ (x)

Z∞

=

(n−1)∗

(x − t) dFTν µ (t)

(n−1)∗

(x − t)

(n−1)∗

(x − t) fTν µ(t) dt ,

FTν µ
−∞
Z∞

=

FTν µ
−∞
Z∞

=

FTν µ

(B.19)

dFTν µ (t)
dt
dt

−∞

where the PDF fTν µ(t) of the single-hop response time Tν µ is given by∗
!
α −1
Zt


αγ µγ αγ µγ t 0 γ
0
0
−α
µ
t

e γ γ · µe−(t−t )µ dt 0 .
fTν µ(t) =
pν
Γ αγ

(B.20)

0

(max)
Since for calculating Eq. 5.39
= 100, it makes
 the n needs
 to be varied from 1 to dh
(max)
(max)
†
sense to iteratively calculate P Td2n ≤ Td2n
based on a given Td2n > 0.

A possible iterative approach comprises the following steps, where 1 ≤ h ≤ dh(max) = 100 is
used as an index variable counting the number of hops.
• Step 1:


(max)
For initialization, set h = 1 and P Td2n ≤ Td2n
= 0.
• Step 2:
Get P(dh = h) from Table 5.16
∗
†

The derivation of fTν µ (t) is given in Appendix Section B.9, Eq. (B.18).
The authors of [297] reach a similar conclusion. Hence, there is little hope that using transforms achieve significantly better performance in this case.
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• Step 3:


(max)
– If h = 1, set P Td2n ≤ Td2n
|dh = 1 = 1, since EVMs sent by 1st -Ring nodes do
not experience any delay. Continue with Step 5.
– Otherwise, if h = 2, define function Fconv (h, x) = FTν µ(x), as given by Eq. (5.38).




(max)
(max)
Set P Td2n ≤ Td2n
|dh = 2 = FTν µ Td2n
. Continue with Step 5.
– Otherwise, if h ≥ 3, continue with Step 4.
• Step 4:
Obtain

Fconv (h, x) =

R∞
−∞

Fconv (h − 1, x) fTν µ(t) dt,

similar

to

Eq.

(B.19)

and using Eq. (B.20). Dependingon the algorithm’s implementation,
Fconv (h − 1, x) may

(max)
(max)
be discarded at this point. Set P Td2n ≤ Td2n |dh = h = Fconv (h, Td2n ) .
• Step 5:
Recalculate






(max)
(max)
(max)
P Td2n ≤ Td2n
= P Td2n ≤ Td2n
+ P(dh = h) P Td2n ≤ Td2n
|dh = h
.
• Step 6:
Increment h.
• Step 7:


(max)
– If h > dh(max) , stop the algorithm. P Td2n ≤ Td2n
contains the result.
– Otherwise, if h ≤ dh(max) , continue with Step 2.
The main problem of this approach is the complexity hidden in Step 4 (and Eq. (B.20)).
Transcribing Eq. (B.20) to a closed form seems infeasible and its solution by calculating value
tables for each iteration is likely even more cumbersome and prone to numerical inaccuracies
that the Monte Carlo approach chosen in Section 5.7.2.
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In more detail, the derivation of Eq. (4.3) is given by∗
Ar+

=

Eq. (4.2)

=

1
dT
1
dT

ZdT

Ar+ ddr+
0
ZdT

dT2 arccos

0


=
∗



1  2
dT
dT

ZdT


arccos

0

dr+
dT



dr+
dT

− dr+

q
dT2 − dr2+ ddr+
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0

The unit of length in this section is meter. For conserving conciseness, the unit of length is not explicitly included
in the derivations.
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Note: The primitive of the minuend is derived based on [53, p. 990, n. 493]. The primitive of
the subtrahend is derived based on [53, p. 966, n. 158].
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